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ANOTHER GHOST TOWN
try—Dismantling Plant
Another ghost town • is springing
nto existence at Long Cove, St.
George,' w'here workmen are rap
idly dismantling the plant of
Booth Bros. & Hurrican Isle
Granite Company, which for the
/reater part of the past 60 years
lias furnished employment in that
locality, and prosperity for the
-urrc unding area.
Por seven years past the plant
has lain idle, anti with little cr no
prospect of another granite bocm
r was decided to accept the offer
of a Providence shipbuilding con
cern and dispose of the parapher
nalia.
The tracks which conveyed the
granite stock to the cutting shed
were removed some time ago To
the Piovidence concern go two
blor.dins, four derricks, four hoist
ing engines, cne big traveling
crane (an 8-wheeler of 40 tons),
one locomotive, the pumps in the
quarry, cne big compressor, pipin? . tocls. etc.
Many years ago the writer of
this information saw two huge
djnamite blasts, whlcl^ turned
loose for the quarrymen many

and

f the roaring

POETRY READING
by Wilbert Snow

Singing by Mussel Ridge Quartet
and Dancing
SPRUCE HEAD
COMMUNITY HALL

Thursday, August 20

,‘nobscot”
jraphs are there,
“City of Rich"Mohawk” and

few pages—and

77-78

Drill of Cline’s Hell Cats, Maine
State Reserves, before the
entertainment
Admission Prices:
Baked Bean Supper, 35 cents
5 to 7 P. M.
Pcetry Reading and Entertain
ment 8.15 P. M., 25 cents
AU proceeds go to the Heil Cats
78-79

thousands of tons of granite, later
transformed into material for
government building contracts or
paving blocks for New York streets.
It was said to be the largest pav
ing quarry in the East.

When the industry was at its
height the firm employed 100
quarrymen and about 125 cutters.
It also operated a vessel fleet
comprising the schooners Charles
H Klinck, George Klinck, Booth
Brothers and Annie B. Mitchell.
Over the years these craft have
made hundreds of trips to New
York, booming along under fair
skies and favorable winds, or brav
ing the stormy elements, buf al
ways delivering cargoes which
meant so much to employer and
employe, and of course to the con
signee.
To men like John Hawkins, who
has Wintered and Summered with
this plant the present transactions
present a sorrowful picture inter’ migled with memories which are
at once happy ami sad.
The site of the plant will become
overgrown with alders and other
shrubs and coming generations
will be told of the great industry
which once flourished! there; or
maybe someone will point .with
pride to the pictures of massive
structures fashioned' from the
granite which was cut there.
Weeds where fortunes were
once carved.
The exact purposes to which the
plant materials will be put is not
known to the writer, but it is hint
ed that they may become a part
of the new shipbuiding plant,
which, it is understood will be built
in or near Providence.
Honduras is the greatest banana
land in the world.

CONGRESSMAN SMITH TO BE HERE
*
With Congress in session most of the time and
many duties connected with my official position, I
have little opportunity to see the people at home.
I will be at the Court House, Rockland, Thursday,
August 20, from 9.00 to 12.00 and 4.00 to 6.00 to

talk with those who have problems they wish to
discuss with me officially or otherwise.
No appointments necessary.

Sincerely,

MARGARET CHASE SMITH.

78-73

REPUBUCAN GET-TOGETHER
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19
at 6.45 P. M.
On the premises of

♦

E. STEWART ORBETON, at West Rockport

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, PRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. PULLER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 18?4 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and In 1861 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

[EDITORIAL]
In view of the fact thatathe people at

CAMPAIGNERS large are much more Interested in the seri-

ous subject of war it is perhaps well that
politics be given a temporary holiday. 1116

ARE
COMING

scarcity of gas and

tires is another

im

portant factor, making impossible anything like a normal
campaign, either on the part of the candidates or the voters
who would not ordinarily balk at traveling a considerable dis
tance to hear them. And for these reasons, alone, the Re- 1
publican State Committee decided this year to limit the cam
paign endeavors to a solitary get-together in each county.
Knox County’s turn is set for tomorrow, but instead of
attempting to cover the entire district, as has been done in
former years the candidates will confine their visit to Rock
land, Thomaston and Camden, with an evening speaking
session at the beautiful premises of the county chairman,
E. Stewart Orbeton, West Rockport.
The principal speakers will be U. S. Senator White, Con
gressman Margaret Chase Smith, and Gov. Sewall. With the
fine record each has made it would seem scarcely necessary for
campaigning, but all three have many personal friends
throughout the county whom it ls a real pleasure for them
to meet, besides impressing upon them the fact that another
election is close at hand and every good Republican should be
ready to meet the foe. It Is hoped that as many voters as
possible will improve the opportunity to call tomorrow and
pay their respects.
A new epoch in Maine shipbuilding was
created Sunday when two destroyers and
MADE
GLORIOUS eight large merchant vessels were launched
at South Portland, in the presence of naval
RECORD
and civic dignitaries. It was termed the
greatest single launching event in the Second World War,
and gained for the State and the builders an international
distinction, for it was an answer to the criticism that sufficient
speed was not being registered at the South Portland plant,
and an answer also to the challenge presented by the German/
submarines. We always like to discover a subject for local
pride, and we find It in the scores of Knox County workmen
who placed their part well in the fashioning of the newly
launched craft.

Under the beneflcient effects of the
GARDENS
serialized rains which Maine has been ex
HAVE DONE periencing this Summer we are today en
joying some of the fruits of an increasingly
WELL
large number of vegetable gardens, planted
last Spring. The enjoyment which comes from partaking of
this “garden sass,” fresh from its source has no parallel for
epicureans, and with it comes the comfort of knowing that
the thrifty housewife is stocking the cellar shelves with pre
serves ahd other canned goods. Nothing is going to be
wasted this Winter, and nothing must be.

The war has brought many worthy
suppliants to ask aid of the people of the
United States, and the response has been
more than generous. But there is one
cause that should make a special appeal to
the sentiments and pocketbooks of Americans—that of the
Free French Relief Committee. This organization repre
sents, in a very particular sense, the valiant disinherited; the
men who were outlawed by the government that pretends to
speak fcr their native land; who fight with a price upon their
heads—yet who fight hard and well, true and staunch allies In
America’s war against aggression.
The Fighting 'French have been receiving military aid
from Britain and the United States, like others of their fel
lowship—the Poles, the Norwegians, the Dutch, the Belgians
and the rest of the unconquered peoples of conquered lands.
But for many goods and services that make a hard lot easier
to bear they are dependent on voluntary contributions—and
the Free French Relief Committee has been assisting in this
work under the authorization of General de Gaulle. Medi
cines and med cal supplies, food and cigarettes for lonely
desert cutposts; rest homes for men off duty; a medical center
in Britain; aid for the exiled relatives of fighting men—the
committee seeks to do for the Fighting French what the
UJS.O. does for the American forces, and more, since the
needs are greater, the resources more limited.
Americans can help these men cut off from their home
land, exiles for freedom’s sake. They can demonstrate that,
although diplomacy may put the Fighting French in a special
category among the opponents of Hitler, they are to the
American people the true descendents of this country’s oldest
allies, equal partners in a common effort. Gifts may be made
to the Free French Relief Oommittee, Inc., at its national
headquarters, 444 Madison avenue.—Herald Tribune.
FOR THE
FREE
FRENCH

Brief speeches by—i

MAKE EVERY PAY DAY

U. S. SENATOR WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.

BOND DAY

CONGRESSMAN MARGARET CHASE SMITH

R WAR

Be/

GOVERNOR SUMNER SEWALL

JOIN THE PAY-ROLL SAVINGS PLAN

STATE CHAIRMAN LLOYD MORTON
VICE CHAIRMAN E. MAY CHAPMAN

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE

Voters of Knox County Cordially Invited!*

■

THIS WEEK ONLY

DRESSES

X

<*

“ncI steel.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU!

ea!e‘n *nd

’pa Per an<j

The day’s program, as outlined yesterday by State Com
mitteeman Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., and County Chairman
E. Stewart Orbeton, is as follows;
10 a. m.
The visiting candidates and other members

of the campaign party will be at the Knox Hotel, Thomas

ton, remaining two hours in that town.
12 noon
Luncheon at The Thorndike Hotel in Rock
land.
5 p. m.
Visit to Camden.
6.45 p. m.
Public speaking on the premises of E.

$(*• .'X* lie* t:.*

Stewart Orbeton in West Rockport, with a cordial invita

(By The Roving Reporter)

tion to everybody, regardless of party.
In the campaign group will be Senator and Mrs. Wallace
H. White, Jr., of Lewiston, Representative Ma^aret Chase

ington, Vice Chairman Mrs. E. May Chapman of Belfast,

and the county candidates.

SENATOR SPEAKS TO ROTARY
< 8

National Administration
The
National Administration
was praised and criticised indiscri
minately in a stirring address de
livered before the Rockland Rotary
Club Friday noon by U. S. Sena
tor Ralph O. Brewster.
“Whats the use of saying that
all things are jake when we know
that is not so?” asked the Sena
tor, who added on the other hand
that we have made rapid progress
toward unity of command, and are
in better condition to face the
battle than we have ever been.
‘Tf I spent all of my time in the
madhouse which is Washington
I would certainly become a ‘nut’,’’
declared Brewster, who said that
he had a definite mission in being
“home on the range” at this time.
“I hope to be here next week,” he
added, “with Senators Truman
and Kilgore for a visit to the ship
yards where naval construction is
in progress.”
Telling of foresight and prepa
ration made for the war Senator
Brewster roundly endorsed the se
lection of Admiral Leahy as chief
of staff, declaring that he has the
respect of the Army as well as the
Navy andi that his handling of
unsavory conditions in Porto Rico
had so won the confidence of ev
erybody that his name had a good
ring throughout the land. In this
connection he pointed out that
Gen. Henry Knox once Secretary
of both War and Navy was an in
stance of unified command.
“Now what about the bad in our
program?” the speaker asked.
With 50,000 of our boys on the
fighting front the time spent by
the President in watching the
political situation in New’ York
has done no good. Whether or
not he had licked Jim Farley, was
not an appropriate thing at this
time.
Senator Brewster told of being
on a committee which had devoted
three months to an investigation
of the rubber situation, and which
had laid1 the foundation on which
synthetic rubber might be manu
factured
The child came to rest on the
broad shoulders of Don Nelson—
a simple, honest man, with not a
political bone in his body. He
went ahead and did all he could.
It was a touch and go whether
synthetic rubber factories could
be put in operation in time, and
so many difficulties were faced
that finally the nation was ordered
to conserve its own stock of rub
ber. The President understood to
handle the situation, and found
himself In such a mess that he ap
pealed to Chief Justice Stone, who
turned the proposition aside, and
Barney Baruch was selected as the
man who may furnish the ladder
by which the President may climb
down. A continuous discussion of
the problem can accomplish noth

ALFREDA PERRY

Baptist Church, Warren

ROCKLAND, ME.

8.00 P. M.

Silver CoUection

ROLLER SKATING

ing but ill. The President should
have left the matter with Don
Nelson.”
Senator Brewster bespoke the
sympathy of the public for the
rationing board, telling how ord
ers poured in upon the desk of
State Director E. C. Moran, «Jr.„
and whose department was not
provided with 90 much as pencil
and paper.
“The New England .Governors’
Conference at Augusta must mean
making New England a unit in de
manding oil rationing in the West
to relieve fuel shortages in the
East,” said Senator Brewster. On
this issue we are not partisans but

to cut with a dull knife. Arriving
at nearby Pond Island shortly
thereafter he found the sun shin
ing brightly. And you will find
thick fog at Rockport and Lincoln
ville Beach when it is perfectly
While lt isn’t exactly a cheerful clear in Rockland.
thought, It may give you added
Soldiers went to the rescue In
urge to “Swat that fly” (and
there’ll be plenty of ’em, soon) to Houlton the other day, and but for
know that the female of the com their timely service 100 acres of ripe
mon house fly lays more than 2000 peas would not have been saved,
their timely service 100 acres of ripe
eggs during her life span.
from the Houlton Air Base and 50
boys
from the N.YA. center did
In 1402 the New World was not
the
trick.
Norman Miller re
importing rubber but exporting it. ports that Supt.
100
tons
(not shelled)
Christopher Columbus on his sec were rescued.
ond voyage took back to Spain a
collection of strange black balls
year ago: Fresh from
which bounced in a curious fashion hisOne
sea conference with Winston
and which were said to be made Churchill,
President Roosevelt ar
from the hardened milk of a tree. rived in Rockland,
and granted a
If that bold navigator could only press conference on board the
come back and fine some more for yacht Potomac at Tillson wharf.
us he'd be more popular than John The event was heralded througlfJones on election day!
j out the civilized world—James
! Connellan was confirmed as post
A somewhat startling headline in master.—Frederick Tripp resigned
yesterday’s Lewiston Journal says , from the State Police Force to be
"Auburn Man, Once Kaiser’s Boss. come manager of a lobster con
Has Confidence in Shipbuilders” cern at Criehaven which he had
It develops that the Kaiser in ques I bought.—Clifton C. Lufkin left on
tion is the California man who a trip to the West Coast.—The
offers to build flying boats, and not Camden-Rockport sesqulcentennial
the Kaiser who preceded Hitler to j was being celebrated'—John W.
defeat.
Trott resigned as manager of the
State Employment office—Stanley
“The Yanks are coming”—in fact Hall was elected president at the
they seem to have arrived pretty annal reunion of the Hall family—
Among the deaths: Rockland,
much all over the world.
George L. Watts, 73; Rockport,
Funny thing, about the fog. Joseph E Cox, 93; Waldoboro, MiM
When Philip Howard left Crescent Eliza Kaler, 83; Appleton, Fred
Beach Sunday it was thick enough Pease, 84.

A Lord In Court

ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS

Tuesday, Wednesday,

U. S. Senator Ralph O. Brewster
who gave a ringing address before
the Rotary Club
patriots offering our fellow Ameri
cans in the West an opportunity
to share with us the sacrifice of
war.
“By what method can anyone
defend using tank cars without
limit to supply joy riding in the
Mississippi Valley while wiping out
our system of distribution in the
East by putting travelling sales
men off the road and crippling
many essential industries.
“Defenders of the administra
tion may well explain to citizens of
Maine how this Washington policy
is understandable on any other
grounds than fear of political
repercussions.
“Maine men and women are co
operating wholeheartedly with the
war effort. They are giving with
out limit of their time and energy
to make the various rationing
boards function for the common
cause of conservation. They are
entitled to the highest praise.
They are also entitled to far more
co-operation than they are receiv
ing from Washington in the-mat
ter of essential supplies to do their
tremendous task and in the sim! plification of their directives in
order to achieve some semblance
of sanity.”
PLANTED SEED LOBSTERS
Fish WardenFred McGlauflin
has the past week put out 500 seed
lobsters beginning at Friendship
lobster pound running course to
Harbor Island, thence to Cedar
Island, back by Cranberry Island
into Friendship Harbor, then
crossing by Morse's Island to
Pleasant Point out to the mouth
of St. George's River.

The troubles of an English peer, 1 The guest preacher at the First
Lord Edward E. E. Montague, who Baptist Church, Sunday, will be Dr.
W. Bradbury of New York
has just completed a stay of 30 days John
City. He will also conduct a Bible
in the Boston House of Correction Conference each evening from Mon
will enter a new phase here today day through Tnursday. Sessions at
when he will be arraigned before 7.30.
Dr. Bradbury is a Baptist minister
Judge Zelma M. Dwinal on a charge
of passing a fraudulent draft. The who has served several important
case was continued from yesterday churches with distinction and suc
in order that his attorney, Jerome cess. He is widely traveled, having
C. Burrows, might obtain evidence visited four of the five continents
and witnesses.
of the world. He served during the
The complainant is Lee Lenfest j World War, spending an all two
of Cbmden, who accepted the al years in France and the war zone.
leged worthless draft in payment of
In addition to his pastoral work,
400 gallons of gasoline delivered at Dr. Bradbury has always been in
the Summer estate of financier great demand as a speaker for spe
Thomas W. Watson, which Lord cial occasions. He is widely known
Montague claimed he was planning for his work as a Bible expositor.
to buy. In court Lord Montague Many large Bible classes have been
will also face the cofhplaint of Har developed as a result of this
old Corthell of Camden, who alleges ministry.
that the titled Englishman obtained
Dr. Bradbury is a nationally
goods valued at $800 from him under known writer and commentator on
false pretences.
the religious significance of world
The Court waited vainly this events. He is the Editor of The
morning for the appearance of Lee j Watchman-Examiner, the National
Lenfest, the Camden complainant, Baptist Weekly, a paper which cir
and then discharged the respondent. culates throughout the United
Deputy Sheriff Robert A. Webster, States and Canada, besides other
in whose custody Boston officials countries throughout the world.
He is a member of the Board of
placed Lord Montague, served a
warrant issued by the Immigration Managers of the American Baptist
Foreign Mission Society, the Clergy
Department.
Club of New York, a member of the
executive committee of the Baptist
Tbe Blood Bank
World Alliance, and a trustee of
the Gordon College of Theology and
Missions, Boston, and the Northern
Names of Latest Donors— Baptist Theological Seminary, Chi
cago. He was recently electced to
When Others May
the board of trustees of the Na
tional Reform Federation of Wash
Do So
ington, D. C.
The following gave blood for
Knox County Blood Bank, Aug. 13: Stewart, Mrs. Rose L. Wales, Ed
Roland J Sukeforth and George C. ward T. Dornan, Thomaston.
Cassens, Rockland; Arthur L. An
The work of taking blood at
drews. Glen Cove; Miss Dorothy Knox Hospital has been resumed
L. Bryant, Camden; Hugo B. Eck and it will be glad to have names
man. Rockport; Rollo M. Gardner.
people who will give their blood
W. Lester Pitcher, Camden; Mrs. of
Thursdays, 3 to 4 o'clock and any
Charlotte C. Gray, Miss Jessie M. one
wishing to become a donor
should telephone Mrs. A. E. Mac
Donald. Thomaston 111 for ap
pointment.

WANTED

_ YOUR FAVORITE POEM

BLUEBERRIES
I would like ta buy 300 or 400
vine; and I would also buy Ber

DANCE

pl-68Ttf

Martinsville Grange Hall

not cleaned.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 21

'

EVERY WEEK

NECESSITY

In Boston Town. In '73,

ries which have been raked but

Established 1868. Member Federal Deposit Insurance CorR

A Noted Preacher

English Peer Discharged Dr. John W. Bradbury ComWhen Complainant Fails
ing To the First Baptist
To Appear
Church

bushels of Blueberries on the

Oakland Park

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
78-t9
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Brewster Of Maine Praises and Criticises the

Friday, Saturday

PUBLIC LANDING, ROCKLAND

$X..

Yes, we have no bananas, and
one reason is that shipments from
Mexico have dribbled from 14
Smith of Skowhegan, Gov. and Mrs. Sumner Sewall of Au million stems in 1937 to 2.5 million
gusta, State Chairman and Mrs. Lloyd R. Morton of Farm this year

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

GREEN ISLAND PACKING CO.

72 or 957

gas restrictions which are handicapping traffic.

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS

30 Cents Per Basket

The Black Cat

Republican candidates for the office of United States
Senator, Representative to Congress, and Governor, will
be in Knox County Wdenesday, making what will be their
solitary campaign appearance here, because of tire and

PLEASANT CONDITIONS!

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 79.

Wednesday—Speaking At West Rockport

ANNUAL
MIDSUMMER CONCERT

WANTED

ISSUE

Will Have Their Knox County Get-Together

Friday Evening, Aug. 21

HERRING CUTTERS
.' tires for
for guns;

REPUBLICAN^LEADERS COMING

At One-Half Regular Price

7 LIMEROCK STREET,
GOOD PAY!

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, August 18,1942

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Long Cove Bids Farewell To Long-Time Indus

Baked Bean Supper
iston-Tuttle's

Entered as Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courier-Gazette. 465 Main St.

TUESDAY

Sugar was scarce as scarce could be;
They might have missed lt in their

tea.
But all of that was undersea.
Lewis and Clark explored afar,
And Daniel Boone shot many a b'ar;
The track was wild, they had no car.
But feet are tough as tires are.
At Valley Forge, so long ago.

The temperature was ten below;
The troops had ice and lots of snow.
But no refrigerators—no.

DOUG VINAL’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c, tax included

EMIL RIVERS

And we. who think we can’t exist
Without
these things
they never

8J0 to 12.00

342 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
78-79

Will find In time, that we were wrong;
You wait and see. We’ll get along.

varan

missed.

—Norman K. Jaffray

P->r»n Tv’q

TWICE-A-WEEK
For whosoever shall give you a
cup of water to drink in my name,
because ye belong to Christ, verily
I say unto you, he shall not lose
his reward.—Mark 9:41.

i>i >

Cogitates On Value of Friend
ship and Lets “Rae” Tell
a Story In Rhyme

7// 7

///

/

AMAZINGLY EAST

LOW-COST WAY TO

’
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ceilings

/ //,

WALLS /
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Til she would nardly carry sau.
My thoughts was filled with boat 'til
about
Everything else was knocked clean
out
Didn’t reach home 'til darkness fell,
And I was tired, truth to tell.
I ate, then to bed—reached in my
hand
For my watch to wind—'twas on that
Island.
Wal there was nothin’ I could do
'Til mornln'—I was feelln' blue.
Next mornln dawned clear an' grand.
I ate then started for that Island
But tho’ I looked from tree to tree,
Neary a trace of watch d.ld I see.
I'd lost the only watch I had-—
I tell ye friends I felt right sad.
Now twenty years- later, to a day,
I went to that Island out In the bay
Wal I'd cut some wood, kept on the
jump.
I'd Just fell a tree an' sat down
the stump;
Was wipin' my brow and lookin'
around.
When I heard a funny, tickin' sound
I Jumped up an let out a yell
There was my watch, in that tree I'd
fell.
I pried lt out. 'twas shiny and bright
When I got lt out.into the light.
T looked her over, all was fine
It hadn't, lost a minute's time.
Some watch you'll admit.
I'll be
bound
What would go twenty years without
being wound."

Chcrus The Heavens Are Telling.
frem “The Creation.’
Hayden
Harp—The Harmonious Blacksmith.
Handel (1685-1759)
Giga.
Corelli (1633-1713)
Bouree.
Lillian Phillips
Soprano I Hear a Thrush at Eve.
Cadman
At Night.
Rachmaninoff
Love Has Eyes,
Bishop j
Gay Butterfly.
Hawley
Mrs Helen Yeo
Mrs Faith G. Berry, accompanist
Trumpet Duets- Three Kings.
Walter H Smith
Serenade.
Schubert
Miss Dorothy Young and Frank Young
Plano Solo—Grande Valse Caprice.
Engelman
Miss Verna Robinson
Ladles' Chorus—To Thee, O Country
J. Eichberg
Harp—Seven Short Stories In Music.

Carlos Salzedo

On Dcnkey Back.
Madonna and Child
Pirouetting Music Box.
At Church
Goldfish.
Night Breeze
Behind the Barracks
Miss Phillips
Bar.tone To be announced.
Rand Smith
Chorus—Fantasia frdm "H M S
Pinafore,'
Sullivan
arr. Page
Star Spangled Banner
Chorus and Audience

that you do your part, nowl

Start buying United States
Defense Savings Bonds and
Stamps immediately.
Back
down the aggressors with your
dollars. Bonds are on sale at
banks and post offices. They
cost as little as $18.75. Put
your dimes in Defense Stamps
and they, too, will go to work.
America needs your money
for a very important reason—to
safeguard your country, your
life.

“Mi niece frum Starks jest
asked me if slacks is plural
or singular. Seems ter me slacks
on a woman is (plural alright,
cause if she didn't have’ em cn
'twould be singular.

Cocled lava, after a few years
Tlie /Chorus, with possible addi
The equatorial circumference of
of weathering, provides fine soil tions, will comprise:
the earth is 34.902 miles, the meri
for Hawaii's sugar cane crops.
Sopranos: Mrs. Helen Yeo, Mrs. dional circumference 24,860 miles.

PIPES

and
PIPES
PIPES

rt with One Coat!
I in One Hourl
Washable I
Bon Finishes
age Room 1

and
But for GENUINE PIPE ENJOYMENT You Must See the Fine New Assortment
All Styles, Sizes, Shapes and Prices, at ,
Home of the

Super Delicious Peanuts
/EST PASTEL COLORS

W. H. GLOVER CO.
TEG 14
453 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Sherw/n Williams
!
Pajnts

Boasted a la 1942

i

OXTON’S

TALK OF THE TOWN

a

TOBACCO

Playing Are In Evidence
I

scored. Base on balls, off Newcombe
Games This Week
Tuesday—Rockland at Thomas 2, off Richards 5. Struck out, bv
Newcombe 8, by Richards 4. Hit by
ton.
Friday—Thomaston at Rockland. pitcher, Ellis. Scorer, Mis. Wink.
Sunday—Rockland at Camden,
Dust From The Diamond
and Thomaston at Camden
Buck Wellman. Camden catcher,
There is a rumor of a team of cld
n vefy nicely fcr the Pirates
timers who will play the P rates in filled
in
the first game and made a nice
the near future. How about it? bid to win the game on his cutfieid
The Pirates are ready.
fly in the tenth.
* * • *
D ck Marsh surprised his team
Thomaston 6, Rockland 4
mates
donning the mask and
At Thomaston Friday night the mitt'in bv
the second and he did an
Ixx:als won over the Pirates to make
nice job.
it three in a row. Both teams other the
Thomaston game Thomp
scored four runs in the opening sonInsure
had
to run to get his two
inning and Thomaston added the
Above is a seen© from Paramount’s hilarious comedy of domesticity.
two that were enough to win in hits.
“
Are
Husbands Necessary?” In the above scene are Ray Milland, Chail ,
Ba’nard sure h t that apple to
the third. Thompson and Wink led win
Dingle, Kathleen Lockhart, Betty Field and Eugene Pallette.
the
first
game
of
the
doublethe hitters with two for two.
Pirates ............. 4 0 0 0 0—4 header and he wculd probably have
Thomaston ...... 4 0 2 0 x—6 had a triple if he had to get as
Dollar Days Bond
In Municipal Court
as he could.
Batteries: Robinson and Day; C. many
Another double play for Jenkins,
Banfield Knight was in Court
Ellis and Thompson.
Felt.
Kelly, Merchant, that quiet
Monday
charged with panhand
At Rockland Sunday in the first
from Camden, did a very goon Won By Austin R. Ulmer— ling.. He was sentenced to 30 days
game of a double-header before a boy
and strike job in the first game.
Unanimous Choice Of the
good sized crowd Ducky Drake ar.d ball
in jail.
Richards
had the Pirates guess
Henry lives hooked up in a 10-inn- ing on his pitching
Fred P. Knight was arraigned
Judges .
and but for his
ing pitching duel. Ducky not show 1 wildness m ght have
Monday on two cases for single salp
made
the
ing any wildness from his three
I For the most complete and attrac j of intoxicating liquor on Sunday
go into extra innings.
weeks' layoff emerged the winner by 1 game
Spear, who had been playing cen tive list of articles not sold but dis : He pleaded “not guilty,” was found
a 2 to 1 score. .
field in grand style for Thomas played in the Dollar Day Stores, the guilty, fined' $503 cn each case and
The Pirates sooted in the first ter
unanimous choice of the special i costs of $10.76 and $6.42; in additon,
has joined the Coast Guard.
inning when leadr-ff man Dick Bar
committee
of judges frem the Cham ticn to two months in jail, and in
'-- -- -- -- -- -- -- nard reached first on a well placed L
ber of Commerce was that of Austin default of payment of fine and
bunt. A wild pitch sent (Barnard to
R. Ulmer of 2C2 Camden street, costs, six months additional. He
second and Ravmie Ellis drove him
Rcckland, Maine, whose clever appealed on each case, with $603
home with a single.
drawings and listings are displayed bail furnished on each.
In the third, with two away. Kelly
in booklet form. The prize to i Richard M. Whitney of Dover N
singled, Went to second on a w’ild
young Ulmer, who is 15 years cld. H„ was found guilty of theft, havpitch and was out on a clcse play
is a $25 War Bond.
FAMILY
i ing stolen two bocks from Hustcnat home when Marsh erred on Jen
i In judging the lists of the differ- Tuttles Monday. He was four. I
[ ent contstants. all contestants’ guilty and paid a fine and costs
kins’ grounder and Kelly tried' to
REUNIONS
score . L bby led off in the fourth
names were blanked out to the of $14.32.
judges, and a number placed on I Carleton Reed of Camden was
with a single but a good throw by
Wellman cut him down attempting
each list, so that the judges had , charged with passing a stop sign
no knowledge until they had chosen at Camden cn the 16th. Henry
to steal second.
the winning numbered list, who had Rcper made the arrest. He plead
In Thomaston's eighth, Richards
wen. Mr. Ulmer's winning list will ed “guiltyi” and paid a fine of $li)
doubled and came hc-me on Kelly’s
soon be displayed in a local store
second single to tie up the ball
and costs of $2.70.
window.
game. The Pirates in their eighth
There were also six in fcr intoxigot a man on with one awav but a
' cation, two of whom paid fines of
snappy double play pulled lives out
TENANT’S HARBOR
$10 each and four excused on good
cf a hole.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Boyles of behavior.
With two away in the ninth Day
KALLOCH FAMILY
Cambridge, Mass., are at their Sum
reached on an error, Robbins
mer
home for three weeks, having
The current corn crop cf Argen
The Kalloch Family will hold its
singled and Drake purposely walked
as guests, Mr. and Mrs. Eli J. Rogers tina is estimately at 362 million
annual
reunion
at
the
Penobscot
R chards to fill the bases and then
cf Medford. Mass., Rev. C. R. Sims bushels, according to the Depart
bore down on Fales to strike him View Grange Hall, Glen Cove, , and Mrs. A. I. Stuart of Bath were ment cf Commerce reports.
Wednesday,
Aug.
26.
out to end another Thomaston
Faustina W. Robinson, See. 1 dinner guests, Wednesday, of Mr.
rally.
, and Mrs. Boyles, while in town to
79-80
The winning run was scored bv
attend the ICOth anniversary of the
Drake who had two singles to his
. Third Baptist Church.
WENTWORTH FAMILY
credit when he opened the Inning
by walking. Simpson sacrificed him
The efficers of the Wentworth Buy War Savings Bonds ano Stamps
to second and he advanced to third family association wish, to an
cn a wild pitch. Wellman filed to nounce that owing to the present
Robbins to make !t two away, and conditions the annual reunion has
with the count, three and two ort been postponed until one year
Barnard he walloped the next pitch from date.
Mabel Alley, Sec.
over the center fielder’s head to win
the ball game.
SHIBLES FAMILY
Thomaston
The
54th
annual reunion of the
ab r h po a
Shibles
lamily
will be held Wed
Kelly, lb .................. 5 0 2 9 0
Jenkins, ss ................. 5 0 12 4 nesday, Aug. 19. at the Bohndell
Libby. 3b .................. 5 0 2 0 3 hcme on Beech St, Rockport. Pic
Felt. 2b .................. 4 0 13? nic dinner will be served at noon.
A. H. Bohndell, Secretary.
lives, p ...................... 4 0 0 2 3
79*
lt
Day, c ........................ 4 0 0 10 0
----------------t----Robbins, cf ............... 3 0 12 0
SIMMONS FAMILY
Richards, rf ............ 3 110 0
Fales. If ..................... 3 0 0 1 0
The annual reunion of the Sim
Wright, If ................. 1 ’0 0 0 0 mons family will be held at the
hcme of Mr. and Mrs. William
37 1 8*29 12 Simmons on Route One in War
ren near Sheldon's filling station
Pirates
ab r h po a Saturday. Aug. 22. Chicken dinner
Barnard, cf ............... 5 12 3 0 furnished. Take sweets.
Elis. If .......... -......... 3 0 12 0
Mabel S. Heald. Sec.
Starr, lb .................... 4 0 0 6 0
Thomas, 3b ............... 4 0 12 1
CLARK ISLAND
Wink, rf .................... 4 0 0 0 0
Mrs. Helen Magnuson of Hing
Kinney, ss ................. 4 0 0 0 4
Drake, p .................... 3 12 0 4 ham, Mass., is visiting her mother.
Marsh, 2b .................. 2 0 0 5 1 Mrs. Victor Blcmberg.
Miss Shirley Johnson of Brain
Simpson, 2to ............... 0 0 0 0 0
Welman, c ................. 4 0 0 12 2 tree. Mass., visfled over the week
end with her parents, Mr. and Mis.
33 2 6 30 12 Frank Johnson.
Mrs. Albert Wood and children cf
* One out when winning run
Quincy,
Mass., have been visiting
scored. Two-base hits, R chards.
Sacrifice hits. Marsh. Simpson. Mr. and Mrs. Henning Johnsen.
came Saturday and they
Struck out, bv Drake 11, by lives 10. Mr. iVocdhome
the following day.
Base on ball s.off Drake 2. off lives returned
Rockland Loan & Building Association
William
Williams
of Qunicy,
2. Hit by pitcher. Felt. Double Mass., is visiting his mother.
Mrs.
play. Jenkins to Felt to Kelly.
18 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, MEJessie Williams.
Rockland 3, Camdert 2
In the second game Izzy Prince, Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
first up. reached on an error by
Simpson, who- after making a good
stop threw wild to first. Prince go
ing to second, and Richards scored
him with a single.
The Pirates tied it up in their
half cn a walk to Ra.vmie Ellis, one
to Thompson, and Simpsons’ first of
three singles scored Ellis. Keith
Richards opened the sixth by reach
ing first cn an error, advanc ng to
second on an infield out and scored
on Buck Wellmans’ single.
The Pirates came back in their
half when Starr's grounder
away from lives. Simpson and Bar
nard walked, filling the bases and
after striking out Kinney. Richards
also walked. Marsh forcing in the
tieing run.
The winning run was scored by
Ell s who was hit and advanced tothird on successive singles by Starr
and Simpson to fill the bases. Wink
hit a grounder to McGrath who
threw In the dirt at the plate, allow.ng Ellis to sccre.
Simpson with three for three led
both teams at bat, Newccmbe and
Richards allowed four single each.
Camden
ab r h po a
jm..
Prince. 3b ................. 4 10 0 1
McGrath, ss............... 3 0 113
Wright, lb ............... 4 0 0 9 0
In these days of ’42 when gas and tire rationing make the seashore an im
K. Richards, cf ........ 3 112 0
possibility,
do the next best thing and—
Merchant, If ............ 3 0 12 0
Porter, rf ................. 3 0 0 0 0
Wellman, c ............. 3 0 15 0
KEEP COOL IN YOUR OWN BACK YARD
lives, 2b .................
3 0 0 01
Richards, p ..... -..... 2 0 0 0 2
through the use of our Hammocks, Beach Umbrellas, Chaisettes, Metal Furniture,

MiitM

28 2 4*18 7

Home of the Famous

Giant Ice Cream
Milk Shake for 10c
ROCKLAND, MAINE

MAIN STREET, CORNER PARK STREET,

CIGARS

Tuesday-Friday

Some Mighty Close Games and Extra Fine

(By Iree Member)
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
That was an Interesting com
Book Review
munication from W. R Walter in
the Aug. 7 issue and it brought
'By K. 8. F.)
back memories of the nail-keg va
riety of political arguments I used
Flue nose: A Portrait of Nova to listen to in popeyed wonder
Scotia. Author, Dorothy Duncan. When the arguments got hot and 1
Publishers Harper and Brothers, fists w’ere banged and voices were
New York.
raised higher we, the little fellers,
The timely books which are edged toward the door and poised ■
Honey bees
flooding the bookmarts today, ready for a quick exit in case a
BRUSH
EYES'
give the active reader great in fist fight should staft— but physi
BRISTLES ON LEGS
terest and pleasure, also excel cal combat seldom resulted.
lent choice for reading of worth
OF BEES ARE USED
In his kind reference to Iree I
through
the vacation season. noted what he said about some
TO WIPE OFF POLLEN
Dorothy Duncan has made a sketch of mine being a bit off the
FROM THEIR LARGE EYES.
‘ home run' again in "Bluenose,” usual trend I follow in my at- 1
and the thrilling detailed story tempts to blossom into a writer of j
VERY
cf this beauty spot well known note and, perhaps, finally take my
BRIGHT
LIGHT
to the Canadian and American place in the "best seller of the
travelers;
often called
“New week" class. Well, ye never can
FALLING UPON THE
Scotland in America’’
tell what sort of a sketch my poor
EYES CAN CAUSE A
This author is known by her brain will urge me to write—if you
PERSON TO SNEEZE,
earlier success, “Here's To Can do know, you have me beaten, for
REPORTS THE BETTER
ada,” with her vividness of pic I don't know’ myself until I start
VISION INSTITUTE.
turing and unaffected charm of. pounding the long suffering keys
detail. This is the kind of travel of the type-writer.
book that teaches history and
If the editor considers it of suf
beauty of described country, giv- ficient reader interest to give it
in? zest in the desire to both space it wdll appear in due time for i
read and' see what Miss Duncan's the perusal of the readers of this ■
keen perception and impressions paper. If rejected—I'll file It away j
c
have in reality.
and forget it.
F
"Bluenose” is essentially the
Old Iree has been very fortunate !
A*
portrait of *the Province of Nova so far, that his sketches have all
Scotia, but it is not alone a been printed.
travel book, but a fine enlargement
ujUL
The gas and rubber fandango is
cf readers' vision of this beautiful tieing up traffic to the extent
unit oi America.
BT7G FASTER THAN EAR!
that the Igloo visitors are not a
The book is illustrated by stream
any more—just a tricke so
manv excellent photographs of far this season. Rollie, Nonnie,
A FLASH OF LIGHTNING IS
bullrings and places of historic Baldy
managed one
SEEN BEFORE IT IS HEARD.
interest.
Another
valuable trip andandweGeorgia
had one grand time
number for your cultural library
shelves that will be of lasting vir and Elmer Ames, wife Jessie and
tue. The author was bom in New’ two of Elmer's sisters got in a visit
Carrie Wyllie. Mrs. Edith Budicik.
Jersey, grew up in Chicago, made which was very enjoyable. Jessie
Annual Concert
Miss Dorothy Bishop, Mrs. Carrie
a number of trips to EJurope. happens to be one of my favorite
Butler. Mrs. Martha Bishop, Miss
Bince her marriage to a Nova nieces, this makes Elmer my
nephew’ and the sisters valued
Evelyn Bishop. Mrs. Grace Strout,
Scotian, now lives in Canada.
the Warren Baptist Mrs. Genevieve Wellington. Mrs.
friends. Friends and relatives are At
K. S. F.
valuable assets in the lives of us
Catherine Moody, Mrs. Mary HalChurch Friday Night—
all. An old man once told me that
ligan, Mrs. Ruth Perry, Mrs. Lena
A Fine Program
“if ye have some money and lose
Simmons, Miss Ann Norwood, Miss
WIPE THAT SNEER OFF HIS FACE /
it, ye can most likely git some
Drewett, Miss Jeanette
The annual concert at the War- ! Mary
more, somehow, but if ye lose a
Perry, Mrs. Grace Wyllie, Mrs.
friends. Friends and relatives are ren Baptist Church will take j Helen Borneman.
git im back as easy as ye can a place Friday night at 8 o’clock, j Altos: Mrs. Avis Norwood, Mrs.
lost doller.”
and all indications are that the | Virginia Thomson, Mrs. Helen
I had five or six dollars once and same high standard of preceding j Starrett, Mrs. Bessie Wood, Mrs.
lost it and. by crimus, I ain't been years will be maintained. Despite I Hazel Pease, Miss Bertha Teague.
able to get any to replace it, but, tire and gas rationing Chester O. Miss Phyllis Perry, Mrs. Annie
I have some mighty ,nice friends,, Wyllie, who is directing the con- Lehto, Mrs. Bertha Drewett, Mrs.
a/’d I
t Pan
^ose anY
cert, has been able to get together Marion French. Mrs. Nettie Vinal.
them if I can help It.
Basses: Charles Wilson, Ray
a sizable chorus with several out
I was just ready to tell another of town assistants. Outstanding mond K. Greene, Fred Kenniston,
“Uncle Eph” story when Rae of in the list of soloists are Lillian Edward Thurston.
Belfast called and handed me the Phillips, artist-student with Car
Tenors: Harold Greene, Chester
following story in rhyme which I los Salzedo.
world
renowned O. Wyllie.
guess will be o. k. to end this harpist, and Rand Smith, baritone,
sketch—the one I was going to whose fine voice and winning per
tell can wait.
sonality have won him a warm
place in the hearts cf music devo
ZEKE AGAIN
Guard Your Country ' ..
tees in this section Once again
“
Wal
folks,
how.
”
Here's
Zeke
once
WAR SAVINGS BONDS L STAMPS
more.
Mrs. Helen Yeo is contributing a
and Your Loved Ones
Telling a yarn In the country store,
U. 5. 1 reasury Department i "I've lived on the coast all nyy life,” group of soprano solos to the pro- ’
gram, and Frank Young and niece. !
said he,
' And cum to depend a lot on the sea. Miss Dorothy Young, appearing in I
So when I needed wood one day
trumpet duets, these three artists |
I went to an island out In the bay.
Right now, thousands of
There I found wood an' no mlstakln' always heard with keen pleasure.
As in the past no admission fee
And It was mine. Just for the takln.'
young American soldiers and
I had a brand new WRtch, ye see.
will be charged, but a silver col
Not wantin' to lose lt, hung it up on a
WE SERVICE
sailors are risking their lives to
lection will be taken, this year to
tree.
Wal I cut my wood and started for go to the boys in service, a most
protect yours. Patriotism, your
home.
Following is the
The wind was kickin’ up the foam worthy cause.
own
self-protection, demands
My boat was full of wood to the rail program:
All Makes of Cars!
41T47

Strand Theatre, Wednesday and Thursday

KNOX COUNTY LEAGUE

The Memory Man
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Ask For Our Matinicus-Criehaven Alive LOBSTERS

CANDY

Pirates
Ellis, If ....................
Thomas. 3b ----- ---Starr, lb ..._............
Simpson, ss .............
Wink, rf .......... -......
Barnard, cf .... ........
Kinney. 2b ..............
Marsh, e ______ .........
Newcombe. p ....... .

ab r h po
2 2 0 0
3 0 0 0
4 119
3 0 3 1
4 0 0 1
2 0 0 1
3 0 0 0
2 0 0 9
3 0 0 0

a
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
3

26 3 4 21 C
* One out when winning run

Aug
19—Camden—Annual meeting
Camden Historical Society at St.
Thomas Parish House
Aug. 19—Martinsville Ladies Circle
fair at Orange hall.
Aug. 19—Republican tour of Knox
County.
Aug. 19 — State Field Meeting of
Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences
at Knox Arboretum
Aug. 29—Victory Party by St Ber
nard's Parish at church ground--,
Aug 20 Spruce Head Poetry Read
ing by Wilbert Snow; entertainment,
music, at Community Hall.
Aug. 21 —Warren— Concert at Bap
tist Church.
Aug.
25 Tenant's
Harbor Sliver
Tea at "The Crags,' residence of
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich; bene
fit Memorial Library.
Aug. 27— Entertainment by Naval

Base

Service

Men

at

Community

Building.
Sept. 1—Republican tour of
coln County.
Sept. 8—City Schools begin.
Sept. 14—State Election.

Lin

313-319 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 980

Che
is ha
from

A. J. Bird, chairman of assessors
is enjoying a week’s vacation from
his duties, and is at his farm ' Old
Dr.
Acres” at St. George.
ens w
wher>
Mrs. Frank W. Fuller enter trave
tained at luncheon Saturday hon to at,
oring Mrs. Jane W. Bird and Miss eral (
Madeline Bird who are leaving the eral <
last of the month for Trenton. State:
N. J., where, this year. Miss Bird trip
has taken an apartment instead of Natio
boarding as she , has during her three
several years of successful teach Lea vi
Aug.
ing in the schools at Trenton.
Rock!
There will be a concert Wednes
day night at 7 o'clock by the Rock
«.lib I
land City Band at the Public
Aug l|
Landing.
a son
( in 11
The fourth and final concert of pltal.
Currlt
J
the Summer season at Bowdoin
Buell
College is scheduled for Wednes Wald |
day night at 8.15. It will be given Osgti
in the Chapel and there will be no a <!;• I
admission charge. The program,
an organ recital by Afred BrinkMet I
ler, FA.GO., will be as follows: Aug
Athalia Overture, Handel; Dreams Florer
Stoughton;
Chorale.
Franck; N. Y
Beall
Priere, Guilmant; Kammenoi Os- Vaugh|
trow. Rubinstein; Scherzo. Mac- Eva
farlane; Still as the Night, Bohm; City I
Toccata Caprice, Woodman. Mr.
Brinkler is one of the outstanding
Grid
organists in the east, and his work Meda
• should find much interest with 88
yea
Bov«
both organists and students of . the
A . wil
organ.
mou! ii
Pearl
Supt. Alden Allen is attending J. PC!
Il.iri|
the Superintendents’ Conference Hardy.
at the University of Maine , this
MilH
wife <
week.
neral

The sailors from the Naval Base Good
West
Sh i
out of appreciation of the kind and
L.
generous hospitality shown by the 82 Sha
V I
Rockland ladies, are putting on a Llndsi-l
musical entertainment and dance Ret I
at the Community
Building,
Thursday. Aug. 27. proceeds from
W
the same to be used for the benefit preclat)
of the club rooms. There will be a relat!'
fine musical program with special the 1.1
ties featuring Mrs. Jane Fisher of recen'
thank
Camden and Mark Skiffington, ful fir
Fra i ll
Y3c of the Naval Base in a rhumba
and waltz exhibition. Byron Do and I'J
ran, Y3c who is an unusually fine
pianist, will play several classical
Bn
numbers, and some of his own Wn nr
composition.
Rand Smith, the
popular soloist at the Samoset Ho
tel, will favor the audience with
his presence, which is always a
most welcome treat. Miss Lottie
McLaughlin, who is a most popu
lar favorite in musical circles, has
consented to sing. Dancing will
follow this fine entertainment with
the music by Rand Smith's or
chestra. The tickets are to be 75c
Service men will be special guests.
I

Visitors in Washington, D C., Faint |
can get copies of The Courier-Ga
zette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street, North
58* tf Buy
West.—adv.

FOR SALE
COW. FOUR YEARS OLD

With Calf two weeks
Call at 7 P. M.
C. D. MURPHY, Friendship,

l,u<
Me.

79*80
St

FINE HOME FOR SALE
My property at 4 Gleason St.,
Thomaston, is for sale at reason
able price. AH modern and in
excellent repair.
May be seen by applying at the
Hanley house, 11 Gleason St.
Write to me for details.

Capt.L R. R. Robbins
235 N. W. 41ST. STREET
MIAMI, FLORIDA
76*80

BURPEE'S
Ambulance Service

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

Min
night
officer.

Mis.
chosei
Aug 19—Shibles family at Bohndell Li neo,
home. Beech St . Rockport
Aug. 20—Gilchrest family at St. gradu,
s, ii
George Grange hall
Aug 22 Simmons family nt home of Colie
William Simmons. Rt 1 Warren
Aug. 28—Payson-Fogler families at she 0
ernmr
Snow Bowl, Camden.
Aug. 26—Hills family at Snow Bowl, year
Camden.
Aug. 26 Kalloch family at Penob part i, J
a Nd
scot View Grange hall, Glen Cove
pass.ij
The Rockland Red Cross surgical Natn
dressings room, which has com
pleted a quota of 52.000 bandages,
has changed its hours to 7-9 p. m.
Tuesday and 1-4 p. m. Wednesday,
it was announced by Mrs. Charles
Berry, chairman Friday.

FUNERAL HOME

Come in Today— Ask Us About It!

Ra

Span::
annin

COMING REUNIONS

Gliders, and other articles of Summer Furniture.

PRICES NOW REDUCED ON SUMMER FURNITURE

Civi
be new
fare o
allotn
anno,:
Augu.

TELEPHONES
$90 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
KOCKLAND, ME.
, .
119-tf

Tuesday-Friday

iy and Thursday

Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Aug
19—Camden—-Annual meeting
(i.rnden Historical Society at St.
Thomas Parish House.
Aug. f»- Martinsville—Ladles Circle
fa r at Orange hall,
A ig. 1£-Republican tour or Knox
County.
Aug. 19 — State Field Meeting of
Ki.ox Academy of Arts and Sciences
at Knox Arboretum.
Aug 20—Victory Party by St. Ber
nard 's Parish at church grounds.
Aug 20 Spruce Head—Poetry Readl by Wilbert Snow; entertainment,
music, at Community Hall.
Aug. 21 —Warren— Concert at Bap
tist Church.

Ml

Aug.

irious comedy of domesticity,
ene are Ray Miliand, Charles
Eugene Pallettc.

Municipal Court
field Knight was in Court
v charged with panhandHe was sentenced to 30 days
p Knight was arraigned
y cn two cases for single sale
Wicating liquor on Sunday.
lilty,” was found
fined $5C0 cn each case and
if $10.76 and $6.42; in additwo ir.cnths in jail, and in
of payment of fine and
six months additional. He
?d on each case, with $603

25 Tenant’s

Harbor- Silver

1-,i at “The Crags,” residence of
Major and Mrs Talbot Aldrich; bene!;■ Memorial Library.
Aug 27 Entertainment by Naval
n„e Service Men at Community
Building.
sept 1—Republican tour of Lin
coln County
Sept. 8—City Schools begin.
Sept. 14 State Election.

COMING REUNIONS
Aug 19—Shibles family at Bohndell
me. Beech St.. Rockport.
Aug. 20 -Gilchrest family at St.
George Orange hall.
Aug. 22 Simmons family at home of
William Simmons, Rt. 1. Warren.

Aug. 26—Payson-Fogler families at

Bowl. Camden.
Aug 26—Hills family at Snow Bowl.
Camden.
Aug 26 Kalloch family at Penob
scot View Grange hall. Glen Cove.
Snow

The Rockland Red Cross surgical
dressings room, which has com
pleted a quota of 52.000 bandages,
has changed its hours to 7-9 p. m.
Tuesday and 1-4 p. m. Wednesday,
it was announced by Mrs. Charles
Berry, chairman Friday.

rnished cn each.

ard M Whitney of Dover. N.
found guiltv of theft, havlen two bocks from HustonMonday. He was found
and paid a fine and costs
32
(ten Reed of Camden was
with passing a stop sign
idea cn the 16th. Henry
made the arrest. He pleaalt'. and paid a fine of $10
sts of $2.70.
were also six in fcr intoxitwo of whem paid fines of
h and four excused on good
>r.
current corn ctcp cf Argcnistimately at 362 million
according to the DepartIf Commerce reports.

A J. Bird, chairman of assessors
is enjoying a week’s vacation from
Ins duties, and is at his farm “Old
Acres" at St. George.
Mrs. Frank W. Fuller enter
tained at luncheon Saturday hon
oring Mrs. Jane W. Bird and Miss
Madeline Bird who are leaving the
last of the month for Trenton,
N. J., where, this year. Miss Bird
has taken an apartment instead of
boarding as she , has during her
several years of successful teach
ing in the schools at Trenton.

There will be a concert Wednes
day night at 7 o'clock by the Rock
land City Band at the Public
Landing.

The fourth and final concert of
the Summer season at Bowdoin
College is scheduled for Wednes
day night at 8.15. It will be given
in the Chapel and there will be no
admission charge. The program,
an organ recital by Afred Brinkler. F A G O., will be as follows:
Athalia Overture, Handel; Dreams,
Stoughton;
Chorale,
Franck;
Priere, Guilmant; Kammenoi Ostrow. Rubinstein; Scherzo, Macfarlane; Still as the Night, Bohm;
Toccata Caprice, Woodman. Mr.
Brinkler is one of the outstanding
organists in the east, and his work
■ should find much interest with
both organists and students of. the
organ.

.40$*

••

ng Association
ROCKLAND, ME.

Supt. Alden Allen is attending
the Superintendents’ Conference
at the University of Maine this
week.

The sailors from the Naval Base
out of appreciation of the kind and
generous hospitality shown by the
Rockland ladies, are putting on a
musical entertainment and dance
at
the
Community
Building,
Thursday. Aug. 27. proceeds from
the same to be used for the benefit
of the club rooms. There will be a
fine musical program with special
ties featuring Mrs. Jane Fisher of
Camden and Mark Skiffington,
Y3c of the Naval Base in a rhumba
and waltz exhibition. Byron Do
ran. Y3c who is an unusually fine
pianist, will play several classical
numbers, and some of his own
composition.
Rand Smith, the
popular soloist at the Samoset Ho
tel, will favor the audience with
his presence, which is always a
most welcome treat. Miss Lottie
McLaughlin, who is a most popu
lar favorite in musical circles, has
consented to sing. Dancing will
follow this fine entertainment with
the music by Rand Smith's or
chestra. The tickets are to be 75c.
Service men will be special .guests.
Visitors in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency. 603
West —adv.

Washington, D. C.,
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
15th street. North
58* tf

FOR SALE
COW. FOUR YEARS OLD

With Calf two weeks
Call at 7 P. M.
(’. D. MURPHY, Friendship, Me.
79*80

Masking of headlights to reduce
The Same Officers
the glow from automobiles operat
ing on highways running perpen
dicular to the coastline and in spe
cial areas where the skyglow has Elected At the Class Of ’06
been noticeable in Maine’s dim-out
Reunion, Who Served In
area, was ordered today by Col.
Francis H. Farnum, Maine Civiian
Schooldays
director. A 10-mile speed limit for
such areas was ordered.
Tne class of 1906. Rockland High
School, held its annual reunion
Civic,
educational,
charitable, Friday night at the Episcopal
benevolent, religiuos and social wel Church "Undercroft.'’
fare organizations may obtain sugar
A delicious lobster dinner was
allotments for their suppers, was
announced from the O.P.A. office in served from a long table, beauti
fully laid with lace cloths and with
Augusta yesterday.
decorations of pink sweet peas and
yellqgr
snapdrogons. There were 28
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary, United
Spanish War Veterans, will hold its “jolly goed fellows” awaiting the
delicious feast but almost taking
annual carnation sale, Saturday.
precedence over that was their
eagerness to get together in the
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to big circle to reminisce old school
night at 7.30. First nomination of days.
officers.
(The Courier-Gazette has inaugurated a new department, by grouping
In the absence of president Fred
Black, “Smiling Bill” Sullivan act all news items relating to those from Knox and nearby Counties who are
Charles H. Morey, City Treasurer, ed as master of ceremonies. He in the armed service. We will welcome any contributions relating to them)
is having a two weeks’ vacation expressed the opinion that as a class
Whitney L. Wheeler, who received : 2528. Gloucester, Mass He would
from his duties.
this reunion should be of special
a
commisson
as Lieutenant A-V <s> i appreciate letters or cards from
significance and that we should be
in
the
United
States Naval Reserves I friends. Chester Colby of Spruce
Miss Doris C. Borgerson has been nearer to each other than ever
has been ordered to report for Head, who also reported for duty
chosen as teacher of history at before.
Remarks were heard from several training at the Naval* Air Station, on the same day, has been transLincoln Academy. Miss Borgerson
’ ferred to Providence, and is cn a
Point, R. I.
graduated from Rockland High of the members. Thanks was given Quonset
Augusta
has
been
his
home
the
i
fire boat in Providence harbor. To
to
the
committee
which
planned
the
School in 1938 and from Bates
past eight years, he is a native cf
go best wishes.
College this June. While at Bates reunion, consisting of Mary Ladd, Tenant’s Harbor. He attended St. both cf these •boys
* * *
Winnie
Karl
and
Alice
Karl.
The
she majored in history and gov
George High School, is a graduate
Messages from service men
ernment and during her senior committee chosen for next year con of Coburn Classical Institute. Wa
sists
of
Harold
W.
Look,
Osmond
“down under’’ in Australia were
year assisted in the history de
terville, and the Univesity of Maine,
partment. Recently, she received A. Palmer, Katherine Keating and class of 1C*3O. He was in the em received by parents in this country
Mary
Ladd.
The
following
officers
a National / teacher’s rating, by were chcsen: President, D. Scribner ploy of W. R. Grace & Company over the radio Sunday. Judge of
passing with very good success the Hyler; secretary, Katherine Keat 'and the Grace Lines Incorporated, a mother's thrill to hear again
National teachers’ examinations. ing; treasurer, Donald Karl, the New York, prior to commencing the voice of a long absent son,
and to hear him say that every
same ones who served during their work in the United States Treasury thing is O. K.
Department, office of Collector of
Paul Horeyseck, 21, met with an high school years.
• * ♦ #
accident Saturday at Snow’s Ship
Letters of regret were read from Internal Revenue at Augusta, in
Word
has
been received from
yard when they were unloading, a Caddy of Boston, Cora Johnsen of 1934, as assistant cashier. Upon ! Private Charles Emery that he has
passage
cf
the
Social
Security
Act
steel bar struck him in the left leg Schenectady, N. Y„ Mabel Colson,
arrived in India. His address, in
breaking both bones in the lower City, Albert Prescott of Bangor, a in 1936, he was promoted to chief case
his friends would care to
of
the
Employment
Tax
Division,
a
leg. He was taken to Knox Hospi telegram from “Bob” Adams of
write, is A.S.N.. 310276C5 185 Q. M.
tal in the ambulance
Malden. Dr. Archie Greene of Cam position held since that date.
den who, under stress of govern He has been active in ciyic affairs Co. AP.O. 1060, care Postmaster,
Dr. J. A. Richan and J. E. Stev ment pressure found himself as the in both Augusta and Tenant's Har N. Y. Depot supply.
9 9*9
He is a trustee of the Lillius
•
ens went this morning to Portland, only available “Md.” in Camden on bor.
Gilchrest
Grace
Institute,
a
voca

Crosby Ludwick, who is located
where they will join the party that night, and Ralph L. Daggett tional training school in Tenant's
traveling to Salt Lake City, Utah, of Glens Falls, N. Y.. who was un Harbor built and now operating un at present in Washington. D. C., is
to attend the sessions of the Gen able to make a second trip to Maine der his supervision. He is also home on a five-day furlough.
• ♦ • »
eral Grand Chapter and the Gen becacuse of an “A” card which he chairman of the membership com
merited,
although
he
said
they
Lawrence
MacAllister,
formerly of
eral Grand Council of the United
mittee of the National Association
States, Aug. 24 to 27. The outward were not so easy to get back in the of Employes of Collectors of In Rockland, joins the armed forces at
Camp Devens today. He has been
trip will be vig» the Yellowstone good school days.
Revenue.
The cclass prophecy was delved ternal
National Park, and includes a
Mr. Wheeler was married in Feb employed in Brookline.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
three day trip through the Park. into until whispers of protest ruary, 1941, to Virginia E. Drink
P.F.C. Richard Farris Knowlton
Leaving Salt Lake City at 9 p. m. hushed thf- reader. Scribner Hyler water cf Rockland.
Ls attending a G.M.C. School in
9 9 9 9
Aug. 27, they are due to arrive in read excerpts from the class history.
Among them are proudly related.
Detroit, Mich. After finishing his
Rockland Aug. 31.
Mrs
Herbert
Wheeler
of
Thom

“That in studies with high ranks
course there, he will return to his
aston
has
received
word
that
her
and good scholars; in athletics with
base at Roswell. New Mexico, where
BORN
football and baseball heroes; In son Norman Rogers has graduated
Gilley—At Knox Hospital, Rockland. originality; financially and other from Air Corps Officer Training he is attached to >835 Aviation
Ordinance Service Co.
Aug. 15. to Mr and Mrs. R. H Gilley,
wise, the class of 1906 has always School, Miami Beach, Fla., and is
a son—Richard Clayton.
now
a
2d
Lieutenant
stationed
in
Currlt—At Camden Community Hos been in the skirmish line." Other
pital. Aug. 14 to Mr. and Mrs. Milton excerpts from the essal of Don the West.
Hostess List
Currlt, a daughter.
♦ „ # ♦ #
Karl,
appropos
of
the
present
time
Eugley—At Little's Nursing Home.
Mr. and Mrs Alfred G. Lcrd of
Waldoboro, Aug. 11. to Mr and Mrs. were read. "The present age (1906)
Osgood A. Eugley of North Nobleboro, is a race between protective armor Bay View Square have received
Rockland Servicemen’s
a daughter—Janet Marilyn.
and rifled guns.
Guns built of word from their son, Lawrence
Club
steel, some 40 feet long and weigh (better known to baseball fans as
MARRIED
“Bar” Lord) has received a pro
ing
from
60
to
100
tons
and
throw

.McCalmont-Heimerlc—At Rockland.
Wednesday. Aug. 19—1 to 4, Mrs.
Aug. 14. Howard V McCalmont and ing a projectile, weighing over a motion making him crew chief, re Ruth Fogelman, Mrs. Doris Fogg,
Florence Helmerle. both of Brooklyn. ton. a distance of 12 miles. The ceiving the title as Private First
N. Y—by City Clerk E. R. Keene.
improved guns enable to kill more Class. He is stationed at Shaw 4 to 7, Mrs. Levi Flint, Mrs. Lloyd
Beal-Troiani—At Rockland. Aug 15,
rapidly
and humanely but whether Field, Sumter, South Carolina, Daniels; 7 to 10. Mrs. A. C. McVaughn Frederick Beal and Pauline
Loon, Mrs. Arthur Doherty.
Eva Troiani, both of Rockland.—By they will tend to make wars less and would be very glad to hear
Thursday, Aug. 20—1 to 4, Mrs.
City Clerk E. R. Keene.
frequent and of shorter duration from his many friends.
Thomas
Stone, Mrs. Donald Leach;
and help us to gain universal peace
»
» *
#
4 to 7, Mrs. Sanford Delano, Mrs.
DIED
or whether we will become engaged
The following boys from Rock Bernice Ream; 7 to 10, Mrs. Frances
Gray—At Westboro, Mass. Aug. 6. in war more cruel and destructive,
land and vicinity are stationed in Lowe. Mrs. Violet H. McNulty.
Meda J., widow of William Gray, age only time will tell.”
88 years.
Atlantic City, as members of the
Fniday, Aug. 21—1 to 4, Mrs. Law
A few class pins were still in Air Corps, quartered either on the
Bovey—At Waldoboro. Aug. 13. Mary
rence Miller. Mrs. Cleveland Sleep
A . wife of Henry Bovey, age 67 years. 5 evidence.
fifth or sixth floor, of the Traymonths, 15 days.
With Katherine Keating at the more Hotel so have the opportun er, Jr.; 4 to 7, Miss Sarah Block,
Pearse—At Camden, Aug. 14, Frank
piano there was “Music in the Air.” ity to see each other often: Frank Mrs. Lena Stevens: 7 to 10. Mrs. J.
J Pearse
A. Jameson, Mrs. Willis Anderson.
Hardy—At Camden. Aug. 16, Roy Many fine voices piped up to the
Kaler, Leo Chase. Charles Lindsey,
Saturday, Aug. 22—1 to 4, Mrs.
Hardy, age 20 years.
glad
refrain
of
“
School
Days,
”
fol

Mills—At Rockland. Aug. 16. Ella,
William
Coiley,
William
Foster,
Fred
Lindsey, Mrs. Merle Hutchin
lowed by the other in-between and Bernard Winchenbach, Charles
wife of Moses Mills age 51 years. Fu
son: 4 to 7, Mrs. Earl Perry, Mrs.
neral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from concluded with the Class Ode.
Good funeral heme.
Interment In
Class members present were: Niles, Tony Murgita. Maurice Gil Seymour Cameron; 7 to 10, Miss
West Rockport.
man, of Rockland; Elwin Starrett, Victoria Lombardo, Mrs. William
Shaw—At Rockland. Aug. 16. Emma Maurice Hill, Marv Rankin Ladd.
Oxton, Warren; Stephen Ellingwood.
L. Shaw, widow of Floyd L. Shaw, age Pearl Lcck, Harold Look. Bessie Carl
82 years, 15 days.
Funeral at 25 Breadon Church, Lee Oliver, Ray Kirkpatrick, Union; Henry Has
Sunday, Aug. 23—1 to 4, Miss
Lindsev street. Wednesday at 2 p m..
kell, Tenant's Harbor; Alof Holm- Laura Fish, Miss Victoria Accardi;
mond
Greene,
Osmond
Palmer,
Rev. Charles A. Marstaller officiating.
Helen Bicknell Palmer, David Scrib quist, John Stordahl, Delwyn Web 4 to 7, Miss Martha Leo, Miss Helen
Winchenpaugh; 7 to 10, Mrs. Ber
ner
Hvler. Don Karl, Alice Ward- ster, Vinalhaven.
CARD OF THANKS
• * * ♦
•
nice Havener, Miss Erleen Cates.
We wish to express our sincere ap well Karl, Winnie Clark Karl, “Bill”
Monday, Aug. 24—1 to 4, Mrs.
preciation and thanks to the many Sullivan, Grace Veazie, Katherine
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest H. Allen
relatives, friends and neighbors for Keating, Annie May Chase, Mar
Donald Fuller, Mrs. Cheever Ames;
have
received
word
that
their
son.
the kindnesses extended during our
Buttomer.
Lena
Ulmer Corp. William H. Allen of the 1st 4 to 7, Miss Annie Frost. Mrs. Elmer
recent bereavement. We also wish to garet
thank everyone who sent the beauti Stevens.
Annexed members: Mrs. Enj. B'N. Co. C. U. S. Army, has Trask; 7 to 10. Mrs. Clarence Mun
ful floral tributes.
sey, Mrs. C. F. French.
Frank Blake, Vesper Grover, Harriet Maurice Hill. Walter Ladd. Mrs. arrived safely at his destination.
Tuesday, Aug. 25—1 to 4, Mrs. H.
Pearl Look. Mrs. Harold Look. Har His new address is Serial No.
and Barbara Grover.
old Karl. Alfred Church. Mrs. Lee 31044361, AP.O., 1209. care Post V. Tweedie, Mrs. A. G. Dolliver;
4 to 7, Mrs. Ralph Stickney, Mrs.
BE STRONG!
Oliver, Mrs. Ray Greene, Mrs. Master, New York, N. Y.
Isidcr Gordon; 7 to 10. Miss Jean
Scribner
Hyler.
•
*
•
*
Be strong!
We are not here to play -to dTPam. to
To the Rockland High School
Sgt.
Charles
A. Simpson is nette Gordon, Mrs. Sydney Hardin.
drift.
Substitutes—Miss Matilda Leo,
“Anna Coughlin Scholarship Fund" Headquarters Clerk in Hawaii, at
We have hard work to do and loads
the sum of $12 was donated.
to lift.
Fort Shafter. He was present at Miss Elizabeth Hager. Miss Priscilla
Shun not the struggle face lt; tis
Pearl Harbor attack. He went out Noddin, Miss Elsie Burbank. Miss
God’s gift.
Postmaster
James Connellan with Stewart Pollard of Waldo Helen Coltart. Mrs. David Ruben
and sons Leo and' Jimmy have re
stein. Miss Katherine Veazie, Miss
Bo strong!
,
Say not the days arc evil. Whos to turned from a week's vacation at boro.
Mabel Spqpr, Mrs. Lottie Spear,
*
* « ft
blame?
,
_
Mrs.
Iva Clukey.
A'nd fold the hands and acquiesce—O I Old Orchard Beach.
Jasper A Spear, of Warren, has
shame!
joined
the
rapidly
expanding
ranks
Stand up. speak out, and bravely. In
Fish was recently added to ra
The main room of the American of the United States Coast Guard
God's name.
Lecion Hall has Just received a Reserve, sworn in at special In tioned commodities in Finland with
Be strong!
It matters not how deep Intrenched house cleaning, and1 has been duction ceremonies held at the per capita weekly allowance fixed at
more than one-half pound
the wrong,
j
. newly papered and painted.
Coast Guard Recruiting Office at aperlittle
How hard the battle goes, the day how
person,
says the Department of
70 State street, Boston. Lieut.
long:
Lerov A, Chatto was elected Commander G. M. Phannemilfer, Commerce.
Faint not^-flght on! Tomorrow comes
president and Harold A. Whitehill Personal Procurement Officer for
the song
secretary-trea surer of the newly or the Coast Guard in this District
—Maltbie D Babcock. D D.
ganized Rockland Masonic Service officiated.
He is among thousands
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps Center, at a meeting which was
PACKERS
of
American
citizens between the
held at the Temple, Friday night.
ages
of
17
and
55
to
enlist
in
this
The directors are Lercv A. Chatto.
BENEFIT BEANO
Harold Whitehill. Roland O Rack brahch of service—the Oldest mili
WANTED
liffe. from Aurora Lodge, and Wil tary arm of the Government. For
K P. HALL. THOMASTON
men
skilled
in
certain
occupa

liam
E.
Koster.
Gordon
C.
Bowser
THURSDAY. 8.15
and Donald E. Haskell from Rock tions. petty officer ratings are
North Lubec Canning &
Attendance Prize, $10.00
land Lodge. Milton M. Griffin act available. For the unskilled the
Lucky Game $20.00; Marathon $5-03 ed as chairman of the meeting. Coast Guard offers multiple op
Manufacturing Co.
PLENTY OF GOOD PRIZES
Plans were made to start Mondav portunities for advancement and
79*lt night, the rooms to be open to all a thooufgh training in technical
Tillson Wharf
and mechanical trades.
service men from 6-10 p. m.

WORKING FOR VICTORY

♦

Starting Monday, Aug. 17

FINE HOME FOR SALE

the seashore an im-

ARD

Buy Your Monument

BOWLING

My property at 4 Gleason SL,
Thomaston, is for sale at reason
able price. A11 modern and in
excellent repair.
May be seen by applying at the
Hanley house, 11 Gleason St.
Write to me for details.

Community Building

Capt. R. R. Robbins

Will Be 15c a String

235 N. W. 41ST. STREET
MIAMI, FLORIDA
76*80

THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

at
Star Alleys

and

After 6 P. M.

79’lt

is, Metal Furniture,

URNITURE

E CO.
TELEPHONE 980

Paqe Three
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RUSSELL

BURPEE’S

FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• CLAREMONT ST.

TELEPHONES
$90 or 781-1 or 781-11

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME,
119-tf

rockiand, me.
TEL. 662

Under a new system we new
can buy monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.
Save on Freight.
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Ash us for details of this
Money-Saving Plan!
All Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

•

•

•

Promotions in Headquarters Bat
tery, Anti-Aircraft Training Cen
ter at Camp Edwards, include that
of Sgt. Paul Barton of Rockland,
to staff sergeant.
• • • •
Pvt. Robert Hastings of Rock
land, is attached to the 77th Air
' Base Squad at Shaw Field, South
Carolina, where he likes everything
but the excessive heat. “If you
hear anybody criticising the Salva
tion Army or Red Cross.” he writes
home, “tell them to come down
here and see the fine things
they do.
* * * •
In a letter received from Cecil
Elwell comes word that he has
been transferred to the Coast
Guard Station at Gloucester, and
is on a harbor patrol boat His ad
dress is: Cecil R. Elwell, A. S,
care Capt. of Port, Boat C.G. R

Rockland Marble &
Granite Work^

BINGO

Ralph A. Glendenning. Prop.

TONITE, SPEAR HALL. 7.45

20 Lindsey St.,

Rockland

Tel. 1216-W
A Card or a Can WOl Brtaf
% Representative CI Ilf

Given Away, $5.00—1 each
Door Prize $1.50
Three Lucky Came* . $2, 54, <6
79’lt

The Hall Family

cl$etie ’6m a 2?e«ec

Necrologist Glad No Deaths
To Report At 37th An
nual Reunion
The 37th reunion of the Hall
family was held at Penobscot View
Grange hall Aug. 12. It was pleas
ant news that the necrologists had
no deaths to report for the past
year. Our treasurer reported re
ceiving Christmas greetings from
the Hills sisters in Blair. Neb., who
were with us three years ago.
The family of Stanley Hall came
the greatest ^distance and the old
est member present was Mrs. Addle
Hall, mother of our president. The
youngest member present was
Carole Ann Cummings, greatgranddaughter of Mrs. Lydia Cum
mings.
Mrs. Hattie Marriner had 11
members of her family present with
her, one of them being Her daughter
Christine Raynes. who had the rec
ord of not missing a reunion since
birth.
There were six grandmothers and
two great-grandmothers, and one
great-grandfather present. There
being two members born since our
last reunion, Phyllis Marriner, born
Aug. 14. 1941, and Carole Ann Cum
mings, born March 21, 1942.
It was voted to have the treas
urer invest $75 in War Bonds for
the Hall family. The nominating
committee presented the following
list cf officers for the next year.
President—Stanley Hall.
Vice President—Dana Cummings.
Treasurer—Gladys Fernald.
Secretary—Marjorie Cummings.
Chaplain—Lydia Cummings.
Historian—Clifford Hall.
Necrologist—Frank H. Ingraham.
Dinner Committee — Chairman
Clara Hall. Hattie Marriner, Lydia
Cummings.
The time and place for the next
reunion wilt be the same. The
meeting was turned over to our ever
faithful program chairman. Mr. In
graham. The following entertain
ment was presented:
Salute to the Flag, led by David
Hall, all singing the National An
them; reading of the original poem
of the Hall family. Dana Cummings;
piano solos, Mrs. Nellie Magune;
reading. Mrs. Louise Ingraham; vo
cal duet, Janette and Harold Cum
mings; report on his third trip
West, by Mr. Lufkin; vocal solo,
Marjorie Cummings; readings, by
Lewis Tatham and Mrs. Lydia
Cummings.
The program was closed by all
singing God Be With You. We ex
press our appreciation to Mrs. Nellie
Magune for her piano accompanist.
Marjorie Cummings, sec.
“Oh,* mamma,” exclaimed little
Elizabeth, when the dessert was
served, “how I wish you had told
me this morning that you were go
ing to have ice cream for dinner!”
"Why. dear, what difference would
it have made?” asked the mother.
“Oh, lots!” replied the koungster,
with a sigh. “I could have expect
ed it all day, then!”

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Complete Philco
line.—adv.
60tf
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Plenty Of Rooms

Red Cross Matters
’*

4

I

_____ f

\.

The Treatment of Casualties Brother of Rockland Woman
—Contributions To Blood
Sends That Word From
Bank
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Edittor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Casualties, injured persons, and
sufferers from highway accidents,
must be wrapped up warmly In
blankets at once. Our Red Cross
First Aid Squads, and our Red
Cross Volunteer Nurses, are wor
ried because they have no supply
of blankets at their posts and sta
tions. So far. our casualties have
been merely “incidents’ during our
Air Raid or Blackout Practice—
that is, they have been volunteers
who have mad? believe to be hurt,
and therefore can be wrapped up
warmly In imaginary blankets.
However, anyone who laughs the
matter off, and thinks our prepa
rations can remain in the “on or
der” stage, is little better than a
born fool.
With the greatest of pains and
much blowing of trumpets, the
Red Cross has gathered a limited
supply of donated blankets, but
not nearly enough for reasonable
needs. Generous persons are re
quested to donate serviceable blan
kets to the Red Cross. Please turn
them in at the office of the Over
seer of the Poor, J. N. Southard.
A canvass will shortly be started
by Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson, the
Woman’s Chairman of First Aid
Squads, since the First Aid units
have the greatest need at present.
Blood Bank Contributions
Contribtions continue to be re
ceived by the Knox County Blood
Bank Committee, which is raising
$750. The score to date:
Mrs. William Ellingwood,
$50
Rockland Rotary Club,
10
Camden Rotary Club,
105
Plans are well underway to raise

Mrs. Millie Thomas has re
ceived word from her brother,
Joseph Frohock. announcer at ra
dio station WSUN, St. Petersburg.
Fla., which will relieve Knox
County folks who have a yen for
visiting the Florida resort the
coming season.
Mr. Frohock read the recent
statement in The Courier-Gazette
that the Government had taken
over the hotels, and he writes, in
effect:
“It is estimated that we have
rooms for 75.000 persons, although
it is true that many have been
taken.
Many apartments and
cottages are also available, to
gether with bungalows and rooms,
and suites in private houses.
Rockland folks may ccme again
this year, and know they will find
excellent accommodations at no
increased prices.”

the Thomaston quota. It should
be noted that the Knox County
Committee has already obligated
itself to buy a refrigerator costing
$250 to keep our blood in. and has
now accumulated $165 in cash.
Keryn ap Rice, Capt. U. S A.
Retired, Chairman.

Try our delicious Maine Spruce
gum. Top quality. Mail orders
filled. C. H. Moor & Co., 322 Main
St., City.—adv.
59-T-tf
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BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
ENROLL NOW FOR FALL TERM BEGINNING

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
Short, intensive courses in Shorthand and Typewriting
for the Duration
Office open for interviews
August 20, 27, and September 1, from 1 to 4.30 P. M.
447 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephones—Rockland, 234; Camden, 2476

-Aw
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Slacks... so hand

some your wife may
want to borrow them
Wc don't think there’s a ladles’
store in the bunineos that is
showing anything smarter in
slacks than the stock we have on
display.
The designers have realized
that thev must do something to
replace the cuffs, so they’ve really
gone to work using more ingenu
ity though less materials.
This is your invitation to come
in and waste a little time In the
section that’s marked with y«nr
waist measure.

MEN’S WASH SLACKS
$1.50 to $2.00
MEN’S GABARDINE
SLACKS
$6.50, $7.50, $8.50

Fresh, Smooth, Super-Delicious

BLACK RASPBERRY ICE CREAM
At its Best
'

“PIUPE OF E. & M.”

Ask For It At Your E. & M. Dealers

ROCKLAND, ME.

MEN’S SPORT SHIRTS
69c to $1.50
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

LADIES’ WASH SLACKS
$135

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees: Weekdays at 2.30
Sundays at 3.00

LADIES' FLANNEL
SLACKS
$6.00

TUES.-WED., AUG. 18-10
IRENE DUNNE
PATRIC KNOWLES
in

EDGERTON
SPORT SHOES
$4.35

WALDO THEATRE

“LADY IN A JAM”
THURS.-FRI., AUG. 20-21
NORMA SHEARER
ROBERT TAYLOR
in

“Her Cardboard Lover”
with
*
George Sanders. Frank McHugh

NUNN BUSH
SPORT SHOES
$5.35

GREGORYS
TEL. 294

41C MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

EVERY YEAR OF SCHOOL COUNTS!
. T, / fift
•
A SCHOOL YEAR CANNOT BE RE-LIVED. DON’T WASTE IT.

IT PAYS TO LOOK INTO THE ADVANTAGES OF A
t
•
PRIVATE SCHOOL
• Cobum offers competent instruction, advanced methods,
studious traditions, close and friendly supervision. • A spe
cial double-French course satisfies college entrance requirements
in only cne year.
• Mathematics and physics follow military and aviation
pre-training outlines. • Colby’s education department uses
our classes as demonstrations of modern teaching methods.
• Graduates of last June have been admitted to Harvard, Col
gate, Michigan, Massachusetts State, Boston University, Uni
versity of New Hampshire, Bates, Bowdoin, Colby, University of
Maine, and other colleges. • Make new friends! Students
from 44 towns and cities in four States were drawn to Coburn
last year. • Athletics, social and other extra-curricular activi
ties. • Send for free booklet.

COBURN CLASSICAL INSTITUTE
HUGH A. SMITH, Principal,

WATERVILLE, MAINE

78.80.82,84

Wi tb re Maas Aug 6. at the age
cf 8P She was bom in this town
daughter of Jacob and Elsie
Creamer» Havener For th* past
50 - ear- he had resided in West
boro. She leaves cne daughter,
Mr' Bertha Allen cf Westboro, two
'cr . P Scott Gray of Detroit.
Mich -i d Frank H Gray of Westb .
two s.-'ers Mrs Alice Hardy
of F'.erett Mass., and Mrs. Cora
McLain of Waldcboro.
Dr St.'.niev R Le nfest, who has
b- -crlied into Service, was tende~ -c « stag supper recently at S H.
W^-tcn’- cottage. Bremen. The
n ai -a as served out of doors and
ccrr .>’ed of steamed clams and
b led zosters. Dr Lenfest rec»
' a leather travel kit. e ngraved
with his initials.
Ri< iard Freeman of Boston is
sp-namE two weeks' vacation with
h. mother Mrs. Grace Freeman.
Mr and Mrs. Otto Kimmich and
two children have returned to
Tenafly. N J.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Cowley of
W scass»t were at Mrs. Maude
Clark Gay's recently.
W Iham Mank and Muriel Gagerston of Southington. Conn., are
visiting Mrs Lillian Mank.

WALDOBORO
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WAR BONDS

When islands seen through a purple
haze
Like jewels gleam in a sunlit sea.
And living is Just a joy to be
Por mariners out on the rolling sea
Sail on with the wind as swift and
free; .
They care not how loudly the surges
roar —

^0 nV*

______
We ______________
need millions_________
of these__first
aid
kits for’emergency treatment They' How
are also used by Red Cress work And within the cottage are hearts that
ers. in field hospitals and wherever ; Bo» say
voyage" to all who pass that
needed until hospital treatment may
way
Mary E Taylor
be obtained. Even a child could buy
or.e or more of these kits through Tenant s Harbor
RKKK
purchase of War Stamps.« Buy War
Bonds and Stamps every pay day
HER CLOTHING
and invest at least ten percent cf
fFor The Courier-Gazette ]
your income in these government Silk and purple are the clothing
securities.
L 5 Treanry Ptpartment That the virtuous woman wears

R MW

Chevrolet ^ea er's

truck—all

trucks — are

essential to America’s war pro

gram. « • • Let your Chevrolet

dealer help you to “Keep ’em

to keep ’em rolUng.” • • •

fit

See

him for a thorough service check
up today—and

see

him

for

skilled service at regular inter

vals. • • • Remember—Chevrolet
See your Chevrolet dealer,

are

America’s

“Truck

Conservation Specialists.M
1

who is acting as official

service station for Truck Conservation, and get the offi-

cial emblem for your trucks

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
6S9 MAIN ST.

ROCKLJ

PEASLEE &

TEL. 123®

Telephone 8-5

Vr?
;
.
x Cns»«j*or anJ OwMandSeg lu»r Urvci

Ci

CHEVROLET
CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTOW. ME.

BARKER’S GARAGE

* Mrs. Robert Arey is
daughter, Mrs. Franklin H
Icamden.
The 4-A’s met Friday ni
Mrs. Emma Winslow. H(]
ridge went to Mrs. Lora !
nd Mrs. Edith Newbert
luas served.
Earl Erickson, U. S Navy
Ing Capt. and Mrs. Leroy
on.
Mrs. George Swears, R
laughter, Monica, have
cm North Haven.
Walter Sprague, who 1
nie-t of his .parents, Mr
ugene Surague, returned t
o Reading, Pa.
Mrs. Keith Kittredge
It Saturday to jcin Mr. i.|
lit Biddeford Pool, wheistationed.
Lester Mullen, who ha
uest of his mother, Mr.
Julien, returned Friday j
fctK.
Mrs. Everett McHenan
nd Mrs. Gleason Melt .
aturday for Ocean Park
Ml and Mrs. Julian Alt j I
(jew York, are visiting I
tfi’s. Andre Racz.
Richard Libby. Horace
Lifted Flage. John Flagg ai
»erfc Reardon, cadets frd
jaine Maritime Academy
ine, passed tiie week-end ■
L. E. Williams ol Qum, I
s visiting his parents, Mr. aj
Ernest Williams.
Mrs. Wiliam Roscce i
Saturday to Worcester, Ma|
Mis. .Raymond Cotter >|
faymond. returned Friday I
fork, having been guests J
Jeulah Cotter.
Mrs. Leroy Arey and so .
ame Thursday from SpiJ
Jass.
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Re,
,nd daughter, Phyllis, have ),
rem Belmont, Mass.
j
M ss Avis Johnson, who 1.1
uest of Mr. and Mrs. W. Y j
eturned Friday tc Busto!.
orsett and Miss Grace R
ccompanied her to Rocklan
Mrs. Howard MacFarland.
- Miss Jane. Arthur andi
Williams, returned Monday t
nont, Mass.
Norman Johnson. U. S. N
uest of his parents, Mr. an
aughn Johnson. He is sts

it couldn’t happen, and he
also knew that he had to
find that plane or Norland

Airways was through.

But that's only the
beginning

tf his

troubles.

5TRINGER

t

Shan't
FAIL TO READ IT

IN THIS PAPER

PLAID SUIT

PLAID COAT
RACCOON COLLAR

Starting Next

$24.50

$58.00
Sizes 9 to IT

Week

See the Magazine and See Onr Window

APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs Fred Hansen. Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Elwell and Mrs. Fan
nie Ryder of Camden, and Merrill
Conant of this town were dinner j
guests Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs. ,
Harry Conant. Callers Sunday aftI emcon at the Ccnant hotAe* were
Maude and Cecelia Whitney. B*-rt
, Whitney of this town, and Mr. and
i Mrs Arthur Grover of Rockland
Mrs. Marion Young. R. N.. of Bel
fast, called Wednesday on Mrs.
William Mitchell.
Warren Mcody. who has employ
ment in Bath, is guest of his par
ents, Mr and Mrs. L. N. Mcody for
a few days.
Mrs. Fernald Mitchell of Burkett
ville visited Wednesday with her
mother, Mrs. Ida Wendlind.

4^1

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

(FoZ

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

ATTACK!
ATTACK!
ATTACK!

Advertwements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
Lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice:

All “blind ads" so called L e. advertise

ments which require* the answers to be sent to The Coar’erGazette office far handling, cost 25 cents additlonaL
TO

America's attacking os both the
fighting front and the home front
today 1
We're giving the Asia a bitter
taste of what's to come.

LOST AND FOUND

FOR SALE

MG3T
attractive
3-riom
unfur
nished apt to let. with a >vell bath.
| heat, lights. TEL 1178.
79-81

FOUR ROOM furnished apartment,
beared ta let. TEL 1345
79*81
FIVE clean rooms, apartment to let.
heated. MIKE ARJLATA. 19 Brewster
St
78 tf

We’re fighting the inflationary
6th column that blows prices sky
high here at home. too.
And every one of us who saves
at least 10’. of his pay in War
Bonds is an important soldier in
the attack!
Join the attack yoarself!

LET

STNGLE 8-room
house
to
let
. bath, steam heat, furnished or un
furnished
Inquire 247 MAVERICK
ST cr TEL 622 Leon R White. 9 a m
to 6 p m.
27*18 SO
-1
ONE room to le"
. dishes, ccokmg privileges, suitable for
two; 22 LINDSEY ST
77 79

_ .
LADY'S B’ilova wrist watch, whl
ecld lost, vicinity Perry's Mkt. A It
P or W H Glover block
i(R« AI EERT MacPHALL. 445 Main St City
I
I
e
BOY S
Coat
lest.
3
Shop. Mam St and Narragansett Ho
tel
Reward MRS WM R TIFFANY, 191 Center St, Auburn: Me
71-7:
■

RCCM to let at 97 UNION ST Tel
970-M
73 80

SEVEN-ROOM house to let. corner
No Msin and Warren Sts
Bath.
sqn p-rch. furnace, garage
MRS H
L K.ARL. Il Granite St Tel 745 R
or W
SIX-ROOM furnished apt to let at
56 Talbot Ave. Inquire at 86 SUMMER
STREET
76 tf

KINEO ccck stove with Florence 11
burner, am’ll ice box. Duo Thera
oil heater, used only 2 mos . full -.ze
inner *pling mattress, clean nearly
new: 9x12 linoleum. 74 CAMDEN ST
CitV
__________________________ 79*81
PCRTABLS Electric Washer
cne
sheet stee
Fcr baby's cr
rr
family wash
Excellent ccndit;--:
MR'S A. R JOY. Camden. Me
Tc
2067
79.3:
LOBSTER Beat fcr sale three ve
old length 34 ft., beam. 11 ft draft 3
ft . 35 hp Walker Shaw engine, ma
rine conversion, s-cte ace as boat
Price tSOC cash D W AMES. M - mcus, Maine
78-33
FOR Lobster Bait; 5-gal ir~n pals
for sa e JOHN A KARL & CO
Park Theatre
78>30
B ANGOR buzgv for sale, open
lightweight $10: Farmer’s Chum N
4: crank or power 15: spring troth
har-ow perfect. $8 ouvide doo* $2 >'
C F PRESCOTT 29 Prescott St 77*79
SMALL farm fcr sale also mewing
machine, hay rake, barn full of hav
'
9 piz*
ALFRED DAVIS
South Thomaston. Me cor
Water
man's Beach and Spruce Head re i
__ __________________________________7T79
SIX-ROOM dwelling with bam con
nected for sale: 30 acres: 10 acres
cleared: electricity two wells; $5”5
Inquire G
A
SIBLEY Searemcnt
Me
77*79
LADY S b'cvcle f ">r -ale i3-’’
TEL
571 ;r I3O LIMEROCK ST Cltv
78-80
TWO cows for sale, 'one fresh Je.sey and one Guerneev to freshen Sep
tember. VIRG MORTON Opp H *rfc>
Track Thcmaston
78-80
1933 Chev Coupe for sale: eocd
ccndlticn 4 new tires PiTRVTND
MALONEY So
Thomaston
77*79
CUT fie were, wreaths, baskets mi
sprays: grocery wagon
MRS ELLA
CLINE Spruce Head
Te! 58-21
-79
PROPERTIES FOR SALE
50 acre farm cn Route No. 1 First
class stand of
farm buildings with
a.. modem conveniences
a
res.
money maker with great ccmme-ua.
pcss;b!l->s. Near Rcckland
Good SO acre farm on Owls H*ad
road, an all purpose farm: good set
of build.n«s* view of Harbor
S8-aere farm cn black road A gc-.-d
comb..-iaticn poultry and dairy farm
7-rzom house, iarre bam
furnace
electric lights
Price $2000
If you are interested in buying rea
estate ask for tolder describing
properties. If you wish to sell I »• 1
be glad ;o include a description
th is folder
F H WOOD Court House Rockland. Maine
7- -9
SIX ACRE farm for sale at Ha»
home Point, So Cushing, 7-roem.
house garage good well
Near -*•PERCY WATTS. 258 Mam St . City

rs

ruKx IsHEi? room to let
MRS
CHESTER STEWART 88 Summer St
; Garments ’useful and becoming
Tel 279-W
For her body she prepares.
STATE OF MAINE
ROOMS to let
FLORA COLLINS
I
"Strength
and
honor
are
her
clothing
’
"
Knei. ss.
Superior Court
" j 15 Grove St . Tel. 579-W
75-tf
Spiritual raiment rare
BTCYCLE wanted frcm #10 to
TO THE HONORABLE JV3TICE OF She displays to all beholders.
FURNISHED
apt.
to
let.
by
week
or
LELAND PCLKY R No. 3, Waldcboro
THE SL'PERIOR COHRT next to be
Fitting vesture lovely, fair
month, heated In Winter Apply 7
held at Rockland, within and for the
I Elliot St . Thomaston. TEL 24. 66-tf !
Allison M Watts
County of Knox on the first Tuesday
Jamaica, Vt,
TWO furnished apts to ’et
Te!
of November A. D 1942
can make good wages
Winter's Jbb
. 330 or 1154. V. F. STUDLEY 273 '
Respectfully
represents
Dorothy
at at «
i STAR BOWLING ALLEYS Se» 5
Main
St
74-tf
L. Harvey of Rockland. County of
I SAUNDERS
Knox: that she was married to Loren
THUNDER-BOOTS
JUNK and metal wanted, a.
L. Harvey at Rcckland on the twelfth
I For The Courier-Gazette]
Old furniture and glassware
day of July 1931. that subsequent to
____________
said marriage the parties hereto re Growling low the storm giant lunged — °
sided a: Rockland as husband and
down from the hill.
i
HELP wanted at PARK
wife until the first day of August. A hoarse-throated peril eager for the LUNCH Tel 323-R
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sals 5S
1900: that your libellant has always
kill.
79-81
JL'NK of all kinds wanted—metals MASONIC STREET. Tel 1122
conducted herself as a true, fiitn- gooes booming thunder, snakes In
scrap iron, rags
MORRIS GORDON
i
ful and affectionate wife,1 but
that
THREE blue leather -chromium arm
either hand
her sa.d husband being wholly un Hissing In the torrents, lashing at i 6 Tea St Rcckland. Tel S87-W
chairs.
3 • blue
leather-chromium
____________
79-S1 straight nhaire f practical-y new
mindful of her marr.age vows and
2
the land.
I obligations has been guilty of cruel
wall dressers and mirrors and 4 mir
and abusive treatment toward her: Onward came the monster hurling emoons 2 to 5
Two in family
rors:
3
foot
stools
adl
like
new
Price
I'LL
that the residence of the said Loren
smoke and sand.
: 592-W after 6 pm.
very
reasonable
MARGARET
E.
L. Harvey is unknown to your libel Boots booming thunder —the snakes
NUTT. 493 MAIN ST tel. 633 W
GIRL
or
woman
wanted
fir
lii
lant and cannot be a-certained by
In either hand
79*80
i the exercise of reasonable diligence": Snapping vivid
lightnings zig-zag housework: not much cooking' t
DODCfE sedan ,1933) for sale: good
in famiiv
TEL 433-M cr write
that by virtue of this marriage there
down the sky—
78 , condition. $125.
TEL 622
79*81
has been born to them two children, Madness In his bosom, murder in his MECHANIC ST_______________
to wtt Loren Lin weed Harvey Jr . age
eye!
RENT wanted near Snow Shlpya-d
nine and Loretta Marie, age eight.
Ethel R Borgerson
4
rooms
LAWRENCE
HOW'lRD
WHEREFORE your petitioner prays
Rockland.
Union Me
:
that the bonds of matrimony now
A'CUNG
man
warted
at
FLli
K
at
>t
K
existing between her and her said ,
MARKET 276 Mam street
husband be new dissolved by divorce
COTTAGE to let at Crescent Beach, j
ROCKLAND
upon the ground above set forth: !
four rooms and bath, hot and cold
and further that she may be granted i
he
to
do
general
work.
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Apply ST.AF- running water, fireplace, garage
W
custody of the two minor children (
FORD OONGDON Bur
D TODD Tel 219-11
" 79*31
aforesaid.
A real home town Is Rockland.
Co. City
Dated at Rcckland Maine this sixth Pilled with rich treasure of hearts
COTTAGE to let at Sandy Shores.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted on farm; South Pond Apply at THE DORMANday of August. A D. 1942
Ready for every chance to serve
House convenient SUTE. 282 Main St.. City
Anxious to meet and do best parts two in family
DOROUtY L. HARVEY
78-80
_______
_ _of __________
( with running water and electricity
In
this___
day
destructive_____
arts
STATE OF MAINE
REASONABLE for cash, for sale at
WThen soldiers and sailors land In our 52.^2 kcme fcr e‘der-y lady. C S
County of Knox
tractive -4-rccm cottage
complete-y
, GRINNELL. Liberty
marts.
furnished, at South Pond
W
E.
Subscribed and sworn, to before me When fogs trailing lace oerspreads
MOORE. Tel Warren. 14 3
77 79
this sixth day of August. 1942
as
housekeeper
or
general
housework.
With hills and water o'ershrouded
STUART C BURGESS
SMALL, house and shed for sale 2
People with children please don t
Courageous women alert to needs
Notary Public
lots land, price $350 also another
or anyone sickly
Reference.
Valiant for duty In kindliest deeds I
STATE OF MAINE
? camp. 3 lots land, price $200 at
Are out to conquer any homesick
Pleasant Gardens. Rockland
T- be
That base at Rockland and do it ARD East Warren; call (or Mrs
KNOX. SS
Johnson.
sold rent plan
V F STUDLEY 2S3
77*79
quick.
: .
Clerk's Office. Superior Court.
7S-tf
After this date I vrU’. not be re- Mam St City Tel 1134 or 330
in Vacation
When sunshine fills each crevice and
elderly man or woman
HOME of the late Alvah J Lineken
WRITE T sponsible for any bills which I do not
Rockland. August 7. A D 1942
nook
contract myself, personally
’
Dunn St . Thomaston Ex
Upon the foregoing LIBEL Ordered Women meet it with cheers and smiles M NEVILLE, Gen. Del. Rockland.
R. J Leonard
ilent. condition
Ten moms
Slate
That the Libellant give notice to said Just as they meet rainy days and
Rockland.
Aug.
18
'9*81
roof
C!wage
Price reasonable ApLoren L Harvey to appear before our
whiles.
Sill. ATION wanted by protes
LLi1?-fi?ANK D EJ-LIOT
78 tf
Superior Court to be holden at Rock Here we have found a restful place
DENTAL NOTICE
widow as housekeeper for elc
KOMB-’ 'of the late-Dr Heald f
land within and for the County of Near enough to the old sea base
adult or father and son. no liquor;
During the Summer and Fall will
Knox, on the first Tuesday otf Novem Where
comfort
and
welcome
is references exchanged.
t e; 151 Main St . Thomastcn Ten
HOUSEKEEP make app-xtnimeuts for Tuesdavs and
ber. A D. 1948. by publishing an at
given
ER. Waldoboro Maine, care Gee
Fridays. DR J H DAMON. Dentist rooms, two baths Garage Excellent
tested copy of said Libel, and this To each and aii whatever the race.
LaCombe Stzr Route.
7
ondition.
Slate roof
Price reaoffice over Newberry s 5 & 10 cent
' order thereon, three weeks successive
Apply to FRANK D ELLIOT
K S F.
___
___ nted. middle- store 362 Mam St., Tel. 415-W 71-tf □nable.
ly in The Courier-Gazette, a newspa
__________ _ _______________________78- tf
aged PHILIP A DYER 91 Tlhson Ave
rev' ruth ji.vmiAS medium.
per printed in Rtckland In our CounIN Union, snail fum-shed home for
five
questions
and
reading
by
letter
.
I ty of Knox, the last publication to be
British Sailor: “Battleships! Why
employer home Sundays. 73*84
Send >1. stamped envelope to 12
’ thirty days at least prior to said firet the flap-sh ip of our navy is so big
LiauiNGS
wanted
for
small
houses
Inquire of 81
BROADWAY
THIRD ST
Bangor. Me
Prompt
Tiesday of November next, that he
74*79
I reply assured.
70*81 1 Derry. N H.
■ appear and shew cause if any he , deck in his auto ”
and farm praperty.
LIGHT trucking.
waste removal,

FOR SALE

/

dealers

A A A
A
✓s
ZS ZS

Glamour Magazine

k

b-QfT
tne owner's
3
at ycur

I

MRS OSCAR LAN!
Correspondent

ON THE COVER OF AUGUST

WANTED

KIWI

I

HOW
like that? Alan Slade knew

Members of Crescent Tefkple. j
Mr Celia C i sp-:nt Friday in
Pythian Sisters, .will meet at 6 30
H iiloweil.
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Gilbert C owell has been
Creamer for a picnic supper. *
visiting her .1 ter. Miss Laura
Mr and Mrs. E S. Carrell, and
Whitcomb in Brunswick.
Mr ancj Mrs Harry Beane and son
Pfc Russell Winchenbach. locat
E^jen. attended a birthday party
ed at Catr.D Ed raids. passed the
held -ecenily for Vesper Hall, at
■veek-end with h parents, Mr. and.
the heme of his daughter. Mrs '
Mrs Fred Winchenbach.
Amy Hall in Rockland.
Mrs. Donald Wallace is visiting
The Army’s P-38 in
Gerald Brown of Portland, fcrher husband, stationed in Virginia
terceptors (above) are
meriy of this town, has been in- .
ready to defend New
Mr and Mrs Arthur ParqueUe of
ducted into the Army, and reported;
England communit i e s.
Manchester. N H have been guests
at Fort Devens, Mass
John J. Hennessy (low
at Willis Crowell's.
yfcEvery of Auburn, j
er left), civilian defense
Nelson Thompson returned Thurs
was recent guest at the home of
expert, and representa
day to Dorchester. Mass
Mr and Mrs. E. S Carroll.
tives of volunteer ser
Richard Hemingway was home
Mrs. Grace Hurd has returned to
vices,
consider problems
from Yale University ior the week
her home m Rochester. N H . after j
of possible raids.
end
convalescing at the home of her:
Roland Cuti.n of West Roxbury,
sister, Mrs Elbert Starrett.
BOSTON — For the
Mass. called on friend* in town ,
Mrs Howard Kenniston of Rcckfirst time in 130 years
Albert Thompson of Fort ColSaturday.
the people of New Eng
night as Iandthe week-end with Mr.
M: r S Bailey visited Wednes liT' Co'; v soent Thurwtey
W
'r^n
“
r and Mrs Harold Drewett.
land
are faced with the
day and Thursday with Mrs. A. H. guest of his cousin, Mrs Ltu.se B.
Relen Starren who ha5
threat of enemy attack
H■
nd at H' ’age. Bo
_
e .
been visiting her parents Mr. and
—this time in the form
bay Harbcr
Harold Kennedy has returned Mrs Ches:e_ E A Starrett has left
of
possible
reprisal
John R Cconey of Boston was
bombing raids by glory-seeking kept as low as possible,” accordfor«l£,Baltimore,
where she has a
Edward Storer has returned tn
to pc
on
home for the week-end.
Nazi fliers
...
mg to John J. Hennessy, nationMrs B* e Monahan, New York, his heme in Brockton. Mass^
Willard Hall, who observed his
Most of the 8.500,000 people in aHy known public safety expert
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Nellie
George Kunn, wno ha* been • birthday anrdversary. Wednesday.!
the more than 2,000.000 homes in anj former chief of staff o{ the
Reever.
tracing at Catnp
lL.am - • . was u-e;| remembered with gifts and
the six New England states are New York City police departJohn Crane was arrested and tried Harrison in Montana, met with an cards from neighbors and friends,
concentrated in 306 cities and merit
in Wisca -et Friday fcr an. assfiult accident Aug 6 He is in a hospi among them a birthday' cake from
towns of 2.500 and more popula,
in tin. tc u H- was lined $10 and tal with a dislocated shoulder. On Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Davis.
tion In addition to the vital1 Hennessy __ has developed a
"pame-proof” air raid safety
his recovery he is to be transferred
"civilian front.” 'many of the plan
Miss Muriel Thayer of Brockton, j
adaptable to multiple-ten
to Camp Joseph T. Robinson, Mass., has joined her mother Mrs
M
1
.
area's 16.000 industrial plants, in ant
buildings. As civilian defense
ville. Mass., -s visiting her sister, Little Rock. Ark.
which
a
large
part
of
over
a
milMerton Thayer, at the home ci
Daniel Weaver died in Washing Mrs P D. Starrett. Supper guests
M s.- Elizabeth Genthner.
iion workers are employed m coordinator of the Schenley
war production, represent “mili plants which are producing ethyl
Mr and Mrs. Striker 5nd son of ton. Aug. 12. at the age of 94 He there Saturday were Mrs. Lilia
for, munitions,
as
leaver
his
wife.
Mrs.
Martha
Weav

tary objectives '’ Other targets alcohol
,
.
. and
.
Piandome. Long Island, are guests
Ames and Mrs. Blanche Vose cf
are armv forts, air bases Ind ■ volunteer director of air raid
. . Mr and Mrs R S Cooney. Octo er Funeral services were held Sat- Thomaston, and Mrs. Alice Mathvarrii precautions for the Empire State
urday, Rev Howard Nutter cfflciat- ews Of warren, school mates of
ber Farm.
Under
the
leadership
of
the
! building in New \orkCity, HenInterment was in Daggett Mrs. Thayer.
Walter Bradley of St Jchnsbury. mg
V
6
civilian
defense
office
for
developed the plan
Vt.» who p«xss<?d» a few days with Dr. cemetery
Mrs Roland Starrett and daughNew England, the state, county which <;alls foF a volunteer diand Mrs T C. Ashworth. returned
Sgt Oscar Simmons was home te, Marion, were Hope visitors
and local governments are mo- recf°r
head a floor-by-floor
from Camp Edwards for tiie week- recently.
home Sunda
blitzing
thousands
of
.volunteers
organizaLon
of air raid wardens,
« Poole of Norfolk, end.
Mrs
Lecnard Sidelinger. aviation ma
for duty as air raid wardens, air- first-aid and hre-figh.ing crews
and Mrs Raymond
chinists mate, second class, of the
craft spotters, auxiliary police
with designated safety zones
:t. Mass., .are guests
U S. Navy, has been spending a
APPLETON
and firemen, demolition squad aw-ay from windows.
:e Reed.
With a million more people
op
members, first aid workers, and
Mr ar.d Mrs. Ellison Baker and shert furlough with his parents Mr.
Karris McLain, who
than
live
in
Australia
crowded
Lizzie
Sherman
w^rfm
'
Slde:mger
“
West
for
other
related
jobs.
ding a week in town, family and Mrs
"While it is unlikely that com in an area one-foYtieth as large.
■ d R. I. w-ere guests re
rday to Beechmont,
Plans are being made for an old
mumties
in New England will be civilians of New England are
cently of Mrs Iva Trask.
fashioned picnic to be held Satur
subjected to sustained enemy air ready to meet possible enemy
Mr
and
Mrs
Benjamin
Mitchell
The dance at the High School
day at the Community Picnic
attacks, it is necessary that citi- attacks with the same courage,
gym Wedr. sday. under auspices of at "ended the funeral of his aunt ground.
zens in every city and town be unity and ingenuity as their
Mr
Nellie
Lincoln
m
Washing
the Civilian Defense, was a success.
Sgt. John W. Gane of Brvn Mawr.
trained so that losses may be Yankee forebears^__
______
The evtn was tastefully decorated.
P11 husband of Marguerite" Haskell,
Mr and Mrs. Leslie WeLman and formerly of this town, who is in
M.- Fannie Gray and Mrs. Jennie
lark-ns presided at the hot deg Airs. Wke..man s mother of Rum- training in Florida, has been pri Mrs. Harry" Cross in Jamaica Plain.
Adjutant Mass.
s’ nd and punch was served by ford F'ails, who are spending a moted to lieutenant in the Adjutan
THE LYRIC MUSE
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bucklin of '
Mrs France' Stcrer, Feyrzy Storer vacation ar Lincolnville Beach. General's Department. Mrs. Gane
Quoddy
Village,
in
this
section
on
I
and
Mrs.
Annie
Dean,
of
Camden
has
joined
him
in
Florida
and May Miller. Abe sit $30 was
The Congregational Ladies Cir business, were guests recently of
netted. Day’s Merrymakers fur- were recent callers on Miss Fannie
Gushee.
cle will sponsor an our-of-docr fish Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bucklin in i
n shed the music.
-----------------j chowder supper Thursday at 6 South Warren.
Mr< Miry A Bcvey. 67. wife of
PII’xHINR
o'clock
the Sadie
home Ba
of „Mrs
Henry Bovey, died Thursday at her
vudninu
Watts atMrs
ow? Silas
Mrs
home here Mrs. Bovey was born
Ladies
Aid,
wnl
serve
a
supper
jane
Andrews
and
Mrs
Watts
will
in Boston, but had resided here the
past 15 years. She leaves besides cnight at 6 o'clock at Town hall. open their homes that afternoon
Wltai 1/ou.With
and evening, in conjunction with
1 r husaband. cne daughter. Mrs.
the party as they did last year.
Publication Limited to Brief
John Jean: two sisters, one in
Those who attend may remain for
Poems
Chicico ar. : the ether in California
1 the evening to play cards in any
of Original Composition
Services wer*j held a: Flanders'
of the three hemes. Each will furBy Subscriber*
funeral home Monday. Elev Robert
! nish own dishes, silver, sugar. If
Sheaf? cfli'iaticg. Burial was at
Essential in the equipment of ev
1 stormy, the affair will be held
Maple Gr»r. e cemetery Bath.
ery Soldier. Sailor, Marine or Flyer
Friday
at
the
same
hour
CcmHOME BV THE SEA
Wii rhenbach went
Ml.mittee will be Mrs. S A Watts. Mrs. is a first aid kit. consisting of band
[For The Courter-Cxieltel
Wash ngten. D. C .
Satur
ages
and
antiseptics
fcr
instantane

Willis Vinal. Mrs. Alice MacDcue mplcyment.
where 'He
I'll hie me iwiy to a beautiful home.
gall. Mrs Albert White, and Mrs ous use. These materials are packed Close t»y the sea where the toesing
Mrs Meda J Gray, widow of vvilfoam
Laura Starr«t, assisted by Mrs into a compact box and cost about
Lani H Gray, died at her home in
□ashes o’er crags in glittering spray—
Barrows and Mrs Andrews.
$1.50 each.
Forever dashing by night and. by day
imca UM «£3J «UTJ 4MV
Mrs. Myrtie Watts and Mrs
So fairer spot could one ever see.
K 11 1 UMT
So there will I hasten and bide-aAnnie Watts have returned from a
wee.
v isit with Mr. and Mrs Paul Gilman
In time cf storm an awesome place
in Providence. Mrs. Joseph Hap
On a tossing sea no sign or trace
pier m West Newton. Mass., and
Of the blissful quiet of S auner days

Your
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could a plane just disappear
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SUMMER COTTAGES

MISCELLANEOUS

Amencan Sato: -You ought to

££/£?£

’Naahaniei Tompkins.
Justice of the Superior Court

see our flagshiu. Have a look at
the kitchen. It’s so large the cook

Tel 1130.

•swing machine repairing.
WATSON. Tel. 314-W

LEROY

74*79

Drunk (lying on the sidewalk >:
"TH climb this wall if it takes me
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Telephone 8-5
Robert Arey is guest of her
r i' ,. ier, Mrs. Franklin Hopkins in
Camden.
T-.e 4-A's met Friday night with
•j: Emma Winslcw. Honors at
e went to Mrs. Lora Hardison
j Mrs. Edith Newbert. Lunch
^3. erved.
E.ni Erickson, U. S. Navy, is visit, Capt. and Mrs. Leroy Nicker
son
Mi George Swears, R. N., and
c.,
ter, Monica, have returned
.. North Haven.
Waiter Sprague, who has been
i, ol his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
f ne Snrague, returned Saturday
c Reading, Pa.
Keith Kittredge and son,
- iturday to jcin Mr. Kittredge
• Biddeford Pocl, where he i.s
tationed.
!• er Mullen, who has been
in • of his mother, Mrs. Frank
M i.ien. returned Friday to New
Y< ’ K
M: Everett McHenan and Mr.
md Mis. Gleason McHenan, left
-.tiirday for Ocean Park.
M and Mrs. Julian Alexander of
,, a York, are visiting Mr. and
ir
Andre Racz.
I ; hard Libby. Horace Record,
A i - d Fkgg, John Flagg and Gil1,.:’ Reardon, cadets from the
M .ue Maritime Academy at Cas• -c passed the week-end in town.
E Williams of Qunicy, Mass.,
vi iting hrs parents, Mr. and Mrs.
b-.rnest Williams.
Mr Wiliam Roscoe returned
i rday to Worcester, Mass.
Mi
Raymond Cotter and son
:>in;:’d. returned Friday to New
L.rk, having been guests of Mrs.
ieula.li Cotter.
Mis. Leroy Arey and son, John,
.one Thursday from Springfield,
, f •-> < c
■ Mr and Mrs. Floyd Robertson
nd daughter, Phyllis, have returned
i m Belmont, Mass.
M ss Avis Johnson, who has been
m t of Mr. and Mrs. W- Y. Fossett,
turned Friday to Bbston. Mrs.
sett and Miss Grace Robinson,
i mpanled her to Rockland.
Mr . Howard MacFarland, daughMiss Jane. Arthur and Lloyd
Williams, returned Monday to Belnont'. Mass.
Ncrman Johnson. U. S. Navy, is
lest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
,'aughn Johnson. He is stationed

jjr

'4kr

'< T

I «
■ ii
/

PLAID SUIT

$24.50
II
See Our Window

**>. -:V -v

>

■

»z
EFFECTIVE

i at Nava! Air Base, Qucnsett Point,
R- I., with the M.AvA. Force. Mr.
Johnson made the trip to Portland
in a Navy bombe-.
Mrs. William Warner and Mrs.
i Littaner, have returned from a bi
cycle tour along the Maine coast.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown, re
turned Saturday to Boston, having
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Clay ter and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Creed.
The Elizabeth Hutchinson Bible
Class held a business and social
meeting Tuesday at Union Church,
presided over bv the president, Mrs’
George Lawry. The constitution
and by-laws, as drawn by Dr. and
Mrs. W. J. Hutchinson, were adopt
ed. Mrs. Ambrose Peterson was
elected vice president, following the
resignation of Mrs. Frank Rossiter.
A contest was started to raise
money for charity. Captain cf the
Blues is tMis. Scott Littlefield; of
the Reds, Mrs. Ambrose Peterson;
benevolent committee. Marion Lit
tlefield, Edith Newbert; ways and
means committee, Emma Winslow,
Julia Johnson: chairman of soccial
committee, Kate G-eenleaf. After
noon tea was served.
The Eastern Star Club, met Fri
day with Miss Lois Webster.
Mrs. Meredith Trefrey is home
from Hartford, Ccnn., to visit her
mother, Mrs. Edith Vinal.
Tiie Lions Club held a banquet
Thursday at Grand Army hall com
plimenting Summer Visitors. A fine
program was presented and social
evening enjoyed. The banquet was
served by the Farm Bureau, the
committee being Mrs. Andrew Gil
christ Mrs. Keith Carver, Mrs. Wil
liam Clayter and Mrs. Clyde Bick
ford.
Mr. and Mrs. William Clayter
went Monday to Springfield, Mass.
Miss Mabelle Carlon of Newton
Mass., is guest of her sister, Mrs.’
Owen Roberts.
A group cf relatives and friends
gathered at the Latter Day Saints
Church, Friday night and gave a
surprise shower party to Mrs. Angus
Parker (Gloila Skoog) of Whitins
ville, Mass., who with Mr. Parker,
is passing a few weeks in town.
About 25 were present. Mrs. Park
er was the recipient of many nice
gifts. Refreshments were served.
Recent guests of Miss Sara Bunk
er, at ‘ Rockedge” were Dr. Rupert
Stratton of Rockland, Florence
Gray cf Portland. James Middleton
and daughter, Eleanor of New York,
Mrs. Aliie Lane and Miss Nathalie
Smith.
Mrs. Jack Carlson and son, Jack,
have returned from Thcmastc-n.
Florence Carey of New York, is
guest of Mr. and Mrs. George
Kittredge.
Guests at “Green Gables” at the

Vinalhaven Lions

Q0I2 WR

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

9MVO»

Summer Visitors’ Night Suc
cessfully Observed-—Mr.
Welker the Speaker

axawi tsv

HAT IS
AN
*Ol/£RSHO£*

jOW MAY ONE

:eep chromium
PLATED PARTS
BRIGHT

YjSJhats the best
WEATHER

IONS’

•must* TRIPS
THESE DAY’S

Answers to Quiz for Drivers

A.—An overshoe is a makeshift for
a worn-out tire casing recently devel
oped by a large tire manufacturer. It
is made principally of cotton and is
designed to be wrapped around a tire
carcass—providing hundreds of addi
tional miles at medium speeds. It
has no non-skid tread.
A.—Wash and dry the chromium,
then wax lightly. If there is any
formation of rust, remove with a mild
non-abrasive cleaning powder, then
apply body wax—suggests a manufac
turer.
A.—Since hot pavements are hard
on rubber, it is wise to start on a
rainy day because wet highways keep
the temperature of tires lower and
this saves the wear and tear on the
rubber.
Kittredge Farm are Mr. and Mrs.
J. Everett Koop, Mr. and Mrs. Clin
ton Apel of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Douglas Gilchrist and Miss Mary
Warren cf Boston, are visitors at
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist's.

The penalty for horse stealing is
more severe than the penalty for
stealing an automobile in 18 states
and the District of Columbia.

The Vinalhaven Lions Club ob
served its third annual Summer
Visitors Night last Thursday night,
in the Vinalhaven G A.R. Memo
rial Rooms, with an assemblage of
ever 40 Lions and invited guests.
As the time rolled around for the
Club to consider this matter it was
thought by some that possibly due
to war and transportation condi
tions there might be trouble in
finding enough Summer visitors in
Vinalhaven this year to make the
effort worthwhile, but after it was
decided upon it was surprising how
many Summer visitors, both old and
new, were located. In fact it
turned out that there were more
than the Club had facilities to care
for, and regret was expressed that
each and every one of the Town’s
Summer visitors could not be asked
to participate. The hope was ex
pressed that seme time this could
be accomplished.
Supper was served at 6.30 by a
committee from the Farm Bureau,
consisting of Mrs. Ann Carver, Mrs.
Frances Gilchrist, Mrs. Clyde Bick
ford and Mrs. Josephine Clayter.
King Lion Leon W. Sanborn opened
the meeting by welcoming the
guests in the name of the Club and
briefly outlined the background of
the preceding meetings. Stating
that the idea back of the meetings
had been to bring together for
mutual benefit and understanding,
the local residents and the town’s
Summer guests and visitors. King
Lion Sanborn said that this had
been accomplished to a remarkable
degree, and had been one of the
most worthwhile projects of the
Lions Club, each year bringing an
ever widening circle of people who
have been brought in contact with
each other.
During a brief wait between
courses Past King Lion O. V. Drew
got the boys to singing some of the
old favorites, just enough so they
could settle down their food and
make room for another piece of
pie, he said.
After the meal Past King Lion
Joseph Headley briefly reported on
the situation concerning a physician
for the Town, and asked if any
body present, knowing any possible
leads that might be investigated,
would communicate with him.
King Lion Sanborn announced
the beginning of the local Salvage
Drive and Past King Lion O. V.
Drew made it known that he had

A

IT COSTS
not to exceed three lines inles for 50 cents. Additional
cents for three times. Five

Got the need ?

s” so called I. e. advertlseto be sent to The Courler:ents additional.

FOR SALE
UNEO cook stave with Florence oil
rtier. sni !1 ice box. Duo Therm
heater, used only 2 mos.; full size
net snr:r
mattress, clean, nearly
w. 9X12 linoleum. 74 CAMDEN ST-,
_____________ ________________79*81
PC tlABI E F'ertrl- Washer, one
size
Fcr baby’s cr rmnll
inlly wash
Excellent condition.
A, R JOY. Camden. Me. Tel
79*81
iTT’ 1
• for sale three years
ngw> I ft., beam 11 ft., draft 3
35 h p Walker Shaw engine, ma
le conversion, seme age as boat,
co $800 cash. D W AMES. MatlnlMalne
78-83
FOR I.dI,-ti r Balt; 5-gal Iren palls
af JOHN A KARL & CO.. WZb.*
•rk The -tie_______
78*80
BANGOR buggy for sale. open,
■h’weight $10 Farmer's Churn No.
< rank cr power $5;

p< f, e-

w

$8

cars I

spring troth

out-lde door $2 50.
F PRESOOTT 29 Prescott St 77*79
SMALL farm f r sale, also mowing
,-u full of hav,
pig
ALFRED DAVIS.
*
Me , cor.
Waterail s Beach and Spruce Head ro"d
_________ _______________ 77*79
OOM Iwelllng with barn con| '
foi
30 acres; 10 acres
eared; electrlcitv: two wells: $575.
iuire c.
A
SIBLEY, Searsmont.
______________
77*79
*Y
bicvcle for sale 130
TEL-.*
1 r 130 IIMEROCK ST City
_______________ 78-80
1' 1 lows 1 • sale, f one fresh Jer• freshen Sepr
\ IRG MORTON, Opp R»ce
n________________ 78-80
ll! l Chev c upe for sals; good
4 ntv' tlres *65
IRVING
«
So__ Thomaston.
77*79
< 1 f’< wers wreaths, baskets and
: ~r ('ery w‘gon
MRS ELLA
LINE. Spruce Head
Tel 58-21
77*79
PROPERTIES FOR SALE
>O acre fa-ni on Route No. 1
First
':'RL! f
farm buildings with
A real
‘
commercial
r

Near acek’and

Q Owl s Head
se farm; good set

w of Harbor.

98-a :re farm t n black road. A good
- ■ n i- u try and dairy farm;

house; larie barn; furnace:
lights
Price $2000
if vou are lntere-ted in buying real
scribing 70
ropertles If you wish to sell I will
v.ad -,o include a description In
fi- folder
•
1 ,
'•'■OOD Court House. Rockii;.. Maine
77-79
SIX ACRE farm for .ale at Haw*
P tat. So. Cushing; 7-room
I well
Near river.
ERCV WATTS. 252 Main St.. City
77*79
I shl I for sale. 2
ma price $350. also another
(lots lan 1 price $200 at
c i-i:.t Girdi-ns Rockland. To be
r “i.t i lan
V F STUDLEY 283
' 1 '
1154 or 330
76-tf
HOME of ’he late Alvah~j“Unske’n
f -* Dunn St.. Thomaston Ex.•ut condition
Ten rooms. Slate
Garage
Prc-e reasonable. Ap1
> PRANK U ELLIOT
76 tf
H<AT,
1*1*1Dr-Heald for
i '
51 Main St, Thcraaston. Ten
- Garage Excellent
:-<i tion
Slate roof. Price reafnao.e Applyto FRANK D
ELLIOT.
_____________________________76-tf
IN t
small furnished home for
f.e. excellent water supply price very
vInquire of 81 E BROADWAY,
erry. N H ________
74*79
DESIRABLE propertv for sale in
amden. to settle estate J. HERBERT
-OLLD, ,Tel 2306 or 2170. Camden.

’ '

_________ _____________ 69-tf

H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
15 50 per ton. del Nut size and run
,„5Plne New River soft, not screened
10 25 ton del. M B <5c C. O PERRY,
19 Mala Et.. TsL 487.
75-ti

included
>n this list?
you

Rationing

Rule*

were

not Meant to

of Car* which are Really Needed*

Prevent

Replacement

It Sometime* Helps More

to Replace that Old Car than to Try to Keep it Running
ONSIDER the reasons for present rules and regulations governing the

G

purchase of new cars.

They were not meant to handicap owners whose cars fill necessary pur
poses. Nor to keep cars on the road beyond the point of safety or efficient
operation. Nor to stop the normal process whereby cars pass from owner
to owner and thence out of service to become much-needed scrap metal.

ve»eHnaPHan'<dn'
*«rm.rT
«l*r0yman or
•
.D.^JrU,ueUh*i" public
»« huolrt., bi9hwoyOrJ,(,*|PMb‘
or the like7 X "’•‘"♦•"•nee

They were simply meant to see that cars now built and ready for sale got
into the hands of those who needed them — as their needs demanded.
If your car serves a really necessary purpose, Buick dealers are pre
pared to make immediate delivery on brand-new, gas-thrifty, depend
able new models built for the purpose of seeing you through the duration.

eonnactad with war Wort!?
Jr.ISJi’AV, *h*

*rewM wh.

•ra eli9.bla undor proSent

has passed its prime.

Why not drop in on your Buick dealer and talk over all details of

P«fcH« franc

Portation?

With such a car, you travel safely, make best use of gasoline and oil,
start fresh with brand-new tires on wheels designed to get maximum
life from them. For dependable performance of necessary jobs, such
a car is frequently far more of an asset to the country than one which

i.

rule, to buy n.w
There are eth«
?"*l,“*»*
Ity, e« course but *?« ’* °* •**•**»«i«-.d m tCl'bX2
♦e see your Buick deal* *
yow

the whole situation?

*2«l

Ifyoure aligible fo buy—

newl

• "*w car

Better Buy BuickI
C W HOPKINS, INC.

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

Ve
IT •
1IVI IVI IT kJ?_____ 19 RIVVIFW STREET.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
12 BAYVIEW STREET,
712 MAIN STREET,

Paqe Five

CAMDEN, MAINE

"COOLER OFF-ERS" WITHOUT SUGAR

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Do you remember when the
youngsters went off to school and
you worked like mad to get all
their clothing marked carefully?
Well, this year, the girls are hav
ing fun marking a good many of
their personal belongings with ini
tials and the initials are the decal
transfers that Sterling Salt has for
you as one of the best offers we’ve
ever told you about.
Each set of initials numbers 24.
There are eight large ones—two
Inches in height and 16 small one
inch initials. Each is done in
Bodini type in red and blue and
they are easy to transfer to your
belongings. To get a set, send the
bit of paper that covers the spout
of Sterling salt packages, enclose a
dime, your name and address and
this is important—the initial you
want. Underline the printed initial.
Address Marjorie Mills, Yankee
network, Beston, Mass.
We can send you some grand
free recipe books and other books.
There’s the Nestle sugar saving
recipe folder, the La Rosa macaroni
recipes book “101 Ways to Use
Macaroni.” There’s Nancy Holmes
tested Ceresota sugar saving recipes
and then there’s the big Kyanize
color book of ices. It has a happy
title “Bring Your Bright Ideas to
Life with Color.” All are free and
yours for the asking.
Address
Marjorie Mills, Yankee network,
Boston, Mass.
Colache (From June Platt’s Plain
ind Fancy Cookbook)—4 small Sum
mer squash or 4 Italian squash
known as Zucchini, 4 tablespoons
of butter and bacon fat, 1 large
onion. 2 green peppers, 4 peeled to
matoes,
Sterling
salt,
freshly
ground pepper and cayenne, 3 ears
fresh corn.
Cut into ‘4 inch squares, 4 small
squash or 4 long green Italian
Squash known s Zucchini. Melt
the 4 tablespoons of butter and
bacon fat and fry the squash in it
until partly browned. If too much
juice is formed, pour off some of it
and put it back into the colache
later on. Add 1 large onion, sliced
thin, and 2 green peppers. Fry a
bit, then add 4 peeled tomatoes, or

an equal amount of canned ones.
Season well with salt, freshly
ground black pepper and cayenne.
Cook
hour and 10 minutes before
adding it to the stewed chicken
(chicken is a good partner for this)
add the com.
Ratatouille (From June Platt’s
Plain and Fancy Cookbook)—4 to
matoes, 1 large green pepper. 2
Italian squash, 2 small egg plants,
1 cup salad oil (Wesson), Sterling
salt and pepper, 2 cloves garlic. 1
tablespoon chopped parsley. Lump
of butter, Italian or French bread.
Peel and remove the seeds from
4 big ripe tomatoes. Cut the pep
per into four pieces and remove
the membrane and the seeds. Peel
2 Italian Squash and cut into two
pieces lengthwise and remove the
seeds. Peel 2 small or 1 large egg
plant and cut out all the seed part.
Cut all the vegetables up in modately small pieces. Put calad oil
in frying pan and when it is hot,
but not boiling, add all the vege
tables. Cook ten minutes, then with
a pancake turner, turn everything
over and cook another 10 minutes.
Then salt and pepper the whole
and cover the pan. Cook very
slowly, about % hour. Then chop
very fine 2 cloves of garlic and pre
pare a tablespoon of chopped pars
ley. Add both to the Ratatouille
and cook 10 or 15 minutes longer.
When ready to serve, add a lump
of sweet butter. Stir until melted
and serve at once with good Italian
or French bread. It must be sei-ved
very hot to be good.
Provincial Potatoes—3 pound raw
potatoes, % cup butter, 1 table
spoon Wesson salad oil, grated rind
of
lemon, Chopped parsley and
chives, Nutmeg, Sterling salt and
pepper. Dash of Ceresota flour,
Juice of 1 lemon.
Wash and bcil the potatoes in
their skins. Put the butter in a
saucepan, add the salad oil and
lemon rind. Add the chopped pars
ley and chives, seasonings and
flour.
When the potatoes are
cooked, peel and cut into eighths
and put in the butter mixture.
Heat, but don’t boil. When ready
to serve, add the juice of the lemon.

Sweetened with honey—and high in vitamin C

When Hot Days call for tall, cool
drinks here’s two brand new ones
that put no strain on your sugar
quota. Tart and refreshing, and
the kiddies and adults both will
benefit by the high vitamin con
tent. Quick and easy to make with
your Mixmaster juice extractor,
or well worth the effort by hand
if vou haven’t one.
HONEY “COOLER OFF ER’’.
Juice of 2 lemons and 1 large
orange. T4 cup honey. 14 cup
maraschino cherry juice. 1 bottle
gingerale. Warm honey until thin.
Blend with juices. Add maraschino
juice (drained from cherries).
Fill each glass % full, then add
gingerale and chipped ice to fill.
Can. be garnished with lemon
slices, sprig of mint, maraschino
cherry.

“THREE C” VITAMINSPECIAL:
Juice 1 large orange (about %
cup) 2 limes (about 4 tbsp.) Va
lemon (about 2 tbsp.)
cup
honey. 14 tsp. salt. 14 tsp. lemon
extract. 3’£ cups milk. Juice on
No. 4 speed. Warm honey in
saucepan over a low flame until ,
thinned. Add salt and flavoring.
Combine with fruit juices. Slowly
add milk while beating at No. 8
speed. When well blended, pour
into glasses. Add chipped ice. For
additional appeal garnish with
Honey Meringue and a slice of
maraschino cherry. Serves 6. (To
make Honey Meringue beat 1 egg
white and Vi cup of honey on No.
8 speed until it will stand in
points.)

accepted the local chairmanship,1 Vinalhaven, and who by his undi
and would expect co-operation from ' vided attention to unwavering de
votion for militant championship of
ail the members of the Club.
Vinalhaven pie. has almost (not
After the introduction of guests,' quite) ea-ned an honorary member
the tables were cleared away and I ship in the’ Vinalhaven Club, was
all present had a chance to render also present.
LAWRY
WEST WALDOBORO
“Sweet Adeline” which seems in a j
Clyde
Bartlett
of
Waterville,
and
Coast
Guardsman
C. H. Faulkfair way to become the official seng i
EAST WALDOBORO
Miss Mary Steele of Waldoboro, ingham returned to duty Monday
of the Vinalhaven Club and the
members and guests settled down to ; Mr. and Mrs. Henry Millard and visited Saturday with Miss Eleanor after a week's visit with his family
enjoy the musical program prepared ! children of Winterport were visi Winchenbach.
here.
by the program committee.
| Mrs. Alden Gilchrest of Springtors Sunday at Ivan Scott’s.
Frank Wocdlock of ConnectiThis consisted of two vocal soles | Mr. and Mrs Ralph Orff and chil field, Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. ' cut was a visitor Saturday at the
by Dr. Cameron Rae, accompanied dren of Saugus, Mass., Mr. and i William Henry Hilton.
' home of Mr. and Mrs. Irving M.
by Prof. David Moyer, two piano Mrs. M chael Hyland and daughter,
Hattie Seiders of Worcester, Mass., Simmons.
solos by Prof. Moyer, and two Mrs. Hyland, Sr., and Walter Fries- was guest the past 'week of Mrs.
Mrs. Myron Wotton and son
clarinet solos by Prof. R. Mont wyck of Whitinsville, Mass., have 1 Arnold Standish.
Arey. Dr. Rae, who did not have been recent guests at Fred Munro's. i Mrs. Reuben McCourt of Somer Lance were guests Sunday o: Mrs.
Thcmas Delano who also enter
benefit cf advance notice, sang
Mrs Ethel Hanna and Stanton ville, Mass., Mrs. Evelyn Campbell tained at dinner. Mrs. I. M. Sim
“Annie Laurie” and “Sweet and
and son of Newport, R. I., and MauLow.” Frcf. Moyer played as his Hanna were at Mrs. Beulah Curtis’ j rice Kaler and sons, Bruce and mons and Mrs. Hazel Benner.
Sgt. Oscar S. Simmons of Camp
solos a descriptive selection entitled in New Harbor recently. They were Ronald of Lynn. Mass., have been
“The Chase,” and a concert waltz, accompanied Sunday by Mr. and ! visiting their parents, Mr. and Edwards, Mass., and Flo Grethel
of Clark Island were week-epd
by Chopin; while Prof. Arey played Mrs. David Oxton cn a visit to Miss Mrs. Charles Kaler.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sim
“The Carnival cf Venice” a fantasia Mary Hanna’s, New Harbor, where
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
A.
Does
and
arrangement with variations and they attended the Hanna reunion. Janice Does, who were guests of mons.
Warren Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs William Henry Hilton
Mrs. Josie Lawry and daughter
“The Bumblebee.”
The quality of these renditions Clifford Allen and Miss Arlene Hill have returned to Arlington, Mass. Eda and Mrs. Clayton Oliver were
was attested by the almost thun of Rockland were guests Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah of recent visitors al the hcme olMts.
derous applause that greeted each J. O. Jameson's.
South Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs. B. P. Miller.
number. At the close of this part
Mrs. Mary Libby of South War Reuben Chase and son of New Har
of the program the speaker of the ren is visiting Mrs. Percy Miller.
bor, and Mr .and Mrs. Clifford Win shire, spent the past week at their
evening was introduced by Past
chenbach.
were visitors Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Mank and
King Lion O. V. Drew for the pro son Kenneth cf Farmingdale were Mr. and Mrs. Dewev Winchenbach’s. hcme here for the purpose of hargram committee.
Miss Nancy Waltz spent the vest.ng their blutbe. ry c cp. T».ey
Stating that plans made fcr an guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. week-end with Miss Marion Hilt of had as guest, their daughtsr, Mrfi.
L. Mank a few days recently. The
Fred Condon, also of New Hamp
other speaker had gone awry, the L.
village.
group
called at C. F. Jackson’s, the
shire.
committee had turned to District
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Bodge
and
Mrs. Lloyd Colby and infant sen,
Deputy William Kelly of Camden Scuth Waldoboro, and at Miss Myra Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bodge. Jr
Fitch
’
s,
Owl's
Head.
Sewall
Howard, who was born at
for assistance and the ever obliging
and two children of Richmond,
Phyllis Bowers is visiting Mrs. L. visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. the Waldo County Hospital, July
Lion Bill had made the necessary
24, have returned home.
arrangements. The speaker. Rev A. Winchenbach in South Waldo Maurice Bodge.
Alice Stover and granddaughter,
Roy A. Welker of the Congregational boro.
Bertha
Kinney, of Rockland, are
Church in Rockland, delivered" one
Dinner guests Sunday qf Mr. and
EAST LIBERTY
visiting Mrs. Gertrude Skinner.
of the most powerful and thought Mrs. Gardner Mank were Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Colby, with her
Mrs. Helen Carey and grandson,
provoking talks that has ever been Mrs. D. M. Jones of Hampden
heard by the Club, and the interest Highlands. Mrs. Stanley All ng and William Kalloch of Farmingdale, daughter, Janice, spent the week
hat was howti was attested by the children Janet and, Duncan of Chi were recent visitors at G. W. Mc end in Portland with Mr. Colby.
complete silence that he command cago, Miss Eva Jones of Washing Lain’s.
Nightly “incendiary bombings’’
ed all the time that he was speak ton, D. C.’, and Ralph Tweedy of 1 Bertha Oakes is working for
i Edith Linscott during the canning will replace the traditional fire
ing, broken only by a storm of ap- Unity.
works displays at the Brockton
1 season.
pause at the end.
W.
L.
Smith,
son
Irving,
and
Miss
Fair,
officials of the Fair announce.
j
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Allen
Colby,
who
Mr. Welker, who has been connect
ed with social welfare most of his Teresa McFarland of South Port work in Concord, Mass., are spend In announcing the bombing plans
life, told of having traveled over land were week-end guests at J. L. ing a ten days’ vacation among they explained they would also fa
miliarize the public with chemical
most of Eurpoe and having been Flanders’ and called at Leland their relatives here.
warfare and disseminate informa
Orff
’
s
and
L.
I.
Mank
’
s.
Irving
|
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Q.
Adams,
located in France for some 12
years so that he was entirely fa Smith is visiting his grandparents who are working in New Hamp- tion on how to combat incendiaries.
miliar with the present war situa for a few weeks.
Maynard Butler visited h s mother
tion in Europe. It was the world’s
greatest problem und the solv Mrs. Dora Whitney, over the week ECONOMY IN
ing of it will command the best in end.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carroll, Mr.
the minds of men everywhere, he
stated.
and Mrs. Franklin Beane and son
At the close of Mr. Welker’s ad Elden of Warren were guests Sun
dress, King Lion Sanborn asked day of Mrs. Clara Spear.
that any guest who so desired,
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Mank. Mr.
might address the meeting and re and Mrs. Albert Mank and daughter
Lamb Is Fine Summer Meat
marks were made by Dr. Erroll Sandra motored to Rockland Wed
Mills, Paul R. Brown, E>avid Moy nesday and to Richmond Sunday.
August is the month when the added. Canned tomato Juice may be
er, Dr. Cameron Rae, and the Rev.
Burnell Mank and Miss Helen family’s appetites usually turn cap used in place of water.
William Hutchinson, of Vinalhaven. Crockett of Rockland were week tious and meals should be planned
Salmagundi Salad
After the meeting adjourned, end guests of his parents, Mr. and
with extra special imagination.
many of the members and guests Mrs. L. I. Mank. Mr. and Mrs. Per
cups diced
54 cup French
Next to chicken, lamb is the best
cooked lamb
dressing
lingered awhile to arrange for new ley Winchenbaugh and grandson choice
54 cup diced
2 sweet pickles,
for
a
meat
course
and
can
introductions and to talk over some Wayne Simmons were callers Sun
potatoes
chopped
be converted into such a variety of 54 cooked
cup diced
1 hard-cooked
of the new ideas that the new con day.
cooked carrots
egg, chopped
delicious
recipes,
it
can
be
used
tacts had developed, and at this
54 cup peas or
*4 cup mayonMrs. Nellie Reever, Mr. and Mrs.
strlng beans
naise
time the impression seemed to be R. S. Monahan and daughter Mar again and again and' still present
Mix meat and vegetables wlrt)
that the meeting had been one of lene of the village called at Harry variety. Neck slices and shanks are
two of the most economical cuts French dressing; allow to stand
the most successful ever held by the McIntire’s recently.
because there is a minimum of
Club.
Christine Mank of Rockland is waste. A shouldey or a chuck cut is for 54 hour. Add pickle, egg and
A survey of the Club’s guest visiting her cousin, Arlene Boggs.
mayonnaise. Mix carefully. Serve
the most economical roast. The on lettuce or shredded cabbage. 4
register shows the following names
Recent
callers
at
L.
L.
Mank
’
s
cushion shoulder roast is made by
as guests for the evening.
were Harry D Mank. Mrs. L. L. Lo having the bone removed so that or 5 servings.
L. Emmett Holt, Jr., John Hop gan,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Doughty, there is a pocket for stuffing.
Lamb Roll With Brown Sauce
kins Hospital, Baltimore; Prof R. daughter
Ruth
and
Mrs.
March
of
154
cups ground
1 small onion,
These recipes which are suggest left-over
E. Pulling, Wellesley College, Wel
minced
lesley, Mass.; Carl M. Peasee, New fttrkers’ Head, and Mr. and Mrs. ed by Vivian Whaley, director of cooked lamb or 1 sprig parsley.
Gilmore
Noyes
of
Jefferson.
%
pound
gi
ouiid
chopped
ton, Mass.; John W. Rule. Welles
the A & P Kitchen, are economical
Mrs. J. O. Jameson and daughter yet do not suggest economy, which
raw lamb
2 tablespoons
ley, Mass.; L. E. Williams, North
% teaspoon salt
chopped stuffed
54 teaspoon
olives
Weymouth, Mass.; Judge John F. Alcy visited Wednesday with her is a point to consider.
sister,
Mrs.
Merlin
Eugley,
in
North
pepper
2
tablespoons
Perkins, Milton, Mass.; R. P. Earle,
1 tablespoon
chopped sweet
Braised
Lamb
Slices
With
Onions
Waldoboro.
Aldan, Penn.; William D. Craig,
margarine
pickles
and Carrots
*
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Glaude and
54 cup chopped
54 teaspoon dry
Auburndale, Mass.; Rev. Roy A.
fresh mushmustard
neck
2 cups water
Welker, Rockland, Me.; Paul R. children were in Damariscotta re 4 lamb
rooms
Biscuit dough
slices, about
4 carrots
Brown, East View, N. Y.; Walter F. cently.
1
tablespoon milk
1% pounds
Mrs. John Jean of New Jersey Salt and pepper 4 onions
Roberts, Woodbury, N. J.; Walter
Place
all ingredients except dough
Season meat and brown well in and milk In a heavy skillet. Sim
L. Sprague, Reading, Penn.; R. has been visiting her parents, MT.
hot skillet; pour off some of the mer slowly for 10 minutes. Cool.
Mont Arey, Rochester, N. Y.; Dr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff and fat. Add water. Cover with shred
C. A. Rae. Newton. Mass.; Dr. E.
Spread on rolled-out biscuit dough
V. Mills, Paxton, Mass.; David Moy daughter Elsa of Mank’s Comer ded carrots and thinly sliced onions. to within 54-inch of edge. Roll like
er, Oberlin, Ohio; J. Kenneth Black, were visitors Sunday at J. L. Cover pan and steam over very low Jelly roll, moisten edges with water
Nashville, Tenn.; Robert Byerly, Flanders’.
heat for about 1 hour. *If desired, j and seal. Place roll in greased shal
William Heath has been having a chops
New York, N. Y.; J. C. Pendleton,
may be braised in tightly- low pan and brush with milk. Bake
Brookline, Mass.; Walter E. Pendle- vacation from the B.I.W.
covered pan in moderate oven, ' in hot oven, 425° F. about 30 min
on, Brookline, Mass.; J. Owen Rob
Teacher: “Willie, give me a de 300* F„ to 325’ F.. for 1 hour Serve utes Slice while hot and serve with
erts, Vinalhaven; H. A. Townsend,
on hot platter. 4 servings Thinly Brown Sauce or left-over lamb
scription of a duck.”
Vinalhaven.
Willie: “A chicken with snow sliced potatoes, shredded new tur gravy which has been thinned and
Visiting Lion Herbert Loveless of
nip* and diced celery may be wsll-seasonsd.
_____ ,
shoes.
”—Jacksonville Journal.
Somerville, Mass., who Summers In
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(News items for use in these
Mrs. Blanche Wilson entertained
Friday at dinner, in honor of Miss columns must be In the hands of
Mary Berg, it being her birthday. the correspondents early, the
Others present were Mrs. Mary morning before publication at
Hamilton, Mrs. Frank Dow and the latest. Only emergency mat
Miss Albertine Dow, all of Camp ters can be handled by correspond
bell©. Mass, Mrs. Edith Wylie, Mrs. ents on press mornings J
Elizabeth Robinson and Mrs. Susie
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Newbert
Oxton, all of Warren, Mrs. Ada have returned home after visiting
Chadwick and Miss Alice Oliver of Mrs. Herman Crockett of North
Thomaston. A social afternoon was Haven and friends in Vinalhaven.
enjoyed with ice cream and cake
Mrs. Loranus Hatch and son.
being served. Mtss Berg received Richard of Winchester. Mass, are
many nice gifts.
guests cf Mrs. Lena Hatch.
Mrs. Helen Pinkham of Attleboro,
Miss Ellen Pillsbury of Water
Mass., and Mrs. Clifford Pillsbury ville, spent the week-end with Mr.
of Beverly, Mass., were week-end and Mrs. Joseph LeBlanc.
Community Hospital Notes: John
guests of Mrs. Annie Robbins.
Miss Irene Johnson entertained Thomas is a surgical patient; a
recently at a birthday party in daughter was born Aug. 14 to Mr.
honor of her tenth birthday. The and Mrs. Milton Currit.
table was attractively decorated in Funeral services were held Sun
blue and yellow.
Refreshments day afternoon from Gccd funeral
were served while games furnished home for Frank J. Pearse, who died
enjoyment. Those present were suddenly, Friday morning. Besides
Jean Williams, Charlene Spaulding, his widow, he is survived by two
Joan Young; Constance Knights, daughters, Mrs. Carlton Wood and
Paula Bouchard, Betty Kearny, Vir Mrs. Clifton Dean, beth of Cam
ginia Saunders, Edith Hunt, Mari den; three brothers, Ralph and
lyn Maxey and Jeanette Johnson. Aubrey of Hope, and Crosby of Lin
Miss Adele H. Morse returned to colnville. Services were conducted
Riverton, N. J., Saturday, after by the Odd Fellows and the bear
passing several weeks with her sis ers were four representatives of tlie
ter, Mrs. Carolyn M. Thomas. She Fire Department. A large delega
will visit Mrs. Walter H. Hall, of tion from the Kncx Woolen Com
pany was present. Rev. Melvin H.
Roosevelt, N. Y., enroute.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wiliams and Dorr. Jr., officiated and burial was
children. Jean and Robert, have re in Mountain Cemetery. Mr. Pearse
turned after enjoying a week at had leng been engaged in trucking
business locally and had a host of
their cottage. Northport.
Mr. arfd Mrs. Guy Lermond and friends.
daughter. Glenice. were week-end Miss Marilyn Davis is enjoying a
guests of Dr and Mrs. Albert W. two weeks vacation from her duties
Moulton, Portland, at their cottage in Boston, and is visiting her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis of
at Cape Elizabeth.
Tlie Garden Club will bold open Lincolnville, and friends here.
Miss Eleanor Johnston of Keene,
house at the Levensaler House,
Thursday from 10 a. m. until 10
p. in. This will be in place of the day to Lowell, Mass., where they
regular meeting. There will be a will visit relatives for a few weeks.
white elephant, plant and food sale. | Rev. Donald F. Perron has tenTea will be served and cards will [dered his resignation as pastor of
furnish enjoyment in the evening. the Baptist Church.
Those wishing to play are asked Miss Maybelle Brown is spending
to make reservations with Mrs R. a few weeks in Portsmouth, N. H.
O. Elliot.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stone are
A public supper will be served at occupying the William Hanley
the Baptist vestry, Wednesday, at iiouse on Pine street, which they
6 o'clock under the auspices cf the recently bought.
Baptist Circle.
Collecting for Uncle Sam
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone will
entertain the Friendly Circle at a The salvage committee has been
6 o'clock picnic supper. Wednesday, enlarged and a house to house can
at their home on Knox street. vass will soon take place. The com
Those attending are asked to take mittee consists of Roy R. Belle,
dishes and sugar, and those not Chairman, Tel. 203; Harold F.
solicited are asked to take sweets. Dana, vice-chairman; and Mrs. Lil
Miss Jennie Moody arrived Sat lian Dornan. Secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Dana and
urday frbm Newton Highlands,
Mass., and is guest of Miss Leila Mrs. Selma Biggers will canvass
Mam street. West to Oyster and
Smalley.
Miss Olive Leach returned to Bel Georges Rivers; Rcbert Spaulding,
fast, Monday, after enjoying a va Bridge hill and Water street; Earl
cation of three weeks with her par Coates, Wadsworth street; Mrs.
Smalley and
Benjamin
ents, Rev and Mrs. H. F. Leach. Leila
Miss Leach is a student nurse at Smalley, Knox, Fluker and Thatch
er streets; Mrs. Lillian Comery,
the Waldo General Hospital.
The Contract Club met recently Miss Anne Donohue and Mrs.
at the Levensaler House, with three Blanche Lermond. Main street,
tables. High scores were won by East to the Creek, inccluding Errin,
Miss Hattie Dunn, Mrs. R. O. Elliot Dwight, Elm, Pleasant, Roxbury,
and Dr. Lucy Spear. The next Pine and Lawrence avenue.
meeting will be, Friday, with Mrs.
Hollis Young, Beechwood street;
Grace Campbell, Martins Point.
Charles Smith, Green,
Cross,
Mrs. Shannon Cushman of Cam Mechanic and Ludwig streets; Mrs.
den. called Monday on friends in Matie Spaulding. Hyler steet; Miss
town.
Mabelle Brown, Gleason street; Axel
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Feyler and Nelson, Toiva Johnson, and Fred
son, ‘Ricky” have moved to the Harjula. Georges River Road; El
house cwned by Mrs. Josephine mer Nelson, High street; Clyde
Stone, Cross street.
Butler,
Meadcw
road;
Donal
Mrs. Doris Blair. Uho is making Thompson, Dunn, Gay and Elliot
her heme at present with Mrs. streets.
Olive Keizer, returned Sunday after
Anyone having salvage material,
a four day visit with her ccusin. such as rags, metals of any kinds
Winfield Richards, at his cottage on or rubber, may contact the person
Lake Megunticook, Camden.
'having charge in his district.
Miss Audrey Simmons went Mon
day to Wakefield. Mass., to visit
THE OLD RIVERPORT
Miss Martha Hocking for scvetal
THOMASTON
days.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Mrs. Helen Hahn went Monday
n.
to Winchester, Mass., to visit her Back to New England I shall go
sister, Mrs. Harry Tilkingtcn, for I want to visit where I know
several days.
Longfellow graced a college bench
A parish meeting will be held at And loved a simple country wench
the Baptist Church directly after Whosesaiddaughter—ancient, now—has
prayer meeting. Thursday.
She keeps a trunk beneath her bed
Mrs. James H. Morse arrived Chock full of love-notes sent bv him;
them. too. with life and
Monday form North Abington, She guards
limb.
Mass., to visit Mrs. Marie B Singer And says
she’ll burn them, every one.
for a few days.
.
Before she's done.
Mrs. Fred Varney cf Roslindale, I know the hall
Mass., and Miss Peggy Ney of Bos Where Hawthorn. Pierce, and Cllley,
all
ton, returned to their respective
Of Bowdoin 25. would spend
homes, Friday, after passing a week Their
time In study, hours on end.
with Mr. and Mrs.; George Davis. Until the three at last became
Mrs. Evelyn Perron, and sons, Prepared to take a turn with Fame.
Duane and Bruce went Wednes- I want to hear the Bowdoin pines
Chant of the past with mournful
whines
The whole night through, and look
far down
A resined roof cf green and brown
|to be continued]
Stephen Allen Lavender

BUY YOUR COAL

NOW!
This is not a selling talk.

Dorothy Lamour in “Beyond the Blue Horizon”

The fifth annual meeting cf the
i Camden Historical, Society will be
| held Wednesday at 7.30 o'clock at
1-St. Thomas Parish House. The
guest speaker will be Lincoln R
Colcord, author and lecturer, and
whose subject will be “Ships and
Shioping on the Penobscot.”
The program fellows:
Presentation of Historical Cer
tificate to Xllen F. Payson voted
j Camden’s outstanding cit zen at th?
■ anniversary celebration of 1941.
Moving pictures of 150th anniver
sary. films donated to the society by
Stillman F. Kelley, augmented by
films taken by Kend'ic Libby.
Films shown by Milford A. Pay• son, chairman “c-f the anniversary
committee. Guest speaker.
Reports of officers and election oi
■ officers.
In memorlam, J. Crosby Hobbs.
Mrs. Georgia H. Ijobbs, Col. Ernest
i A. Robbins.

N. H., and Lincolnville Beach, spent
TENANT’S HARBOR
Saturday with Miss Ruth Mathews.
Mrs. Elizabeth C. Hunter and
Miss Katherine Robinson has three children of Chicago, are pass
ROCKVILLE
been visiting in Union the past two | ing a few days with Mrs. Clara L.
A surprise party as a house
weeks.
warming was tendered Wednesday
Corey.
Oliver Mayhew spent Saturday in
Albert Smalley and son of Med evening to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Kel
Portland, cn business.
ford, Mass., accompanied by a ler, who have recently moved from
Roy Hardy, 20, was found by friend, are at the Freelyn Smalley Milton, Mass., to make their heme
here their permanent residence.
Patricia McGrath, in about six feet cottage, Fogarty’s Corner
of water, face down at Sandy
Mrs. Emma V. Leach cf Rock-i The evening was socially spent and
Beach, Sunday, about 7 p. m., after
. port, widow of Rev. F. A. Vinal, ! refreshments served. Mr. ano
he was missed about 1 o clock m who held a pastorate here in 1882, Mrs. Keller were presented a floor
the afternoon. Medical Examiner was one cf the guests at the Bap- lamp. Those attending were their
daughter, Mrs. Noyes D Farmer of
Weisman pronounced death from ^st ct.ntennial anniversary,
drowning after the youth had sufJohn Miller of Kittery, has been Grasmere. N. H.. who is spending
fered cramps. He was a resident j Spencj;ng a vacation with his sis- 1 two weeks with her parents; Daniel
of Stonington, having lived in town ter> ^rs. Mary Alley of Willardham Keller, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keller,
about three weeks. He was the son
Blanche Chaples and brother, Misses Dorothy and Arlene Keller.
of Wilmont Hardy.
Byron, have arrived heme from Mrs. Joseph Andrews and Eisey
Ella, wife of Moses Mills, died Portland where they visited their Andrews of West Rockport; Mr.
Sunday in Rockland at the age of sister, Doris Chaples.
and Mrs Howard Rollins of Cam
51 years. Born in Hurricane Island,
Mr. and Mrs. John Mathews of den; Mr. and Mrs. W W. Gregory,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Belmont, Mass., are passing the va- ! Miss Ruth Gregory. Kenneth MigLeander Patterson she was active in cation period at their Summer' nault, Arthur Perry of Rcckland;
the Methodist Church. Besides her home “Crickside” on the church hill, j Mr. and Ms. Edward Oxton of
husband, she is survived by five
Mrs. Lizzie Fentcn of Melrose. | Thcmaston, Mrs. Nellie Perry, Mr.
daughters, Mrs. Clifton Conarv of j Mass., is at the home of her mother,; ancj Mrs. E. H. Perry, and Mrs.
Brunswick. Mrs. Beverly Ifemey of Mrs. Mary Hupper in Martinsville. ' Fannje Brewster of Rockville.
Thomaston, Mrs. Flora Carroll of
Miss Myra Marshall of West
Mrs. Almon Cooper returned
Glen Cove. Betty Lou and Patricia Scmerville, Mass., and Martinsville, Saturday after passing a few days
Wellman both of this town and a entertained at a delightful after
South Portland with Mr. Cooper.
son. Herbert; two sisters, Mrs. noon tea recently, honoring Mrs. inSonia
and Sylvia Currie, twin
Louise Simmons cf Boothbay Har Fronie Pease on her birthday.
bor and Mrs. Marion Wellman cf Guests included Mrs. Aaron Wall daughters of John Currie are visit
Camden; a brother, Raymond Pat and daughter. Mrs. Howard Lowell, ing in Portland.
Mrs. Ida Barrows and Miss Lot
terson of Thomaston. Funeral serv Mrs. Brannan. Mrs. Thankful Har
ices will be held from the Gcod ris, Mrs. Marion Watts and daugh tie H Ewell were guests Sunday of
funeral home, Wednesday at 2 ters, Mrs. Eva Gee and Mrs. Lizzie Mrs. Hattie Vaughn and Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Keen at Rockland High
o’clock and burial will be in West Fenton.
lands.
Rockport.
Lewis Leighton ( and
Oscar
Mrs. Willis W. Monroe and sons,
SPRUCE HEAD
Leighton speent th'e week-end in
Willis and James, spent the past
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson and ' Ahgusta.
week at the home of A H. Parsons
in Bluehill, being joined for the sister, were supper guests, Friday,
Richard, of Cambridge, Mass., are
week-end by Mr. Monroe.
cf Miss Katherine Aagesen.
Mises Lilly and Ethel Alexander, visitors at the Godfrey home.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Waldron
and Mrs. William Friday were week who have been occupying the Callie
end guests of Mrs. Christopher Rackliffe home, returned to CrotcnLongworth.
on-Hudson, N. Y.
Miss Marie Twohig of Woburn* The Community Club will hold a
Mass., is guest of Mrs. Frank H supper, entertainment and dance
Wilbur.
Thursday, for the benefit of Cline's
Leon Dorr is employed in the I Hellcats; a State Guard Reserve
Endicott Johnson Shoe Store in Unit.
Rockland.
Mrs. Vera Andrews, Miss Barbara
Mrs. Harriet Leach is visiting in Wilkes and Christopher Andrews cf
The 50-caliber Browning machine
Portland.
Sherbourne, England and Miss Con
gun
is one of the most efficient short
stance Chilton cf Englewood, N. J.,
range weapons used by U. S. Fight
are
guests
at
Sheldon
Point.
WEST ROCKPORT
Miss Ethelyn Uptcn and Mrs. ing forces. It is effective at ranges
Mrs. Emma V. Leach Mrs. Alice Rita Brown of Milibridge, were re up to 2,000 yards and fires about
Tolman and Mrs. Robert Heald at cent over night guests of Miss 600 forty-five caliber bullets per
tended the Carroll-Norwcod re Harriette Trask.
minute.
union Saturday in Union at the
Surgical dressings will be made
home of Mr. and Mrs. Linwcod Car- at the schoolhouse every Wednes
roll. Miss Charlene Heald spent day afternoon and evening until
Saturday with Miss Carolyn Merri further notice.
field at Union Common.
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey went to
Mrs. Alice Telman. Mr. and Mrs. Boston, Thursday, fcr a visit with
Earl Tolman and Albert Tolman at relatives. During her absence, Mrs.
tended the funeral services Friday Ethel Godfrey is working in the
of Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett in Rock Post Office.
land
Mrs. Avis Andrews is visiting her
Gladys Parker has returned home daughter, Mrs. Jchn Kelly in Chat
after a visit with her aunt, Mrs. ham. Mass.
One of these guns costs about
Miss Ellen Steele of Portland, $1,500, while a thirty-caliber ma
Bernice Cushman in Skowhegan.
She metored heme with her aunt Conn., is guest of Miss Ella Hunt- chine gun costs approximately $600.
Hazel Parker who went to Skowhe ting.
Our fighting forces need thousands
Dianne Allard, who has been ill, of these rapid-fire guns. Even a
gan for her.
William Fcgler of Jenkintown. is much improved.
small town or community can buy
Miss Ina Woodward, Matron of many of them by uniting in the pur
Pa., is visiting his mother. Mrs. M.
A. Fogler. and sister. May during Gorham Normal School, was guest chase of War Bonds. At least ten
the past week of Miss Harriette
his annual vacation.
of your income in War
Janet Weymouth of Rockland was Trask at the Clark cottage on percent
Bonds every pay day will do the
guest the past week of her sister, Spruce Head Island.
£/, y. Treasury Department
Mrs. Alice VonDohlen and sen, trick.
Mrs. Elmer Merrifield.
There was a gcod attendance at
the Sunday morning service at the
church here when Rev. Harry Leach Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
of Hackensack, N. J., a native of
this village, gave the message. For
the next two Sunday mornings Rev.
F. Ernest Smith of the Rockport
Methodist Church will give the mes
sage in exchange with pastor Ov
erman who is on vacation. The
Wednesday evening services will be
held during th s vacation period.
Henry Keller anti tarnily and Mrs.
Mary Andrews and family attended
a family party, giving a housewarm
ing to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller,
who have recently moved to Rock
ville from Milton, Mass.
Dr. and Mrs. Chandler and
daughter Margaret of Orono are at
their home here fcr a short stay.

★

★

WAR BONDS

name and address, at the Rcckpo-.
days at Lake Geneva, N. H
Mrs. James Jordan arrived Thurs Post Office or communicate
day
from Washington, D. C, for a Earl Achorn he will see that theROCKPORT
visit with Mrs. Belle Coates. Mr are properly arranged for display
Jordan, who has recently returned Tn this way fellow citizens will know
from 18 months’ service in China who have left cur town and where
LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
may be reached through
as a member of tlie “Flying Tigers, they
Correspondent
plans to join her here for a brief correspondence.
ft ft ft ft
visit. He is at present’on duty in
New York.
Tel. 2229
Rev and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over
man entertained Sunday, her par
This is the season when our
timmer visiters arrive and it
A farewell party was given Wed ents Rev. and Mrs. Charles R
nesday night at the heme of Sims of Bath. Mr. Sims preached
vill be a great favor to The
Charles Lane. Sr., for Elmer “Jake” at the Baptist Church at sthe 11
ourier-Gazette to have them
Crockett, who will leave shortly for o’clock service.
eported as promptly as posForest Daucett, son of Mr. and
military service. The party was
ible. The host may not congiven by the men who had worked Mrs. Charlton Daucett, and Paul
jider that such information has
with him for the past several years. I Knight, son of Mr. and Mrs. Winmy special value, but the guests
UNITED
Among those present were Herbert ' field Knight, went Sunday by bus
ike to have friends know they
Poland. Maynard Erickson. Jasper J to Camp Hines, Raymond, where
STATES
ire here. Phone, wr.te or bring
McKenney. Fred Marshall. Jesse | they will remain for a week.
rm—we want those items.
DEFENSE
Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over
Wentworth and Albert Larson. A
^BONDS
delicious lobster dinner was served man have gone to Nobleboro. where
-Miss Dorothy Eugley of North '
by the host. At the close of the they will occupy a camp, while Mr.
Ibleboro is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
evening a gift was presented the Overman is having a two weeks
STAMPS
Irry Bickmore, Traverse street. 1
guest of honor.
vacation.
Mrs. Arthur Crawford and daugh
Tlie child health conference,
which was scheduled for Aug. 20. ters, Nancy and Judith, who have
Mrs. Daisy Hoskins, who has i
has been postponed and will be held been visiting her sister. Miss Lillian
»n visiting her sis'.t : > Mrs Etta
the third Thursday in September. Brann, went Saturday to their
Sbou and Mrs. Katherine Libby, 1
in Metuchen, N. J.
returned home to Westfield,
The Thimble Club met Wednes home
Miss Dorothy Burns, who passed
day at the home cf Mrs. Elizabeth three
LSS.
weeks’ vacation with her par
Libby with Mrs. Jennie Ingraham ents, Mr.
and Mrs. Orris Burns, re
A small boy at the zoo asked why
as hostess. Lunch w’as served. Spe turned Saturday
The A H. Newbert Association
to Baltimore, Md. the giraffe had such a long neck
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removed from his body that a long
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Mrs. M. S. Grider, who has been
icie Clark and Mrs. Florence C1
Mrs. Maynard Pierce and family neck is absolutely necessary.
guest of Mrs. Ingalls at the “Cap have been passing a week with Mr.
lilbrook.
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to
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returned, after visiting her
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Kcbcot for several weeks, has re
Let’s pay tribute to our boys. approximately 36.CC0 feet.
nerock street.
turned to Ycnkers, N. Y.
Since Dec. 7, many of our boys have
ir
Irs. Charles Higgins i vaca
Mr. and Mrs. George Crockett entered one of the several branches
gave a "going away” party for his comprising our armed services. They x-YOU WOMEN WHO SUFFER^
ting for two weeks from her
brother, Elmer Crockett, who is went willingly and in many cases
pes at E. B. Crockett's store.
shortly to be inducted into the Offi sacrificed much that we might live
cers’ Training School. He was pre in peace within our own shores. It
Irs. Woodrow Wilson is on a
sented with a traveling bag as a seems fitting and proper that we
weeks' vacation from WoolIf you suffpr hot flashes, dizziness,
gift from those invited, who were should honor them. One way we
rth’s
distress of “Irregularities”, are weak,
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Morong, can do this is by displaying their
nervous — due to the functional
“middle-age” period In a woman's
Mr. and Mrs. John Good, Mr. and pictures in one of our prominent
>A. Lester, Mrs.
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and
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table Compound. It’s helped thou
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and mental efficiency. Most headaches
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are symptoms of organic disorder. Their cause*
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Nellie Staples. Mrs. Rider was win
may be glandular imbalance, obscure infection,
ner of high score, with Mrs. Carroll
[iss Virginia Hart of Hope, was
digestive disorders or other ailment*
winning second place and Mrs.
a Weekend visitor in this city.
Staples, the consolation.
Many types of headaches are en
Hermann Wetzler, composer and
tirely
preventable and their causes
Mrs. Ralph Chaples Jr. and j
noted musician, who is spending the
daughter Alice of Brewster street. t
are
removable.
A physician should
Summer at the Heistad home on
|Brned heme Saturday after ‘
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few days in Portland.
and effective treatment.
Warren Oliver and daughter,
IflCXiberty and vicinity.
Ruth, who spent two weeks at ‘The
Birches,” Beauchamp avenue, re
^Huter Irving Smith of South
Corner Drug Store
Zr
turned Saturday to their home at
Portland and M ss Margaiet Mank
Main & Limerock Streets
Newtonville. Miss Jean Oliver, who
jf East Waldoboro have returned
Tel. 378
Rockland, Me.
accompanied them here, will remain
home after ben.
|
for a longer visit.
ind relatives in this city.
Mrs. Gertrude Pease, who has
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Ethel
WAN
Mr and’ Mrs Eir.o Aho and son
Ycrk, for a week, returned Satur
3ary have returned to Worcester.
-Ab
day to Portsmouth, N. H.
Mass., having been th? guests of
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence and Mrs.
3now Hall at Cooper s Beach.
Jennie White, are spending a few
■Miss Gail Sharp? cf New York
s visiting her mother, Mrs. Seth
LoMf, at her cottage at Battery
Beach, and her grandmother, Mrs.
B. iD. Spear of Maple street. Miss
3ha:pe holds a responsible position
in the Chase National Bank.
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HOT FLASHES

NO GAS? NO TIRES?

HERE’S THE ANSWER!
Let Us Bring Vacation-The Shore-The Country-To Your Own
Back Yard!

■tug Cub was entertained by
Tf. Ralph I Wi.".'.u Piiflay for
all-day session and dinner at '
home cn Maple strict.
lolly Welker, daughter of Rev
fc Mrs. Roy Wi lker. ^pent the
Irk-cnd at Old Orchard Bath.
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benches will
last
with
out
or care.

ffompletc line of Gcssard's Miss
Jnplicity Foui.datum garments,
fnbnt lacing corsets, combinations,
Expert fitting and alterations,
fs. L. K Mansfield. 232 Main St.,
pne 1100. Rcckland
41-T-tI
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All schools in town will begin
Sept. 14 instead of Sept. 8, to allcw
mere time fcr pupils to work.
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This is cold common

«v4 qranite
Slab with blocks
>
set as illustrate}
z
will make a safe
wadinp, pact •farihe.
Kiddier. —

sense!

We May Ndt Have a Pound This Pall

or |
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bordered wrth blocks
vtosh mrlk the Ground
will keep the sand ,n
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ORDER YOUR WINTER COAL SUPPLY

NOW!

Brl

z

We Have Plenty of Coal of AH Kinds In Our
Yards Today

put on your suet and

in the son

r

‘

While there are no restrictions and the sup
ply is adequate. If you fail to do this you will
have only your own neglect to blame for a re
stricted supply and a cold home this Winter.

PHONE 487 TODAY

Lilt ;.J mupiy your backyard vacation-land with one of the handsome granite

"replaces depicted above—with a rustic granite bench, a sand box, flagstone
walk or wading pool. We also stock granite markers, paving blocks, steps and
fl**££infiu building stone, bridge and well covers, mooring and culvert stones, etc.

Have distinguished letter
paper, visiting cards, and
“note briefs,” at little cost.
“Say It Smartly1,

Ask Us Details and Prices

TEL. 770

M. 6. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET,

■rs. Alden Allen lias returned
froru Dexter where she has been
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Rufus
9son.
____
Tonian Circle will be entertained
(Bdnesday night bv Mrs Frances
jBlbrook of Suffolk street.
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OR BE COLD LATER!
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Top photo is a scene from “Escape From Crime" with Rxhard Travis
and Julie Bishop, which tops the double feature program at Park Theatre.
Second hit i* “Mexican Spitfire t'ee*’ y Cher t" with I rim Cm| and 1 o?”
Vetes.
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Mrs. Rhama E. Philbrick was
hostess tc the T Club for luncheon
and sewing, Thursday night.

?t-.: is the season when our
l^ununer visiters arrive and it
I will be a great favor to Hie
Courier-Gazette to have them
reported as promptly as pos|'t ye The host may not con,’ric that such information has
|
■ cial value, but the guests
kp
have friends know they
I are here. Phone, write or bring
f;11 we want those items.
I m. Dorothy Eugley of North
I’blcioro is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Bickmore, Traverse street.
Daisy Hoskins, who has
-iting her sisters. Mrs. Etta.
•ribou and Mrs. Katherine Libby,
■ irned home to Westfield,
bass*

riall bo; at the zoo asked why
raff, had such a long neck,
you see.” said the keeper
•'the giraffe’s head is so far
ed from his body that a long
ib lutely necessary.”
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?h with present type airplanes
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William Ellingwood. Jr., has ar
rived from Boston, for a fortnight’s
visit with his mother, Mrs. William
Ellingwood, Talbot avenue. Mr.
Ellingwood expects to join the
Mr. and Mrs. G. Milton Priese armed forces around the last of
and daughter Janet of Plainfield, August.
N. J., are at Rockledge Inn for
Mrs. Kathleen Duff is vacation
the week-end.
ing for two weeks from her duties
at the Central Maine Pc wer Com
Why not a system at once in cur pany.
United States of universal rrrilitary
training and a permanent draft
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McCormack
law to avoid being found napping
again as at Pearl Harbor? Why and Mr. and Mrs. Leonard North
has study of U. S. history been of Jackscn Heights. Long Island, N
are occupying their cottage at
neglected in our schools and why Y„
Ash
Pcint.
have colleges failed also to re
quire it? Educational Club Forum
Mrs. Edward Chisholm and daugh
for Aug. 21, Mrs. Lena Merrills.
84 Rankin street, hostess. Ernest ters Carolvn and Joan are guests
Hayes will speak on Chinas Part of Mrs. Chisholm’s parents. Mr
in this Global War from first hand and Mrs Edward J. Hart of Wh.tknowledge as a resident there.. man, Mass., for two weeks.
Two other eminent speakers ex
Richard Ellingwood and family,
pected.
have returned from Portland and
to make their home in this
Mrs. Edgar Crockett is having expect
z~qiity for the duration.
Mr
two weeks’ vacation from Perry’s Ellingwood has employment at
Coal Office.
Camden.

I The A H. Newbert Association
meet at the home of Mrs. Belle
<• Friday night. HousekeepMiss Virginia Post resumes her
, are Mrs. Doris Jordan, Mrs.
John Davidson and family, are
r.rie Clark and Mrs. Florence duties at Burpee’s Monday after a down from Massachusetts for a
two weeks’ vacation.
lilbrook.
visit at their Summer home in Ten
ant’s Harbor.
Lieut. Wesley Wasgatt who left
Mcs Amanda Wood of Boston
,,s returned, after visiting her on Saturday for Springfield, Mo.,
Mr. and Mrs. John Robbins of
ster Mrs. Leroy Kalloch of was honor guest at a party Washington, D. C.. are making
Thursday night at the Wasgatt their annual visit here, guests of
limerock street.
cottage. Crawford Lake. Follow Mr. and Mrs. John L. Beaton.
| Mrs Charles Higgins is vaca- ing a picnic supper, Lieut. Was
ning for two weeks from her gatt was presented a gift from the
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Ulmer. Jr.,
guests. Those present were Mr. w’ere
tie. at E. B. Crockett’s store.
guests of the Bath Iron Works
anu Mrs. Francis D. Orne, Mr. management
at the launching of
| Mr ; Woodrow Wilson is on a and Mrs. Edward Barnard, Mrs. two destroyers, Sunday. They also
> weeks' vacation from Wool- Roland Ware, Mrs. Robert Russell, visited the family of Mrs. L. B.
rth's
Mrs. Wesley Wasgatt and Miss Smith, formerly of South Thom
Martha Wasgatt, Dr. and Mrs. aston.
I
J A.
Lester, Mrs.
Albert Donald T. Leigh, Mr. and Mrs.
•r and Miss Barbara Mitchell Owen Johnston.
Miss Clara Day and Mrs. WheelRutland, who have been guests
pr of Lvnn, Mass., are guests cf
Mr. and Mrs. James Mitchell,
Miss Tillie .Levinthal of New York, Mr. and Mrs. William H. Thomas,
^tith Thomaston, returned home is spending a vacation at the home Masonic street.
of her brother, Alfred Levinthal,
nday.
State street.
Mrs. Frederick Jagels of Portland,
Mr and Mrs. Walter Yattaw and
was the guest of honor at a sur
Miss Josephine Smith. Miss Hazel prise shower given recently by
iiiiiy. Mrs. Frank Yattaw and
Lillian Putansu spent the Nagle of Winchester, Mass., and Mrs. William T. Dean, at her home
nk-end with Mrs. Fred Putansu Miss Eleanor Ryan of Woburn, 97 New County road. Prizes in
\-! Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Maker Mass., who have been guests of Miss briage were won by Mrs. Richard
Virginia Egan, have returned home. Perry, Mrs. Frederick Jagels, Mrs.
Scuth Portland.
John Black and Mrs. Leonard
Misses Ella MacNeil and Grace Campbell. Other guests were Mrs.
Mi s Jacquelyn Snow was the
k-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. ! MacNeil cf Brockline, Mass., and Nelson Glidden, Mrs. Horace Maxey,
Mrs. Edward McLaughlin of Quincy. Mrs. Robert Allen, Mrs. Lillian
tP' rest I. Mank in Waldoboro.
Mass., are visiting their cousin, Perry. Mrs. Mildred Cheney and
Luke
S. Davis.
Mrs. Roland Rackliff.
I.Miss Virginia Hart of Hope, was
l.v.ekend visitor in this city.
Mrs. Henrietta Simmons enter
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover en
tained
Club, Monday afternoon tertained at Glover Farm Sunday
lMrs Ralph Chaples Jr. and Honors Mite
Contract which were War with late picnic luncheon ten of
|u»hter Alice of Brewster street, Stamps, inwent
to Mrs. A. D. Morey her friends motoring there for an
turned hcme Saturday after and Mrs. Seabrook W. Gregory.
all day enjoyment of the beauty
ending the week with relatives
of that ideal spot at Mirror Lake
Liberty and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Keith of Wa and under the “beauty spell” of
terville, were week-end guests of the mountain.
Mister Irving Smith of South Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morey.
| timid mid Miss Margaret Mank
Mrs. William O. Fuller enter
East Waldoboro have returned
Wawenock Club was entertained tained her contract club Friday at
|:ne after being guests of friends by Mrs. Frances Norton, Thursday,
her home on Beech street, where
relatives in this city.
with a picnic dinner at her Me she is living. Her daughter. Mrs.
chanic street home.
Howard G. Philbrook is with her
klr and Mrs Eir.o Aho and son
|i v have returned to Worcester,
Mrs. William Talbot entertained frem Springfield, Mass., for a few
.. hi’..: j been the guests of Charity Club. Thursday, at luncheon weeks' stay.
;w Hall at Cooper's Beach.
at Witham’s and later at her hcme.
Mrs. Joseph Gath of Alford Lake
for sewing and cards.
Camp
was guest of Mrs. Austin
Miss Gail Sharpe cf New York
Nelsen
over the weekend.
visiting her mother. Mrs. Seth
Mrs. Rov W Jones and daughter. J
Iw. at her cottage at Battery Gail, of Haverhill. Mass., spent the !
Friends of Rev. J. Charles Mac
jach, and her grandmother, Mrs. week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Her
Donald
will be pleased to know
D. Spear of Maple street. Miss bert C. Newbegin.
that he was able to return to his
(larpe holds a responsible position
‘Miss Agnes Johnson, of the Lime hcme from Knox Hospital, al
the Chase National Bank.
Company, has resumed her duties though he still is confined to his
bed.
|Mrs. Alden Allen Has returned after a week spent at Oakfield.
rm Dexter where she has been
Miss Janice Hutchinson who
I- guest of her sister. Mrs Rufus Mrs. Leon Fickett of Willow street, was
a tonsilectomy patient at
is a surgical patient at Knox
Il Ison.
"
Knox Hospital is convalescing at
Hospital.
her home on Otis street
rTonian Circle will be entertained
E.F.A.
Club
will
meet
at
the
home
|ednesday night by Mrs. Frances
W.I.N, Club was entertained by
of Mrs. Benjamin Philbrock, tomor
lbrook of Suffolk street.
row afternoon with Mrs. Fred Cclla- Mrs. Inland Drinkwater for cards
and luncheon Thursday nigiht at
|Kug Cub was entertained by more as hostess.
her home cn Warren street. Honors
Ralph L. Wiggin Friday for
Mrs. C. F. Simmons was hostess at bridge went to Mrs. Carl Free
ail-day session aud dinner at Monday to Dorcas Club.
man, Mrs. Clinton Barbour and
|: hcme cn Maple street.
Mrs. Gardner French.
Miss Barbara Lamb was guest of
Icily Welker, daughter of Rev. honor, Thursday night, at a sur
d Mrs. Roy Welker, spent the prise birthday party, with Grace
ek-end at Old Orchard Bach.
Bowley and Louise Smith as hos
tesses. at the latter’s home on Sum
Complete line of Gcssard's Miss mer street. Other guests were Ruth
mplicity Foundation garments, Spear. Anson Olds. Ernest Dondis,
STAMPS^ BONDS
> nt lacing corsets, combinations. Douglas Cooper and William East.
Expert fitting and alterations,
Dr. N. A. Wood of Beston, is the
TODAY-WED.-THURS.
s I. K Mansfield. 232 Main St., guest cf Mrs. Almon Cooper, Sr.,
one 1100, Rcckland.
41-T-tf for a few days.
A Show You Can't Afford To
Miss!
• *••••••
Mrs. Miria Packard entertained
Vi-it Lucien K. Green & Son’s
cond floor. 16 School street. Odd the Corner Club, Friday afternoon, See This Swell Double-Feature
('.lows Blcck. City, for Furs, Fur fcr cards and refreshments. High
Program!
oats and Cloth Coats at moderate score at bridge for the afternoon
9tfiwent to Mrs. Choris Jenkins,
ices.

q *>-<!• r, mmI k_
-fUfli.
»tonr.r will tend
much chwrm to
your back y*r4-
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Grapefruit juice and this whole grain
food make a winning combination! I

RICHARD TRAVIS * JULIE BISHOP
Also

Government Nutritional Authorities
recommend fruit and a whole gram
cereal every day. Try a _ Victory
Breakfast” of grapefruit |U*ce and
• delicious Nabisco Shredded Wheat
with luscious ripe peaches
or cream. Nabisco Shredded wheat
is a good source of natural \ ltamin
B. per ounce as eaten-and whole
wheat’s energy. Ask for it bythe,full
namg—Nabisco Shredded wheat.

A GIRL—A GOON-A 6H0S1
on >
Syne
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WED IN ANCIENT CHURCH
Gordon A. Richardson and Miss Betty Barter

Plight Troth In Colorful Ceremony

Gowned in an exquisite dress of blue crepe gown with silver and
white lace fashioned princess style rose accessories and complemented
with long train, and an illusion her dress with a corsage of pink
By K. S. F.
veil caught to a halo with orange roses.
>1 m
William K Bicknell of Rockland
blossom-- and carrying a bouquet
of mixed, garden flowers, wi’h an attended the groom. Edward Cook.
This war has done lots of hard I orchid center. Miss Be’ty Barter, Edward Greenlaw, Edward Saw
CT *
things for us in Rockland, not the d^u^hter of Mr and Mrs. Ralph yer. Richard Field, Warren Macleast of which is separating us Kingsiey Barter of Stcningtcn be- Dougall, and Stanley Short served
frem cur honored Esther *Stevenson came the bride of Gordon Abbott as ushers.
v.
Regers.
Richardson, son-of Mr. and Mrs.
Following the ceremony a recep
• * # •
tion
was held at the Island Coun
Jchn
M.
Richardson
of
Rockland,
I How many can say right off the in an impressive wedding ceremony try Club
at Deer Isle. Tlie bridal
bt what the different colors in the solemnized at the First Congre- party together
with Mrs. Ralph K.
Flag stand for? White for purity; |
™
u . *
T, o , Barter and Mrs. Jchn M. Richard
red lor v.lor; and blue lor justice X''afternS ,* , Je’loeb'
son assisted in receiving.
io
aiiemOCn at
C v iOCK.
is tbuo
the ornat
great and
and tbrillina
thrilling idea.
Miss Patsy Titcomb had charge
Rev
Clifford
Osborne
cf
the
These stars and stripes blazing in I
1 the sky should call all to duty what- I Waterville Methodist Church which cf the guest bock.
Mr. Richardson and his bride
ever the need and make Americans the young couple had attended
left
cn a trip to the Maritime
during
their
four
years
at
college,
proud to help win the war.
officiated at the double ring wed Provinces. The bride chose a blue
I
* * # ♦
•'.L . F
ceremony, which was per ensemble with brown accessories.
Mrs. Noowedd: "I wonder why it' ding
Mr. and Mrs. Richardson will
formed
before a large gathering
is that a nautical mile is nearly a of relatives
and friends.
The reside in Stonington where he will
seventh longer than a mile on church
was artistically decorated be associated with the R. K Bar
Philip Dorn plays a faithful bodyguard for Lionel Barrymore when land?”
a murderous lunatic attempts to harm him. This is a scene from ‘ Calling I Noowedd: “Well, darling, you with white gladioli and other white ter Canneries. Inc.
Out of town guests who attend
Dr. Gillespie.”
know things swell in the water." I garden flowers Mrs. Daniel Chick,
organist, played the traditional ed the wedding were Chief of
* * * *
wedding music, with Miss Joan Al State Police and Mrs. Henry
FOR DAYS LIKE THESE
I The July issue of The American len, violin obligato, and Miss Weaver, Mrs. Edward C. Moran,
Lieut. Myra Joyce. A.N.C., of
Fort Williams was a Sunday guest Low at His feet lay thy burden of Neptune, a quarterly journal of Madeline Hinckley, as soloist.
Hen. and Mrs. Percy T.
carefulness.
Maritime history, is being read j Miss Margaret Campbell of Port Jr.,
of Mr. and Mis. Edgar Crockett.
High on His heart He will bear lt
Clark.
Senator and' Mrs. Hervey
with interest by Searsport people as
for thee.
Emery.
Dr. and Mrs. Edward M.
land
was
maid
of
honcr..
She
was
tiny sorrows, and answer thy the leading article, “Domestic. Life
Mr. and Mrs. S L. Wh.te of Comfort
Cock. Dr. and Mrs. Rolfe Luim,
prayerfulneas.
cn
Board
Ships.
”
was
written
by
,attlrcd
ln
a
whltc
crgandie
gown
Houlton were guests of Mr. and
Guiding thy steps as may be: t for
Miss Jeanna C. Colcord of Sears-, and lace mitts, and carried a Admiral and Mrs. Eugene Disthee be.
Mis. Allston Smith on Sunday.
mucks, Miss Judith Dismucks, Mr.
port and New Yoik. This art c'.e, mixed garden bouquet.
Fear n t to enter His courts in the
bridesmaids,
the
Misses
and Mrs. J. M Richardson, Mr. and
The
is about Searsport pecple who were
slenderness
Farrell, Vernette Noyes, Mrs Milo Clark, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Violet Humbert. < Violet
Of the poor wealth thou wouldst born at sea cr have spent part of Mary
Martini is visiting in Rockland and
reckon as thine;
. their lives cn beard square-riggers. ' Josephine Pitts, Marion Thomas, Henry ,Mahone. Mrs. William ElIn Its beauty, and love In Its Accompanying are several photo- Mary Billings and Mrs. Genevieve llngwocd. Mrs. Isaac B. Simmons.
vicinity until Monday. Mrs. Hum Truth tenderness.
bert is here from the Bronx. N. Y..
wore white organdie Mrs. Rhama E. Philbrick. Dr and
These aie the offerings to lay on ) graphs of the interiors of ship's Sawyer,
with her two children, Albert and
His shrine.
'cabins, which are rare. These were gowns, attractive daisy hats with Mrs. Walter P Conley, Mr. andRuth Mary. They are the guests These though we bring them in gathered by Miss Colcord and her long veils and white mitts. They Mis. Harold Greenlaw, Mr. and
trembling and fearfulness
of Mrs. Lorna Pendleton. Rankin
The Mrs. Charles Morrill, Mrs. Mary
. brother, Lincoln Colcord of Sears- carried colonial bouquets.
street.
KC dearaCC^
"“'h®
Port for an albunl that
On d,S_ flower girls, Nancy Dunton and Allen and Mrs. John Farrell, Mrs.
Mornings cf Jcy give for evenings of play at the Penobscot Marine Mu- Rosemary Crozier carried tiny bas Wilbur Strong, Mrs. Woodbury L.
tearfuiness.
seum in Searsport. Miss Colcord kets of white flowers and were Richards. Miss Virginia Richards.
Miss Laura Telman has returned
Trust for our trembling and hope who like her brother, Mr. Colcord. small picture hats and white or Mrs. Austin W. Smith. Mrs. Al
to her hcme in Winchester, after
for our fear.
'was born at sea. is a member of gandie dresses.
bert Havener, Mrs. Grace Veazie.
a visit with Mrs. Fred Collamore.
° W°hoiine^!e L°rd ’n thC bCaUtV 01 the stafT of the Russ, n 3a’e ^GvrfThe bride’s mother, Mrs. Barter, Mrs. May V. Richardson, Mrs. Min
Bow down before Kim. His glory dation. She has .'ol.eorqd and pub- wore an aqua crepe frock with sil nie Regers. Miss Ruth Regers,
Mrs. Philip Rand spent the
m;
fished many sea chanties.
ver bodice and a corsage of purple Miss Barbara Derry. Mr. and Mr.,.
week-end with Miss Ann Mc- With procla
gold of obedience, and Incense |
* • • *
*
.1 flowers. Mis. Richardson, mother A. W. Gregory and Mrs. Herman a.
of lowliness.
Laughlin.
bridegroom, chose a powder Stanley.
Kneel and adore Him the Lord is His I Alvah W. Randall cf Machias,
name.
was elected president cf the WSNS
,
J.
S
B.
Monsell
Alumni Association Tuesday at the
THORNDIKEVILLE
•
i life was identified with the Rock
MRS. EMMA SHAW
grcup”s biennial meeting.
Arnold Childs was recently
port Methodist Episcopal Church,
Fmira
L.
Shaw,
widow
cf
the
late
married to Miss Anna Merchant,
later at'ending the Pratt Memorial
★
★
Flow gently, liquid fire,
Floyd L. Shaw, departed this life, Methodist Episcopal Church and
the ceremony taking place at St.
There
are
rcses
in
your
path
Mary’s Rectory
in
Jefferson,
at her home, 25 Lindsey street. Sun the last years of her life the Rock
Wltai
WiiU Boom softly, harbor cannon.
Mass. Mr. and' Mrs. Childs. spent
day afternoon. Mrs. Shaw came to land First Baptist Church. She
The seagulls fear your wrath live
their honeymoon as guests of Mr. I
with her daughter. Mrs. Frank was a friendlv ^cul and as a mether
Drop sweetly,' machine gun,
Childs' father. C C. Childs. The }
H. Ingraham, in November, 1938, was unremitting in her efforts for
Your mesage of lead.
after her husband’s death, the p e- the welfare of her daughters, inyoung couple will reside in Rutland i ★
★ Dive
kindly, winged bomber.
jvious April, and, while her health crested in all that pertained to them
where they have employment at j
You might wake the dead.
, had been failing, and she had had and a faithful parent in every way.
A scout car is a low-slung motor j
the State Hospital.
several spells of sickness, she would She and her surviving daughter had
Mrs. Mary Watson of Dedham. car armored with heavy steel plate,
Travel
Priorities
Outlined
®y
gradually rally from each cne and been more like sisters than parent
Mass., is spending the Summer ! used to transport troops from one Air
American Airlines
was able to take an automobile ride and child in their long companion
with her daughter Mrs. Raymond ' point to another. It is of low sif
houette andgives protection against
Passengers cn American Airlines to Belfast and leturn the last da\ ship and the loving care and un
Crabtree.
machine gun and other ground fire, have been issued a bulletin outlin- of July and to attend the Ingraham stinted devotion of the daughter in
Isaac Philbrook. who occupied
ing current Government regulations reunion at Glen Cove, Aug. 6. Both these latter years had meant much
the camp formerly owned by Clin A scout car costs $5,000.
cn air travel priorities. Individuals cf these events gave her pleasure to the deceased.
ton Young, has moved to Rock
not traveling “on priority” can still and she was pleased with birthday | Her niece. M s. Saidee Estabrook,
port.
use air transportation as in the remembrances that she received cn who. in early life made her home
Mrs. Mayhew of Palermo is
past, it was emphasized, although her 82d anniversary, Aug. 1st.
with Mr. and Mrs. Shaw, and was
working for William Lothrop dur
those eligible for priorities should The deceaspd was born in North in their home during Mr. Shaw's
ing the berry season.
bv all means secure and exercise Haven, in 1860. the second child of last illness and helped care for him,
Richard Crabtree who has em
them to avoid any possible delays. Capt. Phineas Philbrook Wooster came from Gardiner and was with
ployment at Frick's henneries at
Priorities granted by the Govern- and wife, whose maiden name was her aunt during the last few days
ment are divided into four classes Sarah Jane Lane but went to Rcck- of her life.
Yarmouth was hcme Sunday
in the following order: (1) White pert, thereafter, with her parents,
Mrs. Clyde Soule of Randolph
The funcal service will be at 25
recently visited her daughter and
You and your neighbors joining House cr other personnel as di- and Rockport remained her resi- Lindsey street, Wednesday after
som-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy together can buy one of these vehi- rected by the President, the secre- dence until, following her marriage, noon, at 2 o’clock. Rev. Charles A.
Croteau. Other visitors at the cles for the Ordnance Department tary of war or the secretary of the Sept. 12, 1877, the husband and Marstaller officiating, and interment
Croteau hcme were Mr. and Mrs. of our army with your purchase of navy; (2) pilots of the ferrying w.fe, with their two children, Carrie will be in the family lot at Achcrn
Nathan Boble of Kittery, and Mr. War Bonds. We need hundreds ol commands when traveling under and Louise, removed in 1883 to cemetery.
Mrs. Shaw i.s survived by her
Croteau’s sen Halsey Croteau of them and need them quickly. Put at orders which specifically direct air Rockland.where Mr. Shaw’ had emleast ten percent of vour wages or transportation; (3) military per- ployment in Snows Shipyard. He daughter, her brother. Benjamin P.
Belgrade.
ten percent f jour w gc or scnnel Qr others WhCse air travel later went into the jewelry and Wooster, of Rockport, two nephews.
Mrs. Harriet Crabtree celebrat least
income
into War Bonds every pay ,g specificaJly orciered bv the mili- watch repairing business in Rock- Dr. Ralph L. Wooster, cf Bangor,
ed her 80th birthday anniversary
and heip jour fellow Amentans tary and “civilians fcr whom emer- land until poor health made it and Clarence H. Thomas of Cam
Aug. 4. She received cards, gifts day
the
ar bond Quota in your gency air travei js essential to ex- necessary for him to make a change den, three nieces, Mrs. Estabrook,
and good wishes from her many top
county.
pediate war production, construe- and the family moved to Rockville, Mrs. Frank J. McDonnell of Rock
friend's. A small gathering met at
ticn or other activities connected residing there until April. 1904, when port and Mrs. Herbert Inman, of
her hcme where ice cream and
with
the war program”; <4> mili- they became permanent residents cf Camden, and three grandnieces.
cake were served as refreshmnts. !
tary equipment, supplies, and ma- Rockland, MShaw selling the
tcrial essential to the war which Charles W Sm th farm, which he
MRS. ELIZABETH CROCKETT
Wash cotton hose in warm soapy
is
specifically
ordered
moved
by
had
bought
and
upon
which
they
Mrs Elizabeth Mae Crockett, 56,
W&ter. Rinse thoroughly, pat part- !
priority air transportation.
hacf lived, at Rockville.
ly dry with a turkish towel and j
widow
of Elmer B. Crockett, died at
LAST TIMES TODAY
• • • •
' Following the marriage cf their
her
home
or. Orange street Tuesday.
carefully hang up to dry. Don’t
Canada produced 6*4 million two daughters, Mr. and Mrs. Shaw
IRENE DUNNE in
She was bern in St. George, the
twist or rub cotton stockings as
bushels of flaxseed in 1941.
i purchased the McKinney place, on
they may become fuzzy and tear
“LADY IN A JAM”
-* » ♦ *
Oliver street, residing there for sev- daughter of Osgccd and Harriet
easily.
Plus
Everyone in Rockland remembers eral years before acquiring the Gilch rit Blake. Mrs. Crockett was
how good “Ruth’s” cooking always premises at 47 North Main street, a devoted wife. kind, loyal neighbor
WALT DISNEY’S
The What-Net Gift Shop has
was. You try this and be happy: (where they lived for 28 years. Mrs. and 1 ved by all who knew her.
charming and unusual gifts, many j
“FANTASIA”
» « * *
Shaw during her married life. ■ Ehe is survived bv a son. Vesper
of local origin. Guests are always j
Chocolate Cake
(clerked in her husband’s store, did Grover of Portland; a daughter.
welcome. Next to local bus waiting ' WEDNESDAY. BARGAIN DAY
• From M’ss Ruth ClnfT’s Sugar , dressmaking at Rockville and en Miss Harriet Grove” of Rockland;
room, 48fi Main street.—adv.
gaged in the millinery business with a brother, Frank Blake of Rcck
Less Recipes)
Any Seat, Any Show, Any Time
her daughters, as Shaw Sisters, in land; two • half-sisters, Mrs. Al ne
Cream
thoroughly
*4
cup
short
Adults 25c; Children 11c
I Dunbar of Thomaston, and Mrs.
ening,
pour
slowly
and
beat
conRockland.
First Knox County Showing
stantlv l’i cup Karo Corn Syrup
She was a lover of music and Julia Curran of Bortcn; and a
Tel.
cr honey. Add 2 egg yolks and flowers and cf her home and was a granddaughter Miss Barbara Gro
SMASHING U-BOAT (ERROR
continue
beating. Melt and add helpmate and companion to her ver of Rockland.
802
ROCKLAND
The deceased was a member of
two squares chocolate.
husband in everv sense of these
Sift together 2 cups cake flour, terms and devoted herself unspar- Littlefield Memorial Church. Miriam
TODAY
1 teaspoon s.oda. 1 teasooon baking inglv to him in his last il’nes. tbere- Rebekah Lodge. Auxiliary Canton
powder, *4 teaspoon salt. Add this by impairing her own health. They Lafayette, and Edwin Libby Relief
A
“Ten Gentlemen From
alternately with one cup sour milk, had much enjeyed automob'le trips Ccrrs.
The services were frr--n (Russell’s
Arid two teaspoons vanilla. Beat in the later vears. especially cn"
West Point”
and fold in ’ast 2 eeg whites. Bake to Niagara Falls and ethers to the funeral hcme. Friday afternoon.
with
,
at 350 for 35 to 40 minutes in two Middle Stales, as well as many Rev. Charles A. Marstaller officiat
GEORGE MONTGOMERY
8-inch layer cake pans.
throughout Milne. The great scr- ing. Interment was in Achorn
• • • •
row of her lif4. prior to Mr. Shaw’S cemetery.
Second Hit
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
George Murphy, Ann Shirley in
A ship's passenger discovered he’d demise, was the loss cf thei- oldest
The British Prime Minister, who
left his toothbrush in the wash- daughter, wife of John T O'Connell,
“MAYOR OF 44TH ST.” room and hastened back to recover -che dying when her son. Jchn Floyd aim First Lord of the Treasury,
receives a salary of £10.009 a year.
’t, cnly to find another man using O’Connell, was born, in 1907.
THURSDAY and FRIDAY
it.
M s. Shaw was a long-time mem“Pardon me. bpt that’s mv tooth- ber of the Methebe^ec Club, having
bnish you’re using,” he said.
been i’s treasurer fcr *o»”‘» ve»-s:
“Oh, I’m sorry." exclaimed the also a member of the W.C.T.U. She
Teeming With Thrills! other
man apologetically.
“I formerly belonged to the Gcod
A Paramount Picture Starrmc
thought it belonged to the boat.” Templars organization and in early
RAT
’
BE7TY
! J=
Qmin of the
OUR FLAG
MILLAND • FIELD
jungle finds • '
hondtoma ntw
Born to the spirit cf freedom,
* :h Patnci? WOlhm • Ugere PIUPT(
Baptized in war and in tears.
Ph,lop TERRY • teif ERICKSON
Richard
HATS OFF—
•|A nN Ch<rlc ' OINCLf ~e:.' K;:,
J
Crowned with ultimate victory.
P rtcted bv Norman Tauroe • Screen Plav by
TO THE NEW
Ruling with justice, the years.
Tess Siesiafccf anu Fienk Oavis ____
Strong, with a sterling strongness.
FEATHER EDGE
Young, with a vital youth.
Tempered
by trial and tempest.
INFORMATION PLEASE
Wise itj the wisdoifi of t”uth.
Cartoon—Antarctic Outpost
Star spangled, gallant, majestic.
Sanctified fleg of the free.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
For hatless Sum
Refuge cf tyrant-tred peoples,
mer days, get a
Emblem of Liberty!
brief and breezy
—Marion Thelma Melsness.
• • • •
z
permanent that's
flattering andea&y
Tire companies are now turning
I
to flip into place.
cut millions of inner liners which
Get a feather
when cemented to the inside «f the
casting prevent small cuts cr rup
edge!
tures Trom pinching the tube. It
OTHER PERMANENTS
A estimated that these line's will
DOROTHY LAMOUR
$2.50-$4-$5
add 10 to 15 percent to the life cf
•ilk
the
old
casing.
STARTS SUNDAY
I
* * ‘ *
Richard Denning • Jack Haley
i Teo often one forgets the words
“THIS ABOVE ALL”
Patricia Morison * Walter Abel
of Isa. 25:1:
Tyrone PcweT, Jean Fonta-ne
Nelen Gilbert • Elizabeth Patterson
O Lord, thou art my God; I will
•ra:« t, wins UKKLI w.n> Fu, t,
bn.
TEL .142
ROCKLAND, ME.,
exalt thee. I will praise thy name;
375 MAIN ST. ,
Sunday Three Shows, 3, 6.15, 8.3)
for
thou
hast
done
wonderful
Sun. Mat. anil F.vff., all seats 40e
tf.i.'—: ihj counsel- c.f cld are
Children 11c
ULhAwiue&s and Uuth.

-v- • $ * :
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WAR BONDS

PERMANENT

the handsome granite
sand box, flagstone
ling blocks, steps and
nd culvert stones, etc.

iON

This And That

^tctfSARyr

-..4 fh*iloMv hole

I bordertfd with blacks
Iriush wrtK ♦he qround
Mill keep t-.r s.»rvi in
p provide <h sand box
be yoi g'jtvrs dndalsc
bedch of yotfr own to
loci- suit anj qet in thy son

Strand Theatre, Friday and Saturday

Social Matters

I yir
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CHARLES‘BUDDY* R06ERS
LATEST NEWS EVENTS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
ROY ROGERS In
“SONS OF FiONEEBS"

Gl[LB Iflrs BE rtYE
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The County Ticket

Natives Of Rockland

Nature’s Sugar Factory at Work

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kal Complete List of Republicans
For Knox County Is
loch Observe 62d Wed
Here Given
ding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Kalloch
of Weston, Mass., formerly of Rock
land, observed their 62d wedding
anniversary Friday at the home of
nephew, E. O. Towne in New
port.
...ey were married Aug. 14,1880
at the home of the bride’s parents
the late Mr. and Mrs. Joab Towni
in Rcckland by the Rev. Jcsepl
Kalloch, pastor of the Baptis
Church. Both born in Rockland
they attended the schools here and
Mr. Kalloch was employed on The
Courier-Gazette, where he served
as an apprentice and learned the
trade of a ccmposito”.
About three years after they were
married they moved tc Concord, N
H„ where he worked in a job printlnging office, later he worked on the
Providence Telegram and the Provi
dence News as assistant foreman
He worked on the Kennebec Journal
in Augusta for 10 years before he
retired six years ago because of his
health. He also worked around
Boston for a number of years fol
lowing his trade.
Since retiring they have made
their home with their only child,
a daughter, Mrs. Nellie Henderson,
in Weston, Mass. There are seven
grandchildren, six boys and a girl.
A grandson, Douglas Henderson,
was recently appointed as United
States Consul to Mexico, and an
other grandson, Richard, ls an
officer In the chemical warfare de
partment of the U. S. Government
at Edgewood, Md.

County Commissioners — Alfred

C. Hocking, A. Everett Libby.
Representatives To Legislature

Cleveland L. Sleeper, Jr. and
Ralph P. Conant,
Rockland;
Charles F. Dwinal. Camden; Ar
thur Emerson, North Haven, Wil
liam T. Smith, Thomaston and Milton C. Stephenson, Union.

Out Of State Cars

Can’t Do It All

Connecticut

Uncle Sam Needs Local Com
mittees’ Help In War Ra
tioning Expense

Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Nevada
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Panama
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Declaring that "the Federal
Government obviously cannot be
expected to pay all the expense of
each local War Price and Ration
ing Board throughout the Nation,”
Edward C. Moran, Jr., State OPA
Director, advises chairmen of lo
cal rationing boards that "it seems
only reasonable that part of the
cost of rationing should be borne
by local communities whose people
are served by the presence of a
local toard.”
Pointing cut that rent is a com
paratively miner item of the to
tal cost o; rationing. Moran ad
vised local chairmen that it does
not seem much to ask that the
local community bear the 3 percent
of total rationing cost that rent
represents as its share of the ex
pense of the rationing program.
To chairmen of the 18 local
boards where the Federal Govern
ment is now paying the cost, the
State Director suggests that every
effort be made to obtain quarters
without cost to the Federal Gov
ernment within a reasonable time.
The wholehaerted co-operation of
lccal boards has been requested by
the State Director in the hope that
within a reasonable time the ob
jective of 100 percent rent-free
MATINICUS
boards in Maine will be accom
C. B. Young has been guest of
plished. .
friends on the mainland for a few
days.
Miss Florence Jeffers has re
PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Elden Davis hae returned turned to her home in Braintree,
heme alter spending a menfift at Mass., after two weeks at Marion
Young’s.
the “Lucette” in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniels and daugh
Maynard Thompson, who has been
employed in Biddeford, is at home. ter, Scottie, of Massachusetts, are
He joined the service this month. vacationing in the Cooper cottage.
Nelson B, Davis of Newton High Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Baldwin
lands, Mass., Is spending a. vaca and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Funnell
tion with his mother, Mrs. Elden of Stamford, Conn., are boarding
with Hilda Ames.
Davis.
Mis. Maude Anthony visited in Miss Leona Webber of Yarmouth,
Is visiting her grandmother, Flora
Tenant’s Harbor recently.
Allred Morris has been home on Philbrook.
Mrs. Alton Raynes and children
a furlough from an Army camp in
of Owl’s Head, have been guests of
South Carc’.ina.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Raynes.
Mrs. Kenneth Ives of Reading,
Dried figs used in cooking have
a bet.er ilavor and mix more Mass., returned to her home Sat
evenly if they are soaked In fruit urday, after visiting her parents,
juice o rmilk before being added Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ames.
Mrs. Flora Philbrook Is in Knox
to the rest of the ingredients. Hospital,
suffering from a strepto
. ,
4 (1gS vive extra sweetness,
as well as health-building min- coccus infection.
t.als. to cocky and cake mixtures.
To keep tin cooking utensils
bright and shiny, wash in hot
soapy water. Rinse in boiling water
and wipe dry. If not wiped dry
tin utensils are likely to become
rusted.

Sugai ol some Kind is round in
tnt sap of every living plant Na
ture store? more sugar in the sug
ar beel and the sugar cane than
in other plants and for that reason
they have become the chief sources
of the world's sugar supply
Sugar is formed in plants througn
a process of photosynthesis which
is Illustrated in the case of the sug
ar beet in the accompanying picto
gram In this process, carbon diox
ide rroro the air and water rrom
the soil are combined within the
plant through the agency ot green
pigment known as chlorophyl. 'n
the presence of light For that rea
son 9ugar is often called ''crystal-'
lized sunshine and water ” The sug
ar which is manufactured within
the green parts of the sugar beet
is used principally for growth dur
mg the early part ol the beet's life,
but later in the season most of the
sugar ip carried to the root where
It is stored

Follow The Trend
Rockland League of
Women Voters

Clear-cut war labor policies are
needed because voluntary agree
ments between labor and manage
ment have not succeeded in sta
bilizing wages and determining
union status during the war.
If wages are not stabilized, labor
might not be employed where it is
most needed to win the war. Em
ployers may offer high wages to
lure workers from other war plants
or to keep workers in their own.
Rising wages can also bring on
a runaway inflation. Even though
ceilings have been placed over the
prices of most retail goods, in
creased' buying power resulting
from higher wages could force
prices through their ceilings.
If the position of unions as rep
resentatives of labor is not clearcut, bickering between labor and
management is likely to delay pro
duction. Unions fear that with the
influx of non-union workers into
a plant where wages are stabilized,
the unions themselves will lose their
position as bargaining agents leav
ing labor helpless after the war.
This is why there is so much con
troversy about closed shop con
tracts, union shop contracts, and
maintenance of membership.
These are among the methods
used to assure the bargaining
strength of the organizations, re
ferred to as “union security.”
“Maintenance ol membership” is a
new term. It means that an em
ploye who is a member when the
.union makes a contract with an
employer, or who becomes a mem
ber later, must remain so during
the term of the contract.
Mayonnaise, touched up lightly
wit hhorseradish, (1 teaspoon to
each cup of mayonnaise) will give
a zippy flavor to stuffed or sliced
tomato salad.

I'o the scientist sugar is 'su
crose." and id its pure form even
chemists cannot tell whether it
came from the sugar beet or the
sugar cane. Sugar from beets is
identical with sugar from cane in
appearance, sweetness, quality and
food value, and they may be used
Interchangeably for all purposes
In 1942. according to estimates
ol the Office of Price Adminlstra,
tion, which directs the sugar-ra
tioning program, beet sugar will be
the most important single source
ol our national sugar supply. With
tn a few weeks farmers of nineteen
states win begin the harvest of
more than one million acres of sug
ar beets The crop is expected to
produce approximately two million
tons ol sugar, enough to give a
weekly ration of eight ounces for
one yeai to every person in the
United States. It is expected to be
the largest crop in history

WASHINGTON-AND YOU
Washington, Aug. 9—Young men help in the salvage campaign and
between 17 and 21 years of age re 1 with other contributions to the war
siding in the Second District, who effort. She has written to me that
wish to enter the Naval Academy she has 71 pounds of dross-wiping
and feel that they have the educa soldier which is 60 percent pure
tional and physical qualifications, tin and 40 percent pure lead. It
will please communicate with me is called dross because it has ac
quired such Impurities as a bit of
Immediately.
* * • •
oil or burned paper. She says she
The Civil Service Commission ' will sell this to any authorized gov
has asked me to let them knew by ernment agency; also some die
Sept. 5 how many candidates I will stock only used once. She has a
have for Naval or Military Academy pair of good French field glasses
and where I would like examina and an extension lens camera which
tions held. The examinations will she will lend the Government. I
be held Oct. 3, the only examina have turned her letter over to the
Navy.
tion to be held this year. This Is W.P.B. and to* the
» ♦ *
the test given by the Commission
A member of a New York firm
for me from which I select nominees
for the Academy, depending on wrote to me saying he felt there
is politics in not drafting the young
what marks they make.
er men before election, and asking
» * * ♦
There are not any vacancies for if I thought the delay until Novem
the Second District this year at the ber in paying soldiers’ allotments
Military Academy at West Point, to families is also playing politics.
but there are two vacancies at the He asked if this were being done so
Naval Academy at Annapolis. That families would get a big lump sum
will mean that I may nominate two just before election. I have told
principals and three alternates to him that it is a tremendous under
each principal. I feel that the fair taking, setting up machinery for
way to select nominees is to have taking the family allotment! out of
the Commission hold the examina the pay of so many men, and that
tions and report results to me. The I think November is about the
examinations are pretty stiff, and earliest moment that the payments
commence. I would not be
men who can pass them have a could
good chance of passing the entrance surprised if the government finds
it cannot begin even then.
examinations at the Academy.
* * * *
It would be well for any young
★
★
man who wishes to go to the
Wkat
you&uy
With
Academy to have his physician
examine him before applying to
me for authority to take the Civil
Service examination. There is no
use taking the mental examination
★
*
___ ★
only to fail when taking the medical
examination for entrance.
Of
Barbed wire used by Uncle Sam’s
course, the Academy gives such fighting forces is vastly different
hard examinations, mental and from that used on American farms.
physical, that even men who pass Army and Marine ba-’bed wire is
the Civil Service examination and much heavier and the barbs, about
seem physically perfect sometimes three inches in length, are more
fail at entrance.
,
vicious than ordinary barbed wire.
• ♦ » ♦

V

WHERE DID IT GOT,

Madame Chiang Ka.-shek comforts a sh> newcomer to one ot ,he
war-orphanages she maintains in Chungking with the aid of American
relief funds Childless herself. China’s First Lady is a real mother'
to more than 30.000 homeless waifs rescueo from starvation ana
receiving food, clothing and shelter under her care Relief Jf China 8
war-stricken children is a major objective of the United China Rohm
drive for $7,000,000.

BEAUTY AND THE

The Civil Service gives the exami
nations at Augusta, Lewiston and
Rockland, but upon request will
give them at any first or second
class post office. Candidates tempo
rarily absent from the Second Dis
trict can take the examination else
where by special appointment.

DAN

* # * *

H

Martinsville G
FRIDAY, Au|

Passed by Censor

SLENDER Canadian girl ma barrel is destined is ’lie heaviest
nipulates tlie switches control piece manufactured in Canada.
Ranging from the smallest bullet
ling a crane that hoists a gun
barrel casting weighing a couple of to the largest bomb, from fuses
tons. Everywhere in the Canadian to tanks, from safety pistols to field
and depth charge throwers,
munitions industry girls are per guns
the list of armaments coming ofi
forming similar tasks releasing men Canadian production lines reveal*
for military service. The 3.7 inch a growing diversity of industrial
anti-aircraft gun for Which Ibis effort

A

LOOK AND LI

Thursday,

The Mall
of service, a J
sincere apprd
me, and my |
ne?ses and a<
two decades. I
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part of a plane

BOOTH! 1
BOOT#

you, Too,
CAN SINK U'BOATS
» SUV AUnited State War Saving 8ondHta«p*
U. S. Treasury Department

In the attics and cellars of promptly, the full rate of production
cannot be attained or increased; the
homes, in garages, tool sheds,
. necessary tanks, guns, and ships cannot
and on farms, is a lot of Junk
be produced.
which is doing no good where it
is, but which is needed at once to

I

Scrap iron and steel, for example. Old
radiators, lengths of pipe, refrigerators,
garbage pails, broken garden tools...
It may be rusty, old “scrap” to you,
but it is actually refined steel, with
most impurities removed—and can bequickly melted with new metal in the
form of pig iron to produce highest
quality steel for our war machines.

Even in peacetime our Nation relied
on scrap to provide about 50% of the
raw material for steel. Now production
of steel has gone up, up, UP, until
today America is turning out as much
steel as all the rest of the world com
bined.

A thrilling story of the conquest of one

of the last frontiers—the “New North.**

But unless at least 6,000,000 addi
tional tons of scrap steel is uncovered

/W THE GHOST PLANE

JUNK MAKES

FIGHTING WEAPONS

The rubber situation is also critical. In
spite of the recent rubber drive, there is
a continuing need for large quantities of
scrap rubber. Also for other waste mate
rials and metals like brass, copper, zinc,
lead, and tin.

America needs your active assistance
in rounding up these materials. The
Junk which you collect is bought by
industry from scrap dealers at estab
lished, government-controlled prices.

One old radiator
will provide
scrap steel need
ed for Seventeen
.30 calibre rifles.
One old lawn mower will
help make six 3-inch shells.

One useless old
„
tire will pro- V V V V
vide aa much ® « 6* «•*
rubber as is "
» “ v
used in 12 gas
"-L*
” v ’ v
masks.

Willyou help?
First—collect all your waste material
and pile it up.
Then—sell it to a Junk dealer, give it
to a charity, take it yourself to the
nearest collection point, or get in touch
with your Local Salvage Committee.

One old shovel will help
make 4 hand grenades.

If you live on a farm, consult your
County War Board or your farm im
plement dealer.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Throw YOUR scrap into the fight!

Scrap iron and steel.
Other metals of all kinds.

\

TWs message approved by Conservation Division

WAR

ARTHUR STRINGER
BEGINNING NEXT WEEK!

DOUG VINAL’S
Admission 25c, 35c|
8.30 to

“Guns, tanks, and maybe

t

IN THIS NEWSPAPER

This week mark!
niversary of the l)
and down in tj
modem store at
Main and Spring
proprietors are tad
count of that epod
pressing their app
vors received from
of patrons down tl
hundred years,
naturally that ;
who are in the id
in to tender their <d
The observance
sary continues, th
and friends who i .
certain of a cordra
The late Clare:
founded the bus
gust, 1892, when id
reer in the capae

HOIST

“What’s it good for?

tors, the flying Padre and his brown-haired
f
' ‘
daughter—and some of the most. fearless

'

late Clarcnl
founder of ul

RED FISH

it involves a swan hunter, two old prospec

by

The

needed for War

Alan Slade had an idea. What lie does about

flying to be found anywhere,

DAN

WAR RUMIS

help smash the Japs and Nazis.

DID IT COME FROM?

Established

Candidates for the Naval Academy
must be not less than 17 years old i
nor more than 21 years cn April of
The Marine Corps pays fifty cents
the year in which they would enter for each twelve yards, or 36 feet of
the Academy, in this case, 1943.
this specially manufactured barbed
♦ ♦ * w
For the Military Academy, candi wire. The Army and Marine Corps
!
“SPOTTERS” WAX POETM? ’ dates must be at least 17 and must needs thousands upon thousands of
not have reached their 22d birth feet for defensive warfare. Your
Windy Hollow, Friendship,
purchase of War Bonds and Stamps
August, 17. day on the date of entrance. I per will insure sufficient quantity for
mit
all
applicants
to
take
the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— examination.
their needs. Invest at least ten
During the past few weeks it has
percent of your wages in War
been interesting to watch for the
A
woman
from
Belfast
sets
a
“jingles” which appear on the good example of how a citizen can Bonds every pay day.
V. S. Treasury Department
walls and rafters of the local ob
servation Post of the A.W.S. One
of the early ones reads:
‘' Keep awake and watch tlie sky—
Or you’ll be a corpse by and by.’
and it was quickly followed by:
"I’ve watched the sky—■
It's been the same
The last three weeks—
Just Fog and Rain.”
Another handwriting came back
with:
"For fog and rain
I dont give a hoot!
They're better far
Than a parachute.”
Someone, evidently bored with
the signatures which appeared on
shelves, wrote the old classic:
“Monkey’s names, like monkey’s
faces, are always seen in Public
Places!” And on a rafter is this
one:
“If by chance I go to sleep, I
hope the floor with me they sweep”
Kay Emerson Crane

THE SABOTEUR

WHfRC

MADAME CHIANG “MOTHERS” WAR ORPHAN

By Margaret Chase Smith

U S. Senator—Wallace H. White,
Jr. of Auburn.
Governor — Sumner Sewall of
Bath.
Representative to Congress —
Margaret Chase Smith of Skowtegan.
State Senator—Albert B. Elliot.
Register ot Probate—Willis R.
Vinal of Warren.
County Treasurer — Earle C.
Dow of Rockport.
Register of Deeds—Albert Wins
low of Rockland.
Sheriff — C. Earle Ludwick of
Rockland.
County Attorney—Stuart C. Bur,'ess of Rockland.

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado

Tuesday-Friday

J

PRODUCTION

BOARD

Old rubber.

Rags, Manila rope, burlap bags.

TWs advertisement paid ter by the American Industries Salvage Committee
(representing and with funds provided by groups of loading industrial concerns.)

Waste Cooking Fats~Strain into a

LOCAL SALVAGE COMMITTEE

Waste paper and tin cans, as announced locally.
NOT NEEDED at this time: Razor blades—glass.

large tin can and when you get a pound or
more, sell to your meat dealer.
NEEDED ONLY IN CERTAIN LOCALITIES:

NEWS ITEM—Slow-downs, imperfect workmanship and acci
dents in American factories frequently are the result of uncorrected
visual defects of industrial workers, according to M. J. Julian, pres
ident
oj the Better Viaio
*
—• n Jnatituf.
---- . .
—

CLEVELAND L. SLEEPER, Chairman,

Tels. 72 and 957

